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(Reduced for academic year 2021-22)
SYLLABUS

There will be two papers in the subject: 
Paper I – Theory (3 hours)    ...70 marks
Paper II – Practical and Project Work  …30 marks

PAPER - I (THEORY) – 70 Marks
There will be one Theory paper of three hours duration divided into two parts:
Part I (30 marks) will be compulsory and will consist of Section A and Section B.
Section	A	will include compulsory short answer questions testing knowledge, application and skills related 
to elementary/fundamental aspects of the entire syllabus.
Section	B	will consist of one question on map	work.
Part II (40 marks) will consist of seven questions. Candidates will be required to answer four	out of seven 
questions. Each question in this part shall carry 10 marks.

INDIA IN THE WORLD’S CONTEXT

 1. Physical Environment

 (i) Locational setting - India: size and area. Present importance of the location of India with reference 
to the Indian Ocean Rim countries and the Northern and Western frontiers. Comparison with China 
and Australia.

  Extent, position with reference to latitude and longitude, length of coastline and frontiers with 
neighbouring countries. The locational advantages of India in the Indian Ocean and as a subcontinent.

 (ii) Structure of India – Geological formation, relief and drainage; major physiographic divisions and 
their characteristics.

 (a) Outline of the geological evolution and structure.
  Names of the main Standard and Indian geological eras with reference to Indian Geology.
  Geological evolution of: the Peninsular Plateau, the Himalayas and the Great Plains. Difference 

between the Peninsular Plateau and the Himalayas.
 (b) The three-fold physiographic divisions: the Himalayan mountain complex, the Indus-Ganga-

Brahmaputra Plains and the Peninsular Plateau.
	 •	 Himalayan	mountain	complex:	(orthoclinal	structure)
  The three parallel ranges, the northwest and northeast offshoots, comparison between 

Western and Eastern Himalayas.
  Regional divisions of the Himalayas (Kashmir/ Punjab Himalayas, Himachal/ Uttaranchal/ 

Kumaon Himalayas, Nepal Himalayas, Assam Himalayas).
	 •	 Indus-Ganga-Brahmaputra	Plains
  The relief features – bhabar, tarai, bhangar, khaddar, bhur, barind, barkhans, doabs. Regional 

divisions of the plains: Rajasthan plain (the Great Indian desert), Punjab plain, Ganga plain, 
Brahamaputra/ Assam plain.).
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	 •	 The	Peninsular	Plateau
  The Malwa plateau, Chotanagpur Plateau and Deccan Plateau: the relief features - badland, 

Western Ghats, Eastern Ghats, Aravalis. Comparison between the Western Ghats and the 
Eastern Ghats.

	 	 The	above	three	physical	divisions	are	to	be	studied	with	reference	to	their	extent,	
altitude,	slope	and	landform	characteristics.

	 •	 Coastal	Plains
  Comparison between Western and Eastern Coastal Plains and their divisions. The relief 

features: Lagoons, estuaries, deltas.
	 •	 Islands
  Difference between Andaman and Nicobar and Lakshwadweep islands.
 (c) Drainage (i.e. rivers) and drainage systems: Names and sources of the main rivers and their 

any two major tributaries.
  Comparison of Himalayan and Peninsular rivers.
 (iii) Climate: India - Factors affecting India’s climate: Temperature - factors affecting temperature. 

Atmospheric pressure conditions during the year; origin and mechanism of the monsoon, Jet streams, 
Southern Oscillations; wind and rainfall distribution during the year; characteristics of the four 
main seasons - hot and dry, hot and wet, cool and dry, cool and wet with reference to temperature 
distribution in north and south India, pressure, wind conditions – distribution of resultant rainfall; 
variability of rainfall, incidence of droughts and floods. Temperature and rainfall graphs of Mumbai, 
Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Jaisalmer and Leh,

  Role of various factors affecting Indian climate – latitudinal extent, distance from the sea, northern 
mountain ranges, physiography, monsoon winds, upper air circulation, western disturbances and tropical 
cyclones, southern oscillation, El Nino; understanding of the concept and mechanism of monsoon; Indian 
Monsoonal Regime – onset, rain bearing system, break in the monsoon, retreat of the monsoon;

  Seasons of India – with reference to temperature, pressure distribution, wind systems and local 
winds (loo, kalbaisaki/ Norwesters, Mango showers; explanation of the variability of rainfall in different 
areas over different seasons.

  Droughts and Floods – meaning, causes, affected areas and mitigation programmes. Temperature 
and rainfall graphs of Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Leh and Jaisalmer.

 (iv) Natural vegetation: Forest – importance, use, misuse and potential both for exploitation and 
conservation. Present forest policy.

  Distinction between vegetation and forest, virgin vegetation; factors affecting vegetation.
  Importance of forest to man; Impact of human activity on vegetation. Forest Conservation – need, 

Social Forestry (Agro forestry, community forestry, commercial farm forestry, non-commercial farm 
forestry, urban forestry); Forest Conservation Movement: Van Mahotsav, Chipko Movement.

 2. Population and Human Settlements

 (i) Population of India compared to six countries - China, Australia, USA, Canada, Russia and Brazil.
  Population of India as compared to the other six countries with reference to percentage of world 

population	and India’s position in the world.
 (ii) National and State level patterns of population distribution.
	 	 Definition	of	census.	Index	of	concentration	(highest	and	lowest	index	of	concentration	as	per	the	

latest census), density of population – arithmetic and physiological.
	 	 Spatial	distribution	of	population	in	India	and	explanation	of	the	factors	influencing	it	–	landforms,	

climate, accessibility and level of development that result in this pattern. Comparison of the density 
at	the	State	level	and	factors	influencing	it.

 (iii) Pattern of population growth in the last three decades; implications for development.
  Meaning of terminologies such as population, birth rate, death rate, population growth rate, natural 

growth rate and absolute growth of population, migratory growth, positive and negative growth.
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  Population growth of India at national level – trends of 1921, 1951 and 1981 to the latest Census, 
absolute growth rate of population. Demographic characteristics of India at the National level- birth 
rate, death rate, and natural growth rate from 1991 to the latest Census.

  Drawing general conclusions about the:
  Impact of rapid growth rate on economic development, on environment; need for planned development 

(to maintain the ecological balance).
 (iv) Migration trends over the last 25 years.
  Explanation of the important terms – migration, commutation, out migration, in migration, step-wise 

migration and migrant, push and pull factors.
  Streams of migration: (rural-rural, rural-urban, urban-urban and urban-rural).
  Causes for migration - natural, economic, political and social.
  Comparing the consequences of each type of migration on cities and rural areas.
 (v) Demographic attributes at National level - trends and patterns of: 1. Rural urban population 2. Age 

and sex composition 3. Literacy levels 4. Working and non-working population; implications for 
development.

  Study of the causes and trends of rural urban composition, age and sex ratio, literacy level, working 
and	non-working	population	at	the	National	level	(highest	and	lowest	figures	for	each	of	the	above)	
in the latest census. Implications for development.

 (vi) Settlements
  Distinction between Rural and Urban settlements; Rural and Urban Population.
	 	 Definition	of	an	Urban	area	according	to	the	latest	census;	Urban	agglomeration,	conurbation,	urban	

sprawl,	ribbon	settlement,	infill,	metropolis, megalopolis.

 3. Resources of India and their Utilisation

 (i) Need for environmental management vis-à-vis development.
  Understanding that from the development point of view, environment may mistakenly be seen as a 

‘resource’ to be exploited, whereas, environment needs to be viewed as a ‘capital’ that needs to be 
managed carefully.

 (ii) Land resources: Land use pattern in India – quality of cultivable land, size of land holdings.
	 	 Defining	the	term	land	resource;	its	importance	and	problems.	Land	use	pattern	–	net	sown	area,	

area sown more than once, forests, land not available for cultivation, permanent pastures and other 
grazing lands, land under miscellaneous tree crops, culturable (cultivable) waste, fallow land, quality 
and size of cultivable land holdings. Methods to reduce fragmentation of land holdings.

 (iii) Water resources and types of irrigation.
  Water Resources: Their demand and utilization. Types of water resources: surface and ground water.
  Meaning, importance and need for irrigation in India.
  Sources of irrigation:
  Traditional Methods: wells, tanks, tube wells - Advantages and disadvantages; Study of two states 

where each of the above types of irrigation is mainly prevalent.
  Modern methods: tube wells, multi-purpose projects, sprinkler irrigation, Perennial canals - Advantages 

and disadvantages. Names of two canals each in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, 
Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.

  Use and misuse of water for irrigation; study of alternative methods of irrigation. Overwatering - 
reasons and regions affected by it; dangers of overwatering;

  Conservation of water resources including their management; rain water harvesting.
 (iv) Agriculture: Types, development and problems.
 (a) Wet and dry farming, crop rotation and crop combination, intensity of cropping, problems of Indian 

agriculture; use of technology in agriculture. Modern inputs, change over from subsistence to 
commercial agriculture, need for Green Revolution. Diversifying Indian agriculture – importance 
of animal husbandry.
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  Wet and dry agriculture: Crop rotation and crop combination. Intensity of cropping – concept and 
crops associated; problems of Indian agriculture; Use of new technology – Green revolution: 
Need, impact and problems, second green revolution - strategies for second green revolution. 
Diversification	of	Indian	agriculture	–	Animal	Husbandry:	meaning	and	its	importance	in	Indian	
Agriculture.

 (b) Study of crops:
  (i) Conditions of growth (soil, temperature, rainfall requirements, crop seasons, secondary crops 

cultivated with them). (ii) World production and India’s position. (iii) Major producing States in 
India and their rank as producers of the following crops:

  Food grains - Rice (Japan) and Wheat (China)
  Commercial	and	Industrial	crops	–Tea (Sri Lanka) and Cotton (Pakistan)
  Conditions of growth: For each crop, the type of soil, temperature range, rainfall range, the crop 

seasons are to be done.
	 	 Main	areas	of	growth	of	the	above	crops,	in	the	countries	specified,	and	reasons	for	growth	are	

to be studied.
  Name of the leading producer (country) in the world for each of the above crops (Food grains, 

commercial and industrial crops) and India’s position in the world.
  Importance of Market Gardening and Orchard Farming – reasons and trends in development in 

recent years.
  Self-explanatory
 (v) Fishing in India, Japan and Bangladesh.
	 	 Methods,	types	of	fish	caught,	fishing	grounds;	factors	affecting	the	importance	and	development,	

fishing	ports	and	markets,	need	and	methods	of	fish	conservation.
	 	 Understanding	of	marine	and	inland	fisheries;	deep	sea	and	inshore	fishing;	pelagic	and	demersal	

fishing	should	be	done.	Problems	affecting	fishing	in	India,	Japan	and	Bangladesh	should	be	also	
taken up.

	 	 Two	ports	and	two	types	of	fishes	of	each	coastal	State	in	India	should	be	studied.
 (vi) Sources of Energy
 (a) Minerals and power resources.
  Distinguishing between metallic and non-metallic minerals; ferrous and non-ferrous minerals.
  Production and distribution (three leading States and three leading centres in each State) of 

Iron ore, mica, coal, manganese and petroleum; their uses.
  Iron ore, mica, coal: their types.
  The main power resources - Nuclear thermal, hydel; three main States for generation of nuclear 

thermal and hydel power in India.
 (b) Conventional energy sources - fossil fuels and firewood, potential (Indian context) and limitations 

of each source, methods of harnessing and environmental consequences of their use.
  Conventional energy sources:
  Firewood – for heating and cooking along with agricultural and animal waste.
  Coal, Petroleum, diesel, LPG - their potential and limitations in India. Environmental concerns 

with	 regard	 to	 their	 use	 (global	warming,	 thermal	 pollution	 in	waters,	 fly	 ash,	 atmospheric	
pollution, etc.).

 (c) Non-conventional energy sources - types of non-conventional sources (bio-mass, solar, wind, 
ocean, hydel, geothermal, nuclear), potential (Indian context) and limitations of each source; 
their environmental consequences; need to promote non-conventional energy sources.

  Advantages and limitations of each non-conventional energy source.
  Uses of these energy sources and distribution.
  Understanding the need to promote non-conventional energy sources.
  (The study should include uses and the distribution of the above energy resources).
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 4. Infrastructural Resources (Development of Transport and Communication)

 (a) Railways, Roadways, Water transport (inland and coastal), Air transport, Pipelines - these modes 
of transport are to be studied with regard to –

  Location and state wise distribution of air, road and rail routes; location of waterways and pipelines; 
natural and economic factors that govern their distribution; density and growth. Patterns in India.

  The present position, areas well and poorly served by each mode.
  Problems – comparative advantage of each mode of transport, national goals to be achieved in the 

development of modes of transport (The Golden quadrilateral - its north-south and east-west corridor).
  Ports, their location and advantage; major exports and imports of different ports. Nature and direction 

of trade from the ports. International trading patterns and products in the last five years.
	 	 Distinguishing	between	harbour	and	port;	natural	and	artificial	harbours.	Location	of	major	ports	in	

India and their advantage; main items of export and import from different ports and the patterns in 
the	last	five	years.

 (b) Communication – importance of communication in rural development and its policy. Importance of 
infrastructure as key to the development of an industrial economy.

  Modern means of communication - satellites and remote sensing - Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS), cellular phones, radio, doordarshan, internet; difference between mass communication and 
tele communication. Prasar Bharti. Infrastructure as key to the development of an industrial economy.

 5. Industries

 (a) Study of the location and distribution of important industrial centres; a general comparison of 
disparities.

  Self-explanatory.
 (b) Major and minor industrial regions – factors governing their growth.
  Reasons for the spread of industrial areas; Understand how the distribution of heavy and consumer 

industries varies in the different regions; Understanding why certain industries are more in a particular 
region.

  Major Industrial regions: Mumbai-Pune, Hooghly, Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Chota Nagpur, 
Vishakhapatnam-Guntur, Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut.

  Minor Industrial regions: Ambala-Amritsar, Saharanpur-Muzaffarnagar, Northern Malabar.
  Factors governing the growth of the above to be studied.
 (c) Location, production and growth of the following industries:
 (i) Agro based industries – Cotton textile and ready-made garments.
  Cotton Textiles:
  Maharashtra (Mumbai and Pune), Gujarat (Ahmedabad and Surat), West Bengal (Kolkata and 

Howrah), Tamil Nadu (Madurai and Chennai).
  Ready-made garments:
  Delhi, Bengaluru, Mumbai, Kolkata
 (ii) Mineral based industries – Iron and steel
  The following industrial centres are to be studied.
  TISCO (Jamshedpur), Vishweshvarya Iron and Steel Plant (Bhadravati), Bhilai Iron and Steel 

Plant (Bhilai), Rourkela Iron and Steel Plant (Rourkela), Hindustan Steel Limited Plant (Durgapur), 
Bokaro Iron and Steel Plant (Bokaro), Salem Iron and Steel Plant (Salem), Vishakhapatnam 
Iron and Steel Plant (Vishakhapatnam),

  (Integrated and mini steel plants: meaning, advantages and disadvantages also to be studied.)
	 	 NOTE:	Factors	responsible	for	the	location,	development	and	present	status	of	the	Agro	

and	Mineral	based	industries	mentioned	above,	as	well	as	the	distribution	centres	are	
to	be	studied.
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  Difference between key and footloose industry; industrial clusters and indices to identify industrial 
clusters; industrial inertia.

  Maps and sketches of Industrial regions and centres (location of agro based and mineral based 
industries) should be the basis for explaining the pattern of industrial development.

 (d) Tourism industry – Major natural and cultural tourist areas in India. Their special features and 
level of development - impact on environment and local economy. Tourist flows.

	 	 Definition	of	tourism,	growth	of	tourism,	advantages	of	tourism,	important	places	–	both	natural	
and cultural. Positive and negative impact of tourism, problems of tourism and measures for 
developing eco-tourism.

 6. Regional Economic Development 

(Case studies)
Case studies will be preceded by a brief understanding of the meaning of development, multilevel 
planning and planning regions. These case studies will be undertaken with reference to the advantages 
and disadvantages that have accrued to the people and area - aspects covered will be their geographical 
location, resource base, developmental history, present trends of population, occupations, agriculture 
and industrial activities, issues of development.

 1. Area development in Chattisgarh region – mining, silk industry and farming.
 2. Electronics industry in Bengaluru– reasons for its development, extent, national and international 

linkages and problems.
 3. Growth of Haldia port, its industries and hinterland.

 7. Map Work

 A question on map work will be set to identify any of the following items studied in topics 1-6:

MAP LIST:
 Locational setting of India:
804’N-3706’N, 6807’E- 97025’E (Latitudinal and longitudinal extent of India); 23.5 0 N (Central latitude) and 
82.5 0 E (Central longitude); Indira Col and Cape Comorin (Northern and Southern point of mainland India).

 Mountains:
3 parallel ranges of Himalayas, Trans Himalayan range – Karakoram, Pir Panjal, Ladakh, Zaskar. 
Aravallis, Vindhyas, Satpura, Western and Eastern Ghats, Nilgiris, Cardamom hills, Garo, Khasi, Jaintia 
hills, Patkoi hills, Naga hills, Mizo hills.

 Peaks:
Mount Everest, Godwin Austin, Kanchenjunga, Gurushikhar, Dodabetta, Anaimudi, Mahendragiri,

Plains:
Indus-Ganga-Brahmapurtra region, Konkan, Kanara, Malabar, Coromandel, Northern Circars.

Plateaus:
Malwa, Chota Nagpur, Deccan, Meghalaya.

Peninsula:
Kathiawar, Kachchh.

Lakes:
Chilika, Pulicat.

Waterbodies:
Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, Palk Strait, Gulf of Kachchh, Gulf of Khambat,

Passes:
Karakoram, Shipki La, Nathu La, Bomdi La, Palghat, Bhorghat, Thalghat.
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Rivers:
Indus, Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas, Sutlej, Ganga, Yamuna, Gomti, Ghaghara, Gandak, Kosi, Chambal, 
Betwa, Ken, Son, Damodar, Luni, Narmada, Tapi, Mahanadi, Godavari, Krishna, Kaveri, Brahmaputra.

Climate of India:
Movement of Southwest and North east monsoon winds from season to season, area of low and high 
pressure varying from season to season, direction of westerly and easterly jet streams, average annual 
rainfall	distribution	in	India,	Main	drought	prone	and	flood	prone	areas.

Population:
The States of India (according to the latest Census) for the following: The Lowest density of population, 
highest density of population, highest level of urbanization, lowest level of urbanisation, highest Index of 
Concentration of population, the highest sex ratio, the lowest sex ratio, the highest literacy, the lowest literacy;
Urban cities of Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata, Bengaluru, Ahmedabad and Lucknow.

Resources of India:
Main region of intense cropping in India; Main State/regions of India for: wells, tanks, tube wells, perennial 
canals.
Agriculture:

Main producing States/regions of India for: Rice, Wheat, Tea and Cotton.

Minerals:
Iron Ore (Keonjhar, Bellary, Raigarh, Singhbhum), Coal (Jharia, Bokaro, Raniganj), Petroleum (Digboi, 
Mumbai High, Ankleshwar, Bassein), Manganese (Sundergarh, Nagpur) Mica (Nellore, Bhilwara).

Power resources:
Nuclear Power (Kaiga, Kalpakkam, Tarapur, Rawatbhata, Narora, Kakrapara), Thermal Power 
(Bongaigaon, Santaldih, Panipat, Ahmedabad, Chandrapur, Nevyelli, Trombay, Vijaywada); Hydroelectric 
power stations (Bhakra Nangal, Hirakud, Damodar, Nagarjunasagar, Tungabhadra, Rihand).

Industries:
Cotton Textiles: Mumbai, Ahmedabad Surat and Madurai.
Iron and Steel: TISCO(Jamshedpur), Bhilai Iron and Steel Plant (Bhilai), Vishakhapatnam Iron and Steel 
Plant (Vishakhapatnam);
Oil	refineries:	IOCL	(Digboi	and	Haldia).

Transport:
Trace the route of: National Highway 1, National Highway 2, National Highway 6, National highway 7, 
Golden Quadrilateral - 4 sides, North south
Corridor, East West Corridor; State with the Highest Density of roads.

Ports:
Kandla, Mumbai, Marmagao, New Mangalore, Kochi, Tuticorin, Haldia, Chennai, Vishakhapatnam, 
Kolkata.

Hinterland:
Kolkata, Haldia.

Case studies:
Tracing of the Chattisgarh region, city of Bengaluru and its connectivity (road and rail ways) with the 
adjacent megacities & ports and hinterland of Haldia.

SKETCH	MAPS
Candidates should be able to draw, label, understand and interpret the sketch maps related to the 
following topics:
•			Locational	setting	of	India;	 •			Relief	and	drainage	of	India;
•			Climate;	 •			Population;	 •			Industries.
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PAPER II – PROJECT WORK and Project Work – 30 Marks

Candidates will be required to undertake the following Practical work and Project work .
 1. Practical Work:
  Any one of the following topics to be undertaken:
 (i)  Drawing of scales: linear, graphic scales showing primary and secondary divisions; representative 

fractions and statement of scale methods.
 (ii) Drawing of cross-section or profiles of important contours, viz. ridge, plateau, escarpment, 

valley, conical hill, types of slope, sea cliffs, waterfalls, spurs, by using vertical exaggeration 
and horizontal equivalent.

 (iii) Understanding and illustrating location references of SOI maps.
 (iv) Map reading and interpretation of survey of India maps: Study will be based on representative 

portions of any two topographical sheets. It will include the description of location, extent, relief 
features, drainage, land use, settlement patterns, communications and inferences about human 
occupations and stage of economic development of the area.

 (v) Introduction to Geographic Information System: Elements of visual interpretation of remote 
sensing maps/ images.

  Colour significance in the image and true colour (false colour composition): texture; size; shape; 
shadow; association.

  (Reference material – Wikipedia, Google. earth, IIRS Hyderabad).
 (vi) Elementary principles of surveying an area: preparing two plans of school compound and/or a 

small area using Plane table/ GPS.
 2. Project Work (Assignment):
  Local field surveys on any one of the following will be submitted as Project Report. These surveys 

should be organized with a table of contents, sample taken and statistical methods used, interview 
schedule. The report should be organized systematically, and the conclusions should be clearly stated.

 (i) Agricultural land use survey.
  Choose a district or topographical map of an area 1: 250000 and make a sketch map showing 

land use; compare the patterns of these. Alternatively, a local village could be chosen and the 
fields	mapped	from	the	cadastral	map	with	information	on	the	crops	grown	in	different	seasons	
and the location of the village, its roads and landmarks, if any.

 (ii) Household survey of about 30-60 households of a village or locality.
  Family size, age structure, educational background, occupation, involvement of men and women 

in	economic	activity,	educational	service.	Draw	conclusions	to	reflect	the	economic	development	
of the households.

 (iii) Amenity study.
	 	 Study	of	hospitals	in	a	city,	schools	(school	where	you	studied),	post	offices,	municipal	zones	

within the city (blocks in a village study) – reasons for travel (based on the importance and 
demand for the place), travel time, travel distance, mapping the hinterland of the service.

 (iv) Study of a manufacturing industry or a self-employed person.
  Visit a manufacturing unit or self-employed person – cycle or car repair shop, small fabricating 

unit,	factory	if	nearby	and	find	out	–	source	of	raw	material,	supply	routes,	final	product,	areas	
where it is sent, manpower strength and their organization.

 (v) Area development of a multipurpose river valley project – impact on the region.
  Self-explanatory.
  The Practical Work and the Project Work will be assessed by the teacher and a Visiting Examiner 

appointed locally and approved by the Council. No question paper for practical work and project 
work will be set by the Council.

  Evaluation of Practical Work and Project Work will be as follows:
	 	 Practical	file	(Sessional	Record):	 10	marks
  Assignment (Project Report):   10 marks
  Viva voce:   10 marks
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NAME OF 
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1. Physical 
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(Complete Unit)

3. Resources of India and 
their Utilisation

(iv) Agriculture: Types, 
development and 
problems.
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India, Japan and 
Bangladesh.

(iv) Sources of Energy

2. Population and 
Human settlements
(Complete Unit)

4. Infrastructural 
Resources 
(Development 
of Transport and 
Communication)
(Complete Unit)

3. Resources of India 
and their Utilisation

(i) Need for 
environmental 
management vis-à-
vis development.

(ii) Land resources: 
Land use pattern 
in India – quality 
of cultivable 
land, size of land 
holdings.

(iii)	Water	resource	
sand types of 
irrigation

5. Industries
(Complete Unit)

7. Map	Work Related to the given 
topics

6. Regional Economic 
Development
(Complete Unit)

7. Map	Work Related to the given 
topics
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Summary
 ● Agriculture is the practice of cultivating plants and livestock. It is a science or practice of farming, 

including cultivation of the soil for growing crops and rearing of animals to provide food, wool, 
and other products.

 ● Types of agriculture in India:
  Primitive subsistence farming  Commercial agriculture
  Dry farming    Wet farming
  Shifting agriculture    Plantation agriculture
  Intensive agriculture    Mixed and multiple agriculture 
  Crop rotation and crop combination.
 ● Wet farming is a kind of farming which depends generally upon the rain. This category of farming 

is common in the North, North-Eastern, Eastern India, and the Western slopes of the Western Ghats. 
Rice, jute, sugarcane, etc., are crucial crops. Water supply is available throughout the year, hence it 
is known as wet farming.

 ● Dry farming is often described as crop production without irrigation during a dry season, usually in 
a region that receives at least 20 inches (50 cm) of annual rainfall, and utilises the moisture stored 
in the soil from the rainy season. Dry farmed crops may include grapes, tomatoes, pumpkins, beans, 
and other summer crops. Dryland grain crops include wheat, corn, millet, rye, and other grasses that 
produce grains. These crops are grown using the winter water which is stored in the soil, rather than 
depending on rainfall during the growing season.

 ● Crop rotation is the practice of growing a series of different types of crops in the same area across a 
sequence of growing seasons. Crop combination is a scientific technique to study the existing spatial 
relationship of crops association with other crops. It is a process of cultivating multiple crops in the 
same field. This practice helps farmers to harvest more than one crop at a different time.

 ● Major agricultural problems of India and their possible solutions:
  Small and fragmented land-holdings  Lack of mechanisation
  Soil erosion    Agricultural marketing
  Inadequate storage facilities  Inadequate transport
  Scarcity of capital, etc.
 ● The most popular applications of technology in Indian agriculture appear to fall into few major 

categories:
  Crop and soil monitoring, predictive agricultural analytics
  Monitoring and controlling crop irrigation systems via smartphone
  Ultrasounds for livestock
  Usage of mobile technology and cameras
  Crop sensors.

1 Agriculture: Types, Development 
and Problems

Section A: Question Bank
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● The great increase in production of food grains (i.e., rice and wheat) due to the introduction of 
high-yielding varieties, to the use of pesticides, and to better management techniques. The Green 
Revolution, or the Third Agricultural Revolution, is the set of research technology transfer initiatives 
occurring between 1950 and the late 1960s, that increased agricultural production in various parts 
of the world, beginning most markedly in the late 1960s.

● Advantages of Green Revolution in India:
 Increase in agricultural production rate
 Prosperity of farmers
 Reduction in import of food grains self-suffi ciency
 Capitalistic farming-promotion of commercial farming
 Rural employment
 Change in the socio-economic conditions of the farmers
 Development of agro-based industries

● The re-allocation of some of a farm’s productive resources, such as land, capital, farm equipment 
and labour to other products and, particularly in richer countries, to non-farming activities such as 
restaurants and shops.

● Agriculture diversifi cation refers to either a change in cropping pattern or the farmers opting for 
other non-farming options like poultry farming, integration of livestock or fi sh with crops, etc.

● Animal husbandry is the science of breeding and caring for farm animals in a scientifi c way, i.e. 
controlled cultivation, management, and production of domestic animals: including improvement of 
the qualities. Animals are bred and raised for utility (e.g., food, fur), sport, pleasure, and research. 
The practice employed to increase the production of animal products by livestock animal husbandry 
includes feeding, breeding, and disease control of livestock animals.

● Advantages of animal husbandry in Indian agriculture:
 Animal husbandry helps in the proper management of animals by providing proper food, shelter 

and protection against diseases to domestic animals.
 It provides employment to a large number of farmers and thereby increases their living standards.
 It helps in developing high-yielding breeds of animals by cross breeding.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
1. Which type of farming is found in the areas of less annual rainfall (<75 cm)?

  (A) Wet farming   (B) Dry farming 
  (C) Multiple farming   (D) Crop rotation

 2. Which type of farming is found in the areas that receive more rainfall (>75 cm)?
  (A) Wet farming   (B) Dry farming 
  (C) Multiple farming   (D) Crop rotation

 3. The most important factor that affects Indian agriculture is the availability of __________ which 
depends upon rainfall.

  (A) moisture   (B) scientific methods
  (C) manures   (D) capital
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 4. Dry farming is practised less in West Bengal, Assam and Western coastal plain, why?
  (A) These areas are highly developed.
  (B) Most people are involved in agriculture.
  (C) The duration of dry spells is comparatively shorter in these regions than others.
  (D) The regions receive annual rainfall between 50 cm and 70 cm.
 5. Which soil is suitable for dry farming?
  (A) The soil that cannot retain moisture. (B) The soil that can retain moisture.
  (C) The soil that is poor in minerals. (D) The soil that is poor in moisture.
 6. Sprinklers, hydrants, water turbines and drip systems are generally used in
  (A) Wet farming   (B) Shifting agriculture
  (C) Moist farming   (D) Dry farming
 7. If pulses are grown after the rice in the same field, then this type of farming is known as
  (A) Crop combination   (B) Crop rotation 
  (C) Mixed farming   (D) Mixed cropping
 8. Which type of farming is necessary to keep the land in good tilth to utilise the land resources 

and labour force more efficiently?
  (A) Crop combination (B) Crop rotation (C) Mixed farming (D) Mixed cropping
 9. Crops which are grown in crop rotation as the rotational crop with the main crops
  (A) Rice and cotton   (B) Jute and sugarcane  
  (C) Pulses and oilseeds   (D) Wheat and rubber
 10. Crop combination can be also defined as a type of
  (A) Monoculture (B) Crop rotation (C) Mixed farming (D) Polyculture
 11. When the number of crops raised on a field during an agricultural year then the total cropped 

area as percentage of the net sown area gives a measure of
  (A) Crop rotation   (B) Crop combination
  (C) Cropping intensity   (D) None of these
 12. The two ways through which agricultural production and productivity can be increased are: 
  (i) Expansion of cropped area  (ii) Increasing intensity of cropping
  Which one can be applied in the densely populated region?
  (A) Only (i) (B) Only (ii) (C) Both (i) and (ii) (D) None of these
 13. Which State in India has the highest cropping intensity?
  (A) Gujarat (B) Karnataka (C) Mizoram (D) Punjab
 14. If the extent of area sown more than once is higher, then the crop intensity will be
  (A) Lower (B) Higher (C) Mild (D) Moderate
 15. Poor farmers cannot buy high-yielding varieties of seeds or good quality seed. To solve this 

problem, the government of India established:
  (A) High-Yielding Varieties Programme (B) National Seeds Corporation
  (C) Food Corporation of India  (D) Central Warehousing Corporation
 16. Which was a major plan to increase the production of foodgrains in India that resulted in the 

Green Revolution, and also solved India’s food problem?
  (A) State Seed Corporation   (B) Food Corporation of India 
  (C) High-Yielding Varieties Programme (D) National Seeds Corporation
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 17. The Central Fertiliser Quality Control and Training Institute is located at
  (A) Ludhiana, Punjab   (B) Hyderabad, Telangana
  (C) Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh   (D) Faridabad, Haryana
 18. Farm mechanisation is observed mostly in which States of India?
  (A) Meghalaya and Mizoram   (B) Bihar and Chhattisgarh
  (C) Punjab and Haryana   (D) Arunachal Pradesh and Sikkim
 19. What is the phrase generally used to describe the spectacular increase that took place during 

1968 and is continuing in the production of foodgrains in India?
  (A) Blue Revolution   (B) Green Revolution
  (C) White Revolution   (D) Yellow Revolution
 20. What are the demerits of the Green Revolution?
  (A) Prosperity of farmers and more profit
  (B) High rate of soil degradation and regional disparities in economic development
  (C) Self-sufficiency in food crop productions and growth of agro-based industries
  (D) Rural employment and high rate of commercial farming

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (C) 5. (B) 6. (D) 7. (B) 8. (B) 9. (C) 10. (D)
 11. (C) 12. (B) 13. (D) 14. (B) 15. (B) 16. (C) 17. (D) 18. (C) 19. (B) 20. (B)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. What is the science or practice of farming, including cultivation of the soil for the growing of 

crops and the rearing of animals to provide food, wool, and other products?
 Ans. Agriculture
 2. How much percentage of the Indian population is engaged in agriculture? 
 Ans. 58%
 3. When rain water is the only source of moisture for crops, the crops are known as
 Ans. Rainfed crops
 4. Name two organisations engaged in Research and Development of dry farming techniques in India.
 Ans. (i) The International Crops Research Institute for Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Hyderabad.
  (ii) The Central Arid Zone Research Institute (CAZRI), Jodhpur.
  5. Which project is of great importance in the water deficit region of Rajasthan? 
 Ans. The Indira Gandhi Canal Project
 6. The leguminous crops are grown with the cereals in which type of farming? 
 Ans. Crop rotation
 7. The aggregate of various crops grown as well as cultivated in an area at a given point of time 

is known as
 Ans. Crop combination
 8. What does refer to raising of a number of crops from the same field during one agricultural year; 

it can be expressed through a formula = Gross (total) Cropped Area/Net Sown Area x 100?
 Ans. Cropping intensity.
 9. In which states of India, low cropping intensity is found? 
 Ans. Rajasthan, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh
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 10. Cropping intensity is low in semi-humid, arid, semi-arid lands. State true of false.
 Ans. True
 11. The intensity of cropping is the indicator of 
 Ans. Efficiency of land use
 12. Which type of problem of Indian agriculture can be solved through cooperative farming?
 Ans. Small and fragmented land-holdings.
 13. The increase in the consumption of fertilisers is a barometer of . 
 Ans. Agricultural prosperity
  14. The utilisation of which type of manures will solve the two major problems like eco-friendly 

waste management, as well as providing manure to the soil? 
 Ans. Organic manures
 15. Name the States of India where half of the cropped area is under irrigation. 
 Ans. Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh
 16. Which types of markets generally introduce a system of competitive buying, help in eradicating 

malpractices of middlemen and moneylenders, ensure that the producers are not subjected to 
exploitation?

 Ans. Regulated markets
 17. Name three Government agencies which are extending loans to farmers at easy terms. 
 Ans. State Cooperative Banks, Central Cooperative Banks and Cooperative Credit Agencies.
 18. What is a farming management concept based on observing, measuring and responding to inter 

and intra-field variability in crops?
 Ans. Precision farming.
 19. Which farming is practised in sustainable ways to meet society’s present food and textile needs, 

without compromising the ability for current or future generations to meet their needs?
 Ans. Eco-agriculture
  20. Which type of agriculture is based on substantial use of micro-organisms, particularly fungi?
 Ans. White agriculture (techniques)

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1.  Why is black soil suitable for dry farming?
 Ans. Black soil can retain moisture. The necessity of irrigation is less in black soil. That is why, black 

soil is suitable for dry farming.
 2. Why is irrigation necessary in the high rainfall zone?
 Ans. Irrigation is necessary in the high rainfall zone due to:
  (i) Seasonal rainfall
  (ii) Presence of dry spells in the rainy season
  (iii) Erratic and uncertain nature of rainfall
 3. Why is rice production mainly concentrated in West Bengal, Bihar and the coastal regions?
 Ans. Rice is a rainfed crop. It requires a high amount of water to grow. Hence, it grows in the high 

rainfall zone.
 4. Why are Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh the traditional growers of wheat?
 Ans. Wheat requires a low amount of rainfall. This region receives winter rainfall and wheat is a 

winter crop.
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 5. Why is Indian agriculture mainly rainfed agriculture?
 Ans. Seasonal rainfall and unavailability of perennial irrigation.

 6. Why are pulses grown after the production of cereal crops in the same field?
 Ans. Cereals reduce the fertility of soil whereas pulses are leguminous crops that increase the fertility 

of soil by providing nitrogen in it.

 7. Why is crop rotation an essential part of Indian agriculture?
 Ans. Crop rotation is an essential part of Indian agriculture because:
  (i) It keeps the land in good tilth to utilise the land resources and labour force in an efficient way.
  (ii) It uses agricultural water resources more judiciously in dry climates where its availability is low.
  (iii) It maintains the soil nutrients balance.

 8. Why is crop combination or polyculture more prevalent in India than monoculture?
 Ans. Crop combination is more prevalent in India than monoculture due to following reasons:
  (i) Better nutrient utilisation – nutrients not utilised by one crop will be beneficial to another 

crop in the crop rotation.
  (ii) Higher crop resistance to plant pests.
  (iii) If there is crop failure of one type of crop, other crops help to bring profit and production.
  (iv) There is less chance of economic loss.

 9. Why is the only alternative left to increase agricultural production and productivity, the 
intensification of cropping?

 Ans. Most of the physically suitable land for the cultivation is already under plough. Hence, there is 
very little chance for the expansion of net sown area in India.

 10. Why is cropping intensity low in Thar desert and Deccan plateau regions?
 Ans. Cropping intensity is low in Thar desert and Deccan plateau regions due to scanty or low rainfall 

areas; arid, semi-arid and semi-humid areas.

 11. Why are the small and fragmented land-holdings not profitable for agriculture?
 Ans. The small and fragmented land-holdings are not profitable for agriculture due to following 

reasons: Large-scale wastage of fertile land, labour force and low yield.

 12. Why is irrigation the most important agricultural input in a tropical monsoon country like India?
 Ans. Irrigation is the most important agricultural input because:
  (i) Rainfall is seasonal, uncertain, unreliable and erratic in nature.
  (ii) Agricultural production demand is high due to the large population.

 13. Why do the producers or farmers, in general, suffer during the sale of agricultural products?
 Ans. The producers or farmers suffer due to:
  (i) Absence of an organised marketing structure everywhere.
  (ii) Presence of private traders and middlemen who dominate the marketing and trading of 

agricultural produce.

 14. Why have high-yielding variety seeds limits?
 Ans. The high-yielding variety seeds have limits because:
  (i) The high yield crops require more water and fertilisers as compared to the normal varieties 

of crops. They are very costly too.
  (ii) The high yield crops, when compared with the traditional varieties, are generally more 

susceptible to diseases.
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 15. Why should organic farming be practised all over India?
OR

  Why is organic farming better than conventional agriculture?
 Ans. Compared with conventional agriculture:
  (i) Organic farming uses fewer pesticides. 
  (ii) It reduces soil erosion.
  (iii) It decreases nitrate leaching into groundwater and surface water.
  (iv) It recycles animal waste back into the farm. 
  (v) It is eco-friendly.
 16. What is crop rotation? Mention any four benefits of it.
 Ans. Crop rotation is the practice of growing a series of different types of crops in the same area 

across a sequence of growing seasons.
  Benefits of crop rotation:
  (i) Increases soil fertility and crop yield.
  (ii) Reduces soil erosion and limits the concentration of pests and diseases.
  (iii) Reduces the stress of weeds and improves the soil structure.
  (iv) Reduces soil degradation and pollution and raises soil nutrients.
 17. What is the necessity of the study of crop combination in India? Give two examples of crop 

combinations in India.
 Ans. The concept of crop combination is a scientific technique to study the existing spatial relationship 

of crops association with other crops.  Examples: In Punjab and Haryana, rice and wheat enter 
into the combination and in western Uttar Pradesh wheat, rice, and sugarcane constitute the 
combination.

 18. What is Cropping Intensity? How and what is the benefit of increasing cropping intensity?
 Ans. Cropping intensity refers to raising of a number of crops from the same field during one 

agricultural year. 
  Cropping intensity = Gross or Total Cropped Area/Net Sown Area × 100.
  Cropping intensity can be increased:
  (i) By increasing the number of crops per cropping cycle.
  (ii) Intercropping with other crops.
  It can increase the frequency of harvests each year, resulting in increased food supplies without 

additional cropland expansion.
 19. What is the Green Revolution? Why was it needed?
 Ans. A huge increase in crop production in developing countries achieved by the use of artificial 

fertilisers, pesticides, and high-yield crop varieties that leads to a bumper crop production.
  The great increase in production of food grains (such as rice and wheat) is due to the introduction 

of high-yielding varieties (HYV) seeds, use of synthetic fertilisers and pesticides, and introduction 
of scientific management techniques. It was needed:

  (i) To overcome food shortages in India by increasing the yields of agricultural produce.
  (ii) To alleviate hunger and poverty.
 20. What are the needs of the Green Revolution in India? 
 Ans. The method of Green Revolution focused on three basic needs:
  (i) Using seeds with improved genetics (High Yielding Variety seeds).
  (ii) Double cropping in the existing farmland.
  (iii) The continuing expansion of farming areas.
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 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Distinguish between wet farming and dry farming.
 Ans. Differences between:

 Wet Farming Dry Farming

Wet farming is a kind of farming which 
depends generally upon rain. This category 
of farming is common in the North, North-
Eastern, Eastern India, and the Western slopes 
of the Western Ghats. Rice, jute, sugarcane, 
are crucial crops.

Dry farming is often described as crop 
production without irrigation during a dry 
season, usually in a region that receives at 
least 20 inches (50 cm) of annual rainfall, and 
utilizes the moisture stored in the soil from the 
rainy season. Dry farmed crops may include 
grapes, tomatoes, pumpkins, beans, and other 
summer crops. Dryland grain crops include 
wheat, corn, millet, rye, etc.

Mostly found in the areas of high rainfall. Mostly found in the areas of low rainfall.

Mainly rain-fed crops are grown. Drought-resistant crops are grown mostly.

 2. Mention two limits of crop rotation and two benefits of crop combination. 
 Ans. Crop rotation means a variety of crops. Therefore, it requires a deeper set of skills and knowledge 

regarding each type of crop harvested. Similarly, crop combination is a good basis for agricultural 
regionalisation.

  Limits of crop rotation:
  (i) For the success of crop rotation, different crops must be planted every season. This prevents the 

farmer from specialising in a specific type of crop. The farmer might not be able to produce 
a single crop on a large scale over a long period.

  (ii) It also requires different types of machinery, and operating them also requires knowledge. 
This means farmers will have to invest more time and resources in learning and mastering 
this agricultural practice.

	 	 Benefits	of crop combination:
  (i) It helps in the formulation of strategy for agricultural development in different regions.
  (ii) It is practised for nutrient enrichment in regular food habits, requirements and environment.

 3. What are the benefits of using new technologies in agriculture? Give a few examples of new 
agricultural technologies.

	Ans.	 Benefits	 of	using	new	 technologies	 in	agriculture:
  (i) Higher crop productivity.
  (ii) Decreases use of water, fertiliser, and pesticides, which in turn keeps food prices down.
  (iii) Reduces impact on natural ecosystems.
  (iv) Less runoff of chemicals into rivers and groundwater.
  (v) Increases worker safety.

	 	 	 Examples	 of	new	agricultural	 technologies:
  (i) GIS software and GPS agriculture.
  (ii) Satellite imagery: Drone and other aerial imagery.
  (iii) A digital agriculture mission has been initiated for 2021-25 by the Government for projects 

based on new technologies like artificial intelligence, block chain, remote sensing and GIS 
technology, etc.
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 4. Mention any four problems of Indian agriculture and also mention the solutions for those 
problems.

 Ans. Following are the problems of Indian agriculture and its solutions:

Problems	of	Indian	Agriculture Solutions

(i) Small	 and	 fragmented	 landholdings: It 
refers to the breakdown of the landholdings 
to smaller, unviable tracts of lands due to 
inheritance laws. The land belonging to 
the father is equally distributed among his 
sons. Farmers will not be able to produce 
some high profit crops like fruits, which 
require larger plot areas. Use of machinery 
becomes difficult in small plots.

● There is an urgent need to consolidate 
the existing land records, through 
digitalisation.

● The small farms can be combined and 
leased out to producers and corporations.

● The NGOs must step into educate, 
coordinate with the farmers, and find a 
way out from unproductive landholdings.

(ii) Seeds:	 Among various challenges faced 
by Indian farmers, the most important 
are quality, price, and availability of 
seeds on time. Most Indian farmers are 
economically weak and find it difficult 
to purchase seeds as they have to invest 
heavily in pesticides and fertilisers.

● The government of India established the 
National Seeds Corporation (NSC) in 
1963 and the State Farmers Corporation 
of India (SFCI) in 1969.

● Thirteen State Seed Corporations (SSCs) 
were also established to augment the 
supply of improved seed to the farmers.

(iii) Lack	 of	 mechanisation: In some parts 
of the country, most of the agricultural 
operations in larger parts are carried on by 
manually, using simple and conventional 
tools and implements like wooden plough, 
sickle etc. that causes low yield.

● Transformation of animate power to 
mechanical power.

● Supply and training of efficient and 
cheap technology.

(iv) Inadequate	 storage	 facilities: Having 
access to storage facilities can not only 
make villages self-reliant, but also allow 
farmers to leverage it in many other ways. 
It is often seen that due to a bumper crop 
and lack of storage facility, farmers have 
to sell their produce at a price which 
hardly covers their cost of production.

● The Food Corporation of India (FCI) and 
the Central Warehousing Corporation 
(CWC) are the principal agencies in India 
to provide storage facilities.

● Establishment of rural storage centres 
to serve the economic interests of the 
farmers.

 5. Mention any three major problems of the Green Revolution in India. 
 Ans. Major problems of the Green Revolution in India:
  (i) Impact	on	Environment: The new materials added to the soil and plants polluted the soil 

and water systems around the fields. The pollution of the water exposed people and the 
environment downstream to the chemicals being used in the farm fields.

  (ii)  Impact	 on	Economy: Green Revolution technology has given birth to growing disparities 
in economic development at inter and intra-regional levels. Thus, the problem of regional 
disparities has further aggravated as a result of the Green Revolution.

  (iii)  Impact	 on	 Society: Displacement of small farmers. The Green Revolution has displaced 
the agricultural labourers, leading to rural unemployment. The mechanical innovations like 
tractors have displaced agricultural labourers, increased social conflicts that led to polarisation 
of the rural society.
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 6. Mention four each benefits and disadvantages of the Green Revolution in India.
 Ans. Benefits and disadvantages of the Green Revolution in India. 

Benefits Disadvantages

(i) It allows us to create more food than 
conventional methods of growing.

It reduces the quality of the soil used for growing 
crops. Loss of soil fertility, erosion of soil, soil 
toxicity, diminishing water  resources, pollution 
of underground water, salinity of underground 
water, increased incidence of human and livestock 
diseases and global warming.

(ii) It allows a decline in food costs for 
the world economy. It also provides 
employment.

Continuous use of groundwater for tubewell irrigation 
has reduced the water table below the ground. The 
chemical fertilisers, easily soluble in water, can 
dissolve in the groundwater and pollute it.

(iii) It provides us with consistent yields 
during uncooperative seasons.

It created a lack of biodiversity in the global 
cropland structures.

(iv) It allows agricultural operations on 
a large scale.

Economic inequality in agrarian sector has widened 
resulting in increased agrarian unrest in rural areas.

 7. What do you know about the second Green Revolution in India? Write its strategies.
 Ans. The new agriculture policy of India aims at sustainable agriculture, which is popularly called 

‘Second Green Revolution’ or ‘Evergreen Revolution’. Another aspect of the biotech revolution 
is the use of bio-pesticides and bio-fertilisers. This is actually part of a bigger strategy targeted 
towards organic farming.

  Strategies	 of	Second	Green	Revolution:
  ● Massive crop diversification and multiple cropping is one of the key features of the second  

Green Revolution.
  ● It aims for achieving self-sufficiency in pulses and oilseeds and doubling horticulture and 

floriculture would be doubled in five years.
  ● To bring vibrancy to the rural economy.
  ● To make agriculture remunerative even to small and marginal farmers by doubling the income 

of farmers.
  ● Reducing the cost of cultivation, enhancing yields, and increasing prices receivable by farmers.
  ● Sustainable agriculture consists of environment friendly methods of farming that allows the 

production of crops or livestock without damage to human or natural systems.
 8. Mention any two differences between the first and second green revolution in India.
 Ans. Differences between:

First	Green	Revolution Second	Green	Revolution

The first Green Revolution was to ensure food 
security as there was severe scarcity of food in 
the country. 

The second Green Revolution aims at 
creating sustainable agriculture by leveraging 
advancements in technology.

The first, known as transgenic modification, 
involves the movement of genetic material 
from one variety or species of organism to 
another. 

The second involves changing, or editing, the 
existing genetic material of an organism. There 
are two groups of GM crops that are currently 
widely grown.
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 9. What do you mean by the diversification of Indian agriculture? Mention its two benefits. What 
is the necessity of it?

 Ans. Agriculture diversification refers to either a change in cropping pattern or the farmers opting for 
other non-farming options like poultry farming, animal husbandry, etc.

	 	 Benefits	 of	 agriculture	diversification:
  ● It allows farmers to expand the production, which helps generate a higher level of income.
  ● It safeguards farmers against adverse market cycles.
  Necessity	of	 agricultural	diversification:
  ● Crop diversification and also the growing of large numbers of crops are practised in rainfed 

lands to reduce the risk factor of crop failures due to drought or less rains.
  ● Crop substitution and shift are also taking place in the areas with distinct soil problems.
 10. Define animal husbandry. What is its importance in Indian agriculture? 
 Ans. The science of breeding, rearing and caring for farm animals is known as animal husbandry. 

Animals are bred and raised for utility. It is the practice employed to increase the production 
of animal products by livestock. It includes feeding, breeding, and disease control of livestock 
animals. It is a scientific management of farm animals.

	 	 Importance	of	 animal	husbandry	 in	 Indian	agriculture:
  ● It provides employment to a large number of farmers and thereby increases their living standards.
  ● It helps in developing high yielding breeds of animals by cross-breeding.
  ● Many farmers in India depend on animal husbandry for their livelihood. In addition to supplying 

milk, meat, eggs, wool, their castings (dung) and hides, etc. Animals, mainly bullocks, are the 
major source of power for both farmers and dairies. Thus, animal husbandry plays an important 
role in the rural economy.

  ● It helps in the proper management of animals by providing proper food, shelter and protection 
against diseases to domestic animals.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. This crop cultivation is an example of dry farming.

  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say (D) None
 2. These crops can be used as rotational crops.

  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say (D) None
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 3. Cropping intensity is high in the shaded area. True/false?

  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say (D) None

 4. The first Green Revolution started in the shaded part of India.

  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say (D) None
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 5. The shaded areas most benefitted from the Green Revolution for wheat and rice production.

  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say (D) None

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (B) 5. (A)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Study	 the	picture	given	below	and	answer	 the	questions	 that	 follow.

 (i) In which type of farming machines are used? Mention any one feature of that farming. 
 Ans. Commercial farming. Meant for sale.
 (ii) Mention any one advantage of this farming in sparsely populated areas. Name two states in India 

where this type of farming is practised. 
 Ans. Machines are used in this type of farming hence the necessity of manual labour is less, which 

lacks in sparsely populated areas. Punjab and Tamil Nadu.
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Passage 2
Study	the	picture	given	below	and	answer	 the	questions	 that	 follow.
Subsistence agriculture is the production of food primarily for 
consumption by the farmer's family. Commercial agriculture is the 
production of cash crops primarily for sale off the farm.  Intensive 
subsistence farming is practised in regions where there is a lot 
of pressure on the agricultural land. Commercial farming, on the 
other hand, is practised in regions where there is relatively less 
pressure on land. Instead of machinery, intensive  farming is mostly 
dependent on intensive use of labour.
 (i) Intensive subsistence farming is practised in regions where there is a lot of pressure on the 

agricultural land. Commercial farming, on the other hand, is practised in regions where there is 
relatively less pressure on land. Justify.

 Ans. Commercial farming is highly mechanized. Instead of machinery, this kind of farming is mostly 
dependent on intensive use of labour.

 (ii) Which farming type is meant for sale? 
 Ans. Commercial farming.  
 (iii) Which farming can be practised in densely populated regions? Why? 
 Ans. Intensive farming.  Reasons: 
  (a) Less area is available. (b) Manual labour is available.

Passage 3
Read	 the	 following	passage	and	answer	 the	questions	given	below.
Organic farming can be defined as a system of management and agricultural production that combines a 
high level of biodiversity with environmental practices that preserve natural resources and has rigorous 
standards for animal welfare. Organic farming is agriculture that makes: healthy food, healthy soils, 
healthy plants, healthy environments - a priority, along with crop productivity.
Organic farming is a system of farming and food production. Organic farmers aim to produce high-
quality food, using methods that benefit our whole food system, from people to planet, plant health to 
animal welfare. Compared with conventional agriculture, organic farming uses fewer pesticides, reduces 
soil erosion, decreases nitrate leaching into groundwater and surface water, and recycles animal wastes 
back into the farm. Organic farms provide higher biodiversity, hosting more bees, birds and butterflies. 
They also have higher soil and water quality and emit fewer greenhouse gases. The organic agriculture 
has a greater scope of minimising all forms of pollutants and brings sustainability. This practice gives 
a very low adverse effect in the economy; it also helps in conservation of biodiversity. By switching to 
organic farming, conventional farmers can actually reduce its production cost by over 25% as compared 
to the cost of conventional farming. And organic products command higher prices among the health 
conscious buyers from developed countries that may help in the growth of a country’s economy by 
exporting organic farm products.
 1. Choose the correct statement/s:
  Statement 1: Organic farming does not use any chemical or synthetic fertiliser. 
  Statement 2: Organic farming is an eco-friendly method.
  (A) Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect. 
  (B) Both the Statements are correct.
  (C) Both the Statements are incorrect.
  (D) Statement 2 is correct and Statement 1 is incorrect. 
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 2. Can conventional farmers reduce production cost by switching to organic farming?
  (A) Yes (B) No (C) Can't say (D) None
 3. The products of organic farming cost are
  (A) High (B) Low (C) Very low (D) None
 4. What is the impact of organic farming on soil?
  (A) It causes excessive soil degradation. (B) It makes soil infertile.
  (C) It reduces the rate of soil degradation. (D) It causes soil erosion.

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (A) 4. (C) 

Passage 4
Read	 the following	passage	and	answer	 the	questions	given	below.
Before independence Indian agriculture was mainly that of subsistence farming, but now it has changed 
to commercial farming. Though commercial farming system is targeting high profits, both organic and 
inorganic fertilizers, and synthetic pesticides are commonly used to increase the yield. Therefore, the 
contribution for the environmental pollution is at higher levels. But subsistence farming only utilises 
organic fertilizers and natural pesticides, and pest control is by traditional methods.
Therefore, contribution for the environmental pollution is at a very low or at zero level. Instead of that 
Indian agriculture has been transformed from subsistence to commercial farming because of the following 
reasons: The small and scattered land holdings have been consolidated and converted to large holding 
and ploughed on cooperative basis. The farmers have started using modern techniques of farming and 
scientific methods; also they have started use of fertilisers and high yielding varieties of seeds and 
farm machinery. Irrigation methods have improved, resulting in increased soil fertility. New methods of 
agriculture like rotation of crops, inter-cropping, strip cropping, multiple cropping, have been adopted 
for better results. As a result, production of wheat, rice, sugarcane, millets etc spices, cotton, jute, tea, 
etc., has increased many times.
 1. Mention one advantage of subsistence farming.
 Ans. Subsistence farming only utilises organic fertilisers and natural pesticides, and pest control is 

done by traditional methods. Therefore, contribution for the environmental pollution is at a very 
low or at zero level.

 2. Mention one each advantage and disadvantage of commercial farming.
 Ans. Following are advantage and disadvantage of commercial farming:
  (i) Advantage: High profits.               (ii)  Disadvantage: Use of inorganic fertilisers.
  Synthetic pesticides are commonly used to increase the yield. Therefore, the contribution for the 

environmental pollution is at higher levels.
 3. Indian agriculture has been transformed from subsistence to commercial farming. Mention any 

four reasons.
 Ans. Reasons for transformation:
  (i) The small and scattered land holdings have been consolidated and converted to large holdings 

and ploughed on a cooperative basis.
  (ii) The farmers have started using modern techniques of farming and scientific methods; also 

they have started use of fertilizers and high yielding varieties of seeds and farm machinery.
  (iii) Irrigation methods have improved, resulting in increased soil fertility.
  (iv) New methods of agriculture like rotation of crops, inter cropping, strip cropping, multiple 

cropping, have been adopted for better results.
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 4. Name any three food and three cash crops that grow in India and whose production rate has 
been increased due to the commercialisation of Indian agriculture.

 Ans. Food crops include wheat, rice and millets while cash crops contains cotton, jute and tea.

Passage 5
Read	 the	 following	passage	and	answer	 the	questions	given	below.
Animal husbandry refers to the livestock raising and selective breeding. It is the management and care 
of animals in which the genetic qualities and behaviour of animals are further developed for commercial 
purposes. A huge number of farmers depend upon animal husbandry for their livelihood. Animal 
husbandry has the following benefits: Animal husbandry helps in the proper management of animals by 
providing proper food, shelter and protection against diseases to domestic animals.
It provides employment to a large number of farmers in both rural and urban areas and thereby increases 
their living standards. It helps in developing high yielding breeds of animals by cross breeding that 
increases the production of various food products such as milk, eggs, meat, etc., which provides easy 
access to proteins. It involves the proper disposal of animal waste and promotes a healthy environment.
But on the other hand animal husbandry has limits too. Such as animals feed on large covers of grass, 
thereby depleting greenery. Excessive feeding on forest covers led to soil erosion and disrupted the 
local ecosystem. Animal excreta is the source of large amounts of methane, one of the main reasons 
for global warming. It may spread diseases.
 1. Define animal husbandry.
 Ans. Animal husbandry refers to the livestock raising and selective breeding. It is the management and 

care of animals in which the genetic qualities and behaviour of animals are further developed 
for commercial purposes.

 2. Mention any four advantages of animal husbandry.
 Ans. Advantages of animal husbandry include:
  (i) Animal husbandry helps in the proper management of animals by providing proper food, 

shelter and protection against diseases to domestic animals.
  (ii) It provides employment to a large number of farmers in both rural and urban areas and 

thereby increases their living standards.
  (iii) It helps in developing high yielding breeds of animals by cross breeding that increases the 

production of various food products such as milk, eggs, meat, which provide easy access 
to proteins.

  (iv) It involves the proper disposal of animal waste and promotes a healthy environment.
 3. Mention any four disadvantages of animal husbandry.
 Ans. Disadvantages of animal husbandry include:
  (i) Animals are feed on large covers of grass, thereby depleting greenery.
  (ii) Excessive feeding on forest covers led to soil erosion and disrupted the local ecosystem.
  (iii) Animal excreta is the source of large amounts of methane, one of the main reasons for 

global warming.
  (iv) It may spread diseases.
 4. Animal husbandry may promote rural environment and economy. Give reasons.
 Ans. Animal husbandry may promote rural environment and economy due to following reasons:
  (i) It involves the proper disposal of animal waste and promotes a healthy environment.
  (ii) It provides employment to a large number of farmers in both rural and urban areas and 

thereby increases their living standards.
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Summary
 ● India has three cropping seasons — Rabi, Kharif and Zaid. Rabi crops are sown in winter from 

October to December and harvested in summer from April to June. Some of the important Rabi 
crops are wheat, barley, peas, gram and mustard. Kharif crops are grown with the onset of monsoons 
and harvested in September or October. Some of the important kharif crops are rice, jute, cotton, 
sugarcane etc. Zaid crops are grown between the Kharif and Rabi seasons, i.e., between March and 
June. These crops mature early. Cucumber, pumpkin, bitter gourd and watermelon are Zaid crops.

 ● The major crops in India can be divided into four categories viz. Food grains (rice, wheat, maize, 
millets and pulses), Cash Crops (cotton, jute, sugarcane, tobacco and oilseeds), Plantation Crops 
(tea, coffee, coconut and rubber) and Horticulture crops such as fruits and vegetables. Food crops 
are any plants intentionally grown with the primary purpose of being eaten by humans or animals 
whereas a cash crop is an agricultural crop that is grown for sale to return a profit.

 ● Primary crops are those which come directly from the land and without having undergone any real 
processing, apart from cleaning. They maintain all the biological qualities they had when they were 
still on the plants. Secondary crop is a crop that is planted after harvesting another crop on the same 
land earlier in the season. Like in a crop rotation after rice, pulses are grown as a secondary crop.

 ● A cultivated plant that is used as raw material by any industry. For example Tea, Jute etc.
 ● Rice in India is mainly cultivated in coastal plains and river deltas whereas in Japan it is mainly 

cultivated in lowlands. India’s agricultural products are rice, wheat, oilseed, cotton, jute, tea, 
sugarcane, lentils, onions, potatoes, dairy products, sheep, goats, poultry, fish etc. whereas Japan’s 
are rice, sugar beets, vegetables, fruit, pork, poultry, dairy products and fish etc. In Japan rice plants 
are prepared in a nursery in a seed bed and transplanted whereas in India seedlings are raised in 
nursery beds at the beginning of monsoon they are transplanted.

 ● India ranks first in the world's wheat production area, while in terms of production, it stands second 
after China. India's per hectare yield of wheat is also lower than China. If productivity in agriculture 
is systematically raised in India, then India can overtake China.

 ● India is the largest producer of tea whereas Sri Lanka is the third largest producer in the world. The 
competitors to India in tea export are Sri Lanka, Kenya, China, Indonesia and Vietnam. Tea is an 
agro-based commodity and is subjected to vagaries of nature. India's contribution to tea production 
in the world is about 35% and Sri Lanka accounts for about 12% of the total world production of 
tea. Sri Lanka is the third largest exporter of tea in the world after India and China.

 ● India has the largest area under cotton in the world around 9.0 million hectares, is the second largest 
in world production, second largest in raw cotton exports. Pakistan is the fourth largest cotton 
producing country in the world. However, the Indian sub-continent enjoyed the reputation of being 
the oldest home for cotton growing and cloth making. India was very rich in agriculture and hand-
made textiles production and was very prominent in exports of cotton fabric and textile goods to 
the Roman Empire, other European countries, China and Arab countries. India's cotton production 

2 Agriculture: Study of Crops
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received a setback due to the country's partition at the time of independence. A sizable portion of 
the undivided country's highly irrigated and fertile land went to Pakistan, which impacted inversely 
upon agricultural production.

● Food crops are grown to feed the farmer's own family. For example rice. Cash crops are the ones 
that are grown for earning money. For example cotton.

● Organic farming is a system of farming which avoids/excludes the use of synthetic/ chemical inputs 
and to a large extent rely upon:

 crop rotations 
 crop residues/animal manures, etc.

  Its characteristics are:
 Use of organic materials as pesticides and insecticides.
 Protecting the long-term fertility of the soil.

● The work of growing fruits and vegetables on a small farm, and selling them to the public is known 
as Market Gardening. Market gardening is the commercial production of vegetables, fruits, fl owers 
and other plants for sale in the local markets. It is the relatively small-scale production of fruits, 
vegetables and fl owers as cash crops, frequently sold directly to consumers and restaurants. It can 
be also taken as a business that provides a wide range and steady supply of fresh produce through 
the local growing season. Many different crops and varieties are grown and more manual labour 
and gardening techniques are used.

● Orchard farming is the planting of trees and shrubs. It is a type of farming where fruits and nuts 
are grown on trees and shrubs. Examples of orchard fruits are apples, pears, oranges, bananas, and 
cherries etc. it is the planting of trees or shrubs that is maintained for food production. Orchards 
comprise fruits or nut-producing trees which are generally grown for commercial production (meant 
for sale). Orchards are also sometimes a feature of large gardens, where they:

 serve as an aesthetic as well as a productive purpose
 urban vegetation in orchards increases property values
 provide many environmental benefi ts
 reduce heating and cooling costs
 reduce pollution, take up carbon dioxide, and produce oxygen
 provide habitat for wildlife
 hold water and reduce soil erosion

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]

1. The most important food crop of India.
  (A) Wheat (B) Rice (C) Pulses (D) Jowar
 2. Which crop feeds more than half of the Indian population?
  (A) Wheat (B) Rice (C) Pulses (D) Jowar
 3. India ranks _____________ in rice production in the World.
  (A) 1st (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th
 4. The largest rice producing country of the World.
  (A) India (B) China (C) Russia (D) Bangladesh
 5. The temperature range that is required for rice production is:
  (A) 34°C – 40°C (B) 10°C – 40°C (C) 21°C – 37°C  (D) 7°C – 17°C 
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 6. Rice is the predominant crop in this type of areas.
  (A) Hills and plateaus   (B) Deserts and semi arid regions
  (C) Flood - plain and river deltas (D) None of these
 7. Almost ______________ % of world’s rice production comes from India.
  (A) 50 (B) 60 (C) 20 (D) 10
 8. Two leading rice producing States of India are: 
  (A) Punjab and West Bengal   (B) Rajasthan and Goa
  (C) Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh (D) Nagaland and Mizoram
 9. Rice is mostly grown in ______________ of Japan.
  (A) highland (B) lowland (C) desertland (D) volcanic land
 10. ______________ is a common feature of rice cultivation in Japan.
  (A) Terracing   (B) Broadcasting 
  (C) Drilling   (D) None of these
 11. Which island is the largest producer of rice in Japan?
  (A) Hokkaido (B) Honshu (C) Shikoku (D) Kyushu
 12. Name the 2nd important food crop of India after rice.
  (A) Pulses (B) Bajra (C) Jowar (D) Wheat
 13. What is India’s global rank in wheat production?
  (A) 1st (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th
 14. Wheat is an example of crop.
  (A) Rabi  (B) Kharif (C) Autumn zaid (D) Spring zaid
 15. Isohyet of ______________ is the limit of wheat producing areas.
  (A) 100 cm (B) 150 cm (C) 70 cm (D) 200 cm
 16. The largest wheat producing State in India is: 
  (A) Punjab (B) Haryana (C) West Bengal (D) Uttar Pradesh
 17. Which country grows more wheat than India?
  (A) U.S.A. (B) Russia (C) Canada (D) China
 18. The Huang He basin produces more wheat than the Manchurian plain in China - why?
  (A) The Huang He basin has vast land.
  (B) The Manchurian plain receives very cold temperatures.
  (C) The Huang He basin has a longer growing season.
  (D) The Manchurian plain does not receive much rain.
 19. Name the most important beverage crop of India.
  (A) Coffee (B) Cocoa (C) Tea (D) None
 20. The requirement of rainfall range for tea production is
  (A) 200 cm – 250 cm   (B) 100 cm – 120 cm 
  (C) 50 cm – 70 cm   (D) 25 cm – 50 cm
 21. Name the country that produces tea more than India.
  (A) China (B) Pakistan (C) Sri Lanka (D) Nepal
 22. What is Sri Lanka’s global rank in tea production?
  (A) 1st (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th
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 23. The tea plantations were developed in Sri Lanka first by ______________ planters.
  (A) Dutch (B) French (C) Portuguese  (D) British

 24. Name the universal fibre.
  (A) Jute (B) Flax (C) Hemp (D) Cotton

 25. Cotton requires at least _____________ forst free days in a year for its successful cultivation.
  (A) 100 (B) 200 (C) 80 (D) 50

 26. Which country ranks second in cotton production after China?
  (A) India (B) Pakistan (C) Egypt (D) Sudan

 27. Maharashtra is the 2nd largest cotton producing State in India. Name the largest.
  (A) Punjab (B) Tamil Nadu (C)  Andhra Pradesh (D) Gujarat

 28. Name the main buyer country of Pakistan’s cotton.
  (A) India (B) Nepal (C) Sudan (D) U.S.A.

 29. These crops are mostly grown in Market gardening and orchard farming.
  (A) Rice, cotton and jute.   (B) Fruits, vegetables and nuts.
  (C) Millets, pulses and rice.   (D)  Cotton, tea and sugarcane.

 30. Which State in India is well known as ‘Orchard State’ due to its orchard plantations?
  (A)  Himachal Pradesh (B) Sikkim (C)  Maharashtra (D) Punjab

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (B) 3. (B) 4. (B) 5. (C) 6. (C) 7. (C) 8. (A) 9. (B) 10. (A)
 11. (B) 12. (D) 13. (B) 14. (A) 15. (A) 16. (D) 17. (D) 18. (C) 19. (C) 20. (A)
 21. (A) 22. (C) 23. (D) 24. (D) 25. (B) 26. (A) 27. (D) 28. (A) 29. (B) 30. (C)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Two staple crops of India. 
 Ans. Rice and wheat

 2. The largest rice producing State in India (total production as well as per hectare yield).
 Ans. West Bengal.

 3. Which country is the largest producer of rice in the world?
 Ans. China.

 4. Which country has the largest area under rice cultivation in the world?
 Ans. India. (For the total production India ranks as 2nd largest rice producing nation in the world)

 5. Name the methods of mechanisation of rice cultivation in Japan.
 Ans. Use of Paddle wheels, Electric and Diesel pumps etc.

 6. Which  State  in  India  is known as the ‘Granary of India’ due to its huge agricultural production?
 Ans. Punjab.

 7. What are the temperature requirements of wheat during its sowing and ripening periods?
 Ans. ● Sowing Period: 10°C – 15°C
  ● Ripening Period: 15°C – 20°C

 8. Name the soils that are suitable for wheat production.
 Ans. Well-drained loamy and clay loam.
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 9. How many types of wheat are grown in China?
 Ans. Two types - winter and spring wheat.
 10. Name two largest wheat producing states of India.
 Ans. Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh.
 11. Name two wheat producing areas in China.
 Ans. Great Plain that includes Wei Ho Valley and Shantung Peninsula.
 12. What are the labour requirements for the tea plantation in India?
 Ans. Plenty of cheap manual labour (at the time of tea leaves plucking is required).
 13. Which country has the largest area under tea cultivation?
 Ans. China.
 14. Name the 1st and 2nd largest tea producing countries of the world.
 Ans. China and India.
 15. Name the largest tea producing State of South India.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu.
 16. Name any two States of India that produce tea more than Tamil Nadu.
 Ans. Assam and West Bengal (two largest tea producing states of India).
 17. Name two tea producing areas of Sri Lanka.
 Ans. Around Hatton and Nuwara Eliya, the area to the South of Badulla and that to the north of Kandy.
 18. Name the largest and second largest tea exporter nations in the world.
 Ans. China and Sri Lanka.
 19. What is India’s global rank in tea production and exporting?
 Ans. Production Rank - 2nd after China.
  Exporting Rank - 4th in the world.
 20. Name the soils in which cotton can grow well.
 Ans. Black soil and alluvial soil.
 21. Name the largest cotton producing and exporting countries of the world.
 Ans. ● Largest cotton producing country - China.     ●   Largest cotton exporting country - U.S.A.
 22. Name two north Indian cotton producing States in India.
 Ans. Haryana and Uttar Pradesh.
 23. Name two states in India who have the highest yield in cotton production.
 Ans. Gujarat and Maharashtra.
 24. Name  two  regions  in  India  which  are  famous  for  market  gardening  and orchard farming.
 Ans. ● Garhwal region of Uttarakhand (for the production  of  apricot,  apple, strawberry, almond etc.)
  ● Kashmir valley (for the production of apple, pear, peach, plum, apricot and almond etc.).
 25. Market gardening and orchard farming are closely related to which type of agriculture?
 Ans. Horticulture.

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why does rice grow in the summer season?

OR
  Why does rice grow during winter months in Tamil Nadu?
 Ans. Rice is a tropical plant which requires high temperature and high humidity.
  Being located near the equator, Tamil Nadu remains warm even during winter months. Tamil 

Nadu receives winter rainfall by North-East Monsoon winds.
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 2. Why does most Indian rainfall occur in the Summer season (wet summer)?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Temperature requirement: 21–37°C and average temperature is 24°C.
  (ii) Rainfall: 175–300 cm. Average rainfall is 115 cm.
 3. Why does rice grow very well in the Northern Plains and Deltas?
 Ans. Rice grows very well in the Northern Plains and Deltas due to the following reasons:
  (i) Presence of fertile alluvial soil
  (ii) Presence of flat land area
  (iii) Hot and humid climate during kharif season
  (iv) Presence of irrigation facilities and perennial rivers
 4. Why is the production of rice regularly increasing in India?
 Ans. The production of rice is regularly increasing in India due to the following reasons:
  (i) Rice is the basic food crop. Being a tropical plant, it flourishes comfortably in a hot and 

humid climate.
  (ii) It is mainly grown in rain-fed areas that receives heavy annual rainfall.
  (iii) Improvement in the productivity per hectare due to use of HYV seed, irrigation, fertilisers, 

mechanisation, etc.
  (iv) High population of India has high demand for crops.
 5. Japan is one of the largest producers of Rice in the world, why?
 Ans. Japan being the largest producers of rice in the world because of:
  (i) Rice is the staple food crop of Japan.
  (ii) Rice is grown over 55% of the cultivated lands of the country.
  (iii) The Japanese transplantation method secures high yields.
  (iv) Mechanisation of agriculture.
 6. Why is wheat grown as a rabi crop in India?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Wheat requires less temperature during sowing period, that is, 10–15°C.
  (ii) Winter rainfall is suitable for its production in North-Western India.
  (iii) Availability of irrigation facilities.
  (iv) Since wheat is the second largest staple food crop of India, it has a high market demand.
 7. Why has the average yield of wheat increased in India?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Use of HYV (High-Yielding Variety) seeds (e.g., Kalyan, Sona, Sonalika, etc.)
  (ii) Intensive irrigation
  (iii) Use of fertilisers
  (iv) Mechanisation of farms
 8. Wheat has a high yield in north western India, why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Cool and wet climate (winter rainfall by the western disturbances) during the growing season 

of crop
  (ii) Dry warm climate at the time of its ripening
  (iii) The alluvial soil and good irrigation facilities
  (iv) Mechanisation of farming methods
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 9.  Wheat is mainly grown in northern and north-western China, why?
 Ans. The temperate type of climate of northern and north-western China with an annual rainfall of 

50–100 cm. It favours the production of wheat in China.
 10. Sometimes crop failure occurs in the Loess Plateau of China in wheat cultivation, why?
 Ans. It is due to following reasons:
  (i) Long cold winters   (ii) Lack of irrigation.
 11. What made China the largest producer of wheat in the World?
Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Extensive use of irrigation ensures high yield
  (ii) The grouping of small farms into large communes
  (iii) Increasing use of machines to ensure efficient production of wheat
  (iv) Use of chemical fertilisers and improved seeds
 12. Tea grows mostly in hilly regions, why?
 Ans. Tea plantations require evenly distributed rainfall with no water logging (stagnant water is harmful 

to the roots of the tea bush). The hill slopes provide an easy drainage of the rain water, hence 
preventing water logging.

 13. Wheat does not grow well in South India, why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Wheat requires low temperature at the time of sowing, the temperature should not rise be-

yond 15°C. This is not possible in southern parts of India where the temperatures in winter 
are higher than 15°C.

  (ii) Wheat grows best in well-drained loamy soil and clay loam, whereas southern India is 
mostly covered by laterite and red soils.

 14. The tea production has increased in India, why?
 Ans. The tea production has increased in India due to following reasons:
  (i) Favourable weather conditions
  (ii) High international demand for Indian tea
  (iii) Mechanisation of the tea estates
 15. Though India is the second largest producer of tea in the world but it is fourth largest global tea 

exporting nation, why?
Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Lack of access to capital
  (ii) Inefficient supply chains
  (iii) Non-adaptability to changing trends and technologies can be held responsible
  (iv) Facing competition with other countries like China, Sri Lanka, etc., in the global market.
 16. Why is Assam the largest tea producing State of India?
Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Presence of sloppy lands and high altitude
  (ii) Rich loamy soil conditions
  (iii) Availability of cheap labour
  (iv) Ample rainfall and a unique climate help it to produce some of the finest orthodox leaf teas.
 17. Why are Gujarat and Maharashtra the largest cotton growing states in India?
 Ans. Gujarat and Maharashtra are the leading producers of Cotton because:
  (i) The moist climate of both the states is well suited for cotton cultivation.
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  (ii) The temperature is ideal for the cotton industries as the cotton threads tend to break in dry 
climate while they rarely break in moist and humid climate.

  (iii) Presence of Black cotton soil.   
  (iv) Absence of fog and frost.
 18. Though India is one of the leading cotton producing nations, still India imports cotton – why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Due to the growth of the textile industry, there is high demand for raw cotton.
  (ii) The demand for extra-long staple cotton has resulted in a massive increase in imports.
 19. Why is there the necessity of market gardening in the urban areas of India?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) The market gardening products supply fresh fruits, vegetables and flowers to the local city 

markets.
  (ii) They also provide a source of employment in urban areas.
 20. Why is market gardening practised in urban areas?
 Ans. Market gardening is practised near urban areas because:
  (i) There are good transportation links with urban centres.
  (ii) Presence of a high group of consumers – high market demand.
 21. Name the first three leading states for the production of rice, wheat, tea and cotton.
 Ans. Differences between:

Rice West Bengal, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab

Wheat Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab

Tea Assam, West Bengal and Tamil Nadu

Cotton Gujarat, Maharashtra and Telangana

 22. Mention the leading country of rice, wheat, tea and cotton cultivation. Also mention India’s global 
rank in those crop production. 

 Ans. Differences between:
Name of 

crop
Largest 

producing nation
Largest exporting 

country
Largest area 

under production
India’s global rank 

in production

Rice China India India 2nd

Wheat China Russia China 2nd

Tea China China China 2nd

Cotton China U.S.A. India 2nd

 23. Compare India's global rank with Japan in rice production, with China in wheat production, with 
Sri Lanka in tea production and with Pakistan in cotton production.

 Ans. Differences between:
Rice Production India’s global rank - 2nd Japan’s global rank - 9th

Wheat Production India’s global rank - 2nd China’s global rank - 1st

Tea Production India’s global rank - 2nd Sri Lanka’s global rank - 4th

Cotton Production India’s global rank - 2nd Pakistan’s global rank - 4th
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 24. What are the benefits of market gardening?
 Ans. Benefits of Market Gardening:
  (i) It creates employment for the respondents. It is creating skilled employment for rural masses 

especially for women folks.
  (ii) Market gardening has in recent decades become an alternative business and lifestyle choice 

for individuals who wish to "return to the land", because the business model and niche allow 
a smaller start-up investment than conventional commercial farming, and generally offers a 
good profit.

  (iii) Market gardeners can sell directly to consumers hence more profit assurance.
 25. Why is an orchard important?
 Ans. (i)  Orchards provide vital green spaces where people are encouraged to interact with nature 

either through becoming custodians of the trees or by simply being around them and enjoying 
their shade, beauty and fruits etc.

  (ii) Urban vegetation in orchards increases property values and improves privacy.
  (iii) It provides many environmental benefits
   (a) Reduces heating and cooling costs.     
   (b) Reduces pollution
   (c) It takes up carbon dioxide and produces oxygen.    
   (d) It provides habitat for wildlife.
   (e)  It holds water and reduces soil erosion.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. What are the requirements of rice, wheat, tea and cotton production?
 Ans. Requirements of rice, wheat, tea and cotton production:

Name of crop Soil required Temperature range Rainfall range
Rice Deep-fertile clayey/

loamy
21-37°C Average 
temperature is 24°C

175-300 cm Average 
rainfall is 115 cm.

Wheat Well drained loamy and 
clay loam

10-15°C during 
sowing and 
15-20°C during 
ripening.

Annual rainfall 
50-70 cm

Tea Well drained deep friable 
loam/forest soil that is 
rich in humus.

25-30°C 200-250 cm

Cotton Black cotton soil and 
alluvial soil

20-30°C 50-100 cm

 2. Name the main areas of rice cultivation in India and Japan. Also mention the reasons for the 
growth of the same crop.

Ans.  The main areas of rice cultivation in India and Japan:

Rice India Japan

Main areas Northern plains, deltas, Satluj - Ganga 
basin, hilly regions, coastal plains. West 
Bengal, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Tamil 
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh etc.

Hokkaido rice ranks among the best 
in Japan in both yield and area under 
cultivation. The northern part of the 
island of Kyushu in western Japan.
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Reasons for 
the growth

● High temperature and heavy rainfall 
provide ideal conditions for the 
cultivation of rice.

● Most important economic activity.
● Staple food crop.
● High demand  in  the market due to 

high population.

● Rice is the staple food crop of Japan.
● Rice is grown over 55 % of the 

cultivated lands of the country.
● The Japanese transplantation method 

secures high yields.
● Mechanisation of agriculture.

 3. Name the main areas of wheat cultivation in India and China. Also mention the reasons for the 
growth of the same crop. 

Wheat India China
Main areas Major wheat growing states in India  

are  Uttar  Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar and 
Gujarat.

Most parts of the country but especially 
on the North China Plain, the Wei and 
Fen River valleys on the Loess plateau, 
and in Jiangsu, Hubei, and Sichuan 
provinces.

Reasons for 
the growth

● Ideal winter climatic conditions. The 
ideal temperature needed in winters 
for the production of this crop is 10° 
to 15°C. The ideal temperature needed 
in summers for the production of this 
crop is 21 – 26°C.

●  Cool  and  wet  climate during the 
growing season of crop and dry 
warm climate at the time of its 
ripening, along with the alluvial soil 
and good irrigation facilities

●  Extensive use of irrigation ensures 
high yield.

●  The grouping of small farms into 
large communes.

●  Increasing use of machines to ensure 
efficient production of wheat.

●  Use of chemical fertilizers and 
improved seeds.

 4. Name the main areas of Tea cultivation in India and Sri Lanka. Also mention the reasons for the 
growth of the same crop.

Tea India Sri Lanka

Main areas ●  Assam: Brahmaputra valley and 
Surma valley.

●  West Bengal: Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, 
Cooch Behar.

●  Tamil Nadu: Nilgiris
●  Kerala and Karnataka: ghats. 

● The major tea growing areas are
●  Kandy and Nuwara Eliya in Central 

Province,
●  Badulla, Bandarawela and Haputale 

in Uva Province,
●  Galle, Matara and Mulkirigala in 

Southern Province.
●  Ratnapura and Kegalle in 

Sabaragamuwa Province.

Reasons for 
the growth

● Moderately hot and humid climate, 
which is preferred for better yield, crop 
distribution and quality. An ambient 
temperature  within  13°C  and

 28-32°C is conducive for the 
growth of tea. Hill slopes do not 
prefer water logging. 

● Global market.

● The humidity, cool temperatures,  and 
rainfall of the country's central highlands 
provide a climate  that  favors the 
production of high-quality tea.

● Hilly tract does not allow water logging.
● International demand and global 

market.
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 5. Name the main areas of cotton cultivation in India and Pakistan. Also mention the reasons for 
the growth of the same crop.

Cotton India Pakistan

Main areas Cotton growing States viz. Punjab,  
Haryana and Rajasthan in the  Northern 
zone, Gujarat, Maharashtra and  MP  in  
the Central zone and Andhra  Pradesh, 
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu in the 
Southern zone. Besides, cotton is also 
grown in Odisha.

Cotton is grown mostly in the two 
provinces of Punjab and Sindh. It is also 
grown in Khyber Pakhtoon Khawah 
(KPK) and Balochistan provinces.

Reasons for 
the growth

Cotton requires high temperature 
and  bright sunshine for its growth. 
Cotton requires a clear sky during the 
flowering     stage. A light well-drained 
soil capable of retaining moisture is 
ideally suited for the cultivation of the 
crop. Black cotton soil is prefered.

Development of plant protection  
measures,  fertilizer and land preparation 
contributed towards higher cotton 
yield in Pakistan. Irrigation facilities, 
mechanisation  also  helped  in higher 
production.

 6. Distinguish between food and cash crops.
 Ans.  Differences between

S. No. Food Crops Cash Crops

(i) Food crops are grown for food such as 
cereals: wheat, rice maize, pulses, oil 
seeds.

Cash/Commercial crops are cultivated for 
sale purposes such as tea, coffee, rubber, 
coconut, and spices.

(ii) These grow in a small plot of land 
generally.

These grow in large plots of land generally.

(iii) These are annuals and complete their 
cycle in one season as in case of wheat, 
rice, maize, gram.

These plants are perennials. In case of 
plantation crops like tea, coffee and 
rubber etc.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. The image shows the rice cultivation method in Japan.

  
  (A) Broadcasting method   (B) Transplantation method
  (C) Drilling method   (D) Dibbling method
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 2. The shaded area on India map shows India’s main.

  (A) Wheat growing regions   (B) Cotton growing areas
  (C) Tea growing areas   (D) Rice producing areas
 3. This crop thrives well in this type of soil.

  (A) Black soil (B) Red soil (C) Laterite soil (D) Desert soil
 4. The ___________ is the largest producer of this crop in the world.

  (A) China (B) U.S.A. (C) India (D)  Russia
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 5. The shaded area shows the production area of a cash crop which is also a major source of raw 
materials in the largest agro-based industry of India.

  (A) Jute (B) Rice (C) Tea (D) Cotton

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (A) 4. (A) 5. (D)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
 1. Name two states in India where this crop grows. Also mention 

a reason for the pruning of these plants.
 Ans. Assam and West Bengal.
  Reason for pruning: To maintain a convenient height of the 

bush to facilitate plucking operation.
 2. Compare the production of this crop with Sri Lanka.
 Ans. Comparison:

India Sri Lanka

2nd largest tea producer in the world. 3rd largest tea producer in the world.

Area cultivated- 6 lakh hectares. Area cultivated- 240 thousand hectares.
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Passage 2
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.
Market gardening is the growing of vegetables for market, although it is also commonly associated with 
the cultivation of fruits and flowers. Evolving from conventional and traditional subsistence farming, 
the practice of market gardening has been around for centuries and overtime has become an important 
aspect of agriculture. Among various economic and social benefits, market gardening has a vital and 
multifaceted role in: providing food security, meeting the demands of consumer markets, utilising labour 
and generating income etc.
As urban centres expand, the market for fresh produce increases and the land devoted  to  market  
gardening  expands.  This  is  particularly  true  of  developing countries where rapid urbanisation is 
prevalent. Market gardening is a form of intensive farming that provides market gardeners with enough 
food for the household and creates surplus for sale. The immediate benefits are a source of income, 
livelihood protection and food security for the market gardener and their household, as well as food 
security for the wider community. The income generated from market gardening also provides indirect 
socio-economic benefits for market gardeners. Examples include greater access to household items (e.g. 
televisions) and greater mobility from the purchase of motor vehicles, motorcycles or bicycles etc. 
Recent advances in technology have increased the role of market gardening as an income generator. 
Technological developments (e.g. the Green Revolution) have not only improved the ability of market 
gardeners to increase crop yields, but have also turned food production into economically sustainable 
businesses.
 1. Choose the correct statement/s.
  Statement 1: Market gardening is associated with the cultivation of fruits, flowers and vegetables.
  Statement 2: Market gardening never provides employment.
  (A) Both the Statements are incorrect.
  (B) Statement 1 is incorrect and Statement 2 is correct.
  (C) Both the Statements are correct.
  (D) Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect.
 2. Market gardening usually meets the demands of:
  (A) Rural markets   (B) Consumer markets 
  (C) Global markets   (D) None of these
 3. The income generated from market gardening also provides indirect socio-economic benefits. 

True/False?
  (A) True (B) False (C) Can't say  (D) None
 4. Recent advances in technology have increased the role of market gardening as:
  (A) an income generator   (B) an exporter
  (C) a rich business person   (D) None of these

ANSWERS

 1. (D) 2. (B) 3. (A) 4. (A)

Passage 3
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
It is correctly said that Indian agriculture is a ‘gamble of monsoon’. It is at the mercy of the Monsoon 
especially of South-West Monsoon which is associated with seasonal rainfall, uneven distribution of 
rainfall, erratic in nature, etc. Most of the crops are rainfed in nature, hence Indian agriculture exhibits 
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instability in production, leading to fluctuations in national income as well as general price level. Vast 
inequality exists in the distribution of land in India. Major parts of the fertile land is owned by a 
relatively small section of the rich farmers, landlords and moneylenders, while a very little amount of 
land is owned by the majority poor tenant farmers.
The technique of production in Indian agriculture is old, obsolete and outmoded. Still, Indian farmers are 
using old cow-plough methods of cultivation on a large-scale. Use of chemical fertilisers, high-yielding 
varieties of seeds, tractors, and machines are used on an insignificant scale. Another problem from which 
Indian agriculture suffers is that the pressure on land as compared to the availability of land is too high. 
Finding a bleak employment prospects, people take up agriculture as an important occupation. But they 
ultimately reduce themselves to part time jobs. As a result, Indian agriculture exhibits the existence 
of a large bogey of unemployed and disguisedly unemployed. They remain unemployed in part of the 
seasons. This causes backwardness in Indian agriculture.
 1. Why is Indian agriculture known as the ‘Gamble of Monsoon’?
 Ans. Indian agriculture is at the mercy of the Monsoon especially of South-West Monsoon which is 

associated with:
  (i) Seasonal rainfall,     
  (ii)  Uneven distribution of rainfall and       
  (iii) Erratic in nature, etc.
  Most of the crops are rainfed in nature hence Indian agriculture exhibits instability in production, 

leading to fluctuations in national income as well as general price level.
 2. Mention any two reasons that affect Indian poor farmers financially.
 Ans. Two reasons that affect Indian poor farmers financially are as follows:
  (i) Vast inequality exists in the distribution of land in India. Major parts of the fertile land is 

owned by a relatively small section of the rich farmers, landlords and moneylenders, while 
a very little amount of land is owned by the majority poor tenant farmers.

  (ii) Seasonal Unemployment.
 3. Which problem is associated with climate for Indian agriculture?
 Ans. Indian agriculture is at the mercy of the Monsoon, especially of South-West Monsoon, which is 

associated with:
  (i) Seasonal rainfall, 
  (ii) Uneven distribution of rainfall and      
  (iii)  Erratic in nature, etc.
   There exists great inequality in the distribution of land in India.      
   The technique of production in Indian agriculture is old, obsolete and outmoded.
 4. What causes seasonal unemployment for Indian farmers?
 Ans. The pressure on land as compared to the availability of land is too high. Finding a bleak 

employment prospects, people take up agriculture as an important occupation. But they ultimately 
reduce themselves to part time jobs. As a result, Indian agriculture exhibits the existence of a 
large bogey of unemployed and disguisedly unemployed. They remain unemployed in part of the 
seasons.
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Summary
 ● The act of catching fish can be a primary occupation or a secondary occupation if it is related to 

an industry. Fishing can be done in the sea, or in a lake or river, and by boat or from the shore. 
Fish are normally caught in the wild.

 ● Techniques for catching fish include hand gathering, spearing, netting, angling and trapping. Fishing 
is the capture of aquatic organisms in marine, coastal and inland areas.

 ● Importance of fishing:
  Seafood plays an essential role in feeding the world's growing population.
  It provides good job opportunities and self-employment.
  It provides food from the sea and thereby creates employment not only for the fishermen 

but also for those who operate in the entire chain, from the construction of vessels and 
equipment.

  It supplies fish, constituting an important source of nutrients for humans.
 ● Methods of modern fishing: Fishing techniques include hand-gathering, spearfishing, netting, angling 

and trapping.
 ● The five basic methods of fishing angling are - All are used in both freshwater and salt water angling:
  Bait fishing/still fishing/bottom fishing (oldest and universal method of fishing).
  Fly-fishing  Abait casting 
  Spinning  Trolling
 ● Major Forms: Marine Fisheries, Freshwater or Inland Fishery, Estuarine Fisheries, Pearl Fisheries.
 ● Inland fisheries are any activity conducted to extract fish and other aquatic organisms from ‘inland 

waters’ like lakes, rivers, brooks, streams, ponds, inland canals, dams, and other landlocked 
waters (such as the Caspian Sea, Aral Sea, etc.). The marine fishery is the rearing of fish in 
seawater or saltwater. Examples of the marine fishery are catfish, mollusks, mackerel, sardines, 
tunas, crustaceans, etc. A large number of fishes are caught by using synthetic fibre nets, 
mechanised fishing, etc.

 ● Any shallow water fishing is considered inshore and any deep water fishing is considered offshore.
 ● Problems of Fishing:
  Three biggest threats to global fisheries - Climate change, pollution, and overfishing.
  Damage to the ocean floor, waste dumping and Illegal Fishing.
  Biodiversity is threatened by unsustainable fisheries and increasing pollution. The Entire 

ecosystems may be degraded, and even destroyed, by human intervention.
  Depletion of fish stocks results in a decrease in food supply from the sea, economic loss, 

hardship to fishers and disruption of traditional ways of life.

3 Fishing in India, Japan and 
Bangladesh
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Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Fishing in continental shelf area is known as 
  (A) Inland fishing   (B) Freshwater fishing   
  (C) Marine water fishing    (D) River water fishing
 2. The fi sh catch of India are of two types – one is Inland fi shing and the other one is
  (A) Freshwater fishing    (B) Seawater fishing
  (C) River water fishing    (D) None of these
 3. Largest fi sh producing state of India. 
  (A) Kerala (B) West Bengal (C) Andhra Pradesh  (D) Maharashtra
 4. Largest fi shing harbour in India. 
  (A) Koyilandy harbour in Kerala (B) Haldia in West Bengal
  (C) Paradeep in Odisha   (D) Mumbai in Maharashtra
 5. Name a country that produces more fi sh than India. 
  (A) Japan (B) Bangladesh (C) China (D) U.S.A.
 6. What is India’s global rank in fi sh production?
  (A) 1st  (B) 2nd  (C) 3rd (D) 4th
 7. What is India’s global rank in fi sh exporting?
  (A) 1st  (B) 2nd  (C) 3rd  (D) 4th
 8. In which two places of the following, marine fi shing is possible?
  (A) Nicobar, Andhra Pradesh   (B) Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh 
  (C) Nagaland, Tripura   (D) Punjab, Haryana
 9. Which coast of India produces more fi sh?
  (A) Coromandel Coast    (B) East coast of India 
  (C) Northern Circars   (D) West coast of India
 10. The ocean of the world which is the least exploited of all the oceans so far as fi shing is concerned.
  (A) Pacific  (B) Atlantic (C) Indian (D) None
  11. The major marine fi sh producing states of India. 
  (A) Kerala and Maharashtra   (B) Tamil Nadu and Haryana 
  (C) Nagaland and Kerala   (D) West Bengal and Chhattisgarh
 12. The offshore and deep sea fi sh catch of India is __________  considering the marine potential 

of the country.
  (A) Very rich  (B) Moderate (C)  Rich (D)  Poor
 13. Marine fi shing in India is __________ in nature. 
  (A) Permanent (B) Temporary (C) Seasonal (D) Throughout the year
 14. The following acts as the hindrance for the fi shing operation in India __________. 
  (A) Seasonal rainfall and Siberian cold winds
  (B) Tropical cyclones and non-mechanised boats 
  (C) Dust storms and Heavy showers (D) Oil spills and dust storms
 15. The fi shery in river Mahanadi is an example of __________ fi shery. 
  (A) Sea (B) Marine (C) Estuarine  (D) Inland
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 16. The famous fishing centre, Masulipatnam is located in which state of India? 
  (A) Karnataka (B) Kerala (C) Andhra Pradesh (D) Odisha
 17. Large quantity of fish from Andhra Pradesh is sent to this state of India. 
  (A) Uttar Pradesh (B) Assam (C) West Bengal (D) Tripura
 18. Which is the second largest fish producing state of India after Andhra Pradesh. 
  (A) West Bengal (B) Kerala (C) Karnataka (D) Tamil Nadu
 19. Name the state that is a major producer of freshwater fish in India. 
  (A) Punjab (B) Assam (C) West Bengal  (D) Chhattisgarh
 20. Umbergaon fishing centre belongs to which state of India?
  (A) West Bengal  (B) Gujarat (C) Tamil Nadu  (D) Maharashtra
 21. Which is the largest fishing centre of Tamil Nadu? 
  (A) Nagapattinam (B) Mandapam  (C) Tuticorin (D) Chennai
 22. Coast of this state is the most intensely fished area in India. 
  (A) Kerala (B) Gujarat (C) Tamil Nadu  (D) Odisha
 23. In this state of India marine fish is more important than inland fish. 
  (A) West Bengal (B) Maharashtra  (C) Uttar Pradesh  (D) Tripura
 24. This country imports most of the Indian fish. 
  (A) Bangladesh (B) Japan (C) Sri Lanka (D) Nepal
 25. Which type of fishing, fishermen operate only some five to eight kilometres from shore?
  (A) Deep sea fishing    (B) Off-shore fishing 
  (C) In-shore fishing    (D) Inland fishing
 26. An important part of in-shore fishing fishermen’s catch is 
  (A) Cod (B) Sardine (C) Salmon (D) Sea-weed
 27. Fish farming is practised in 
  (A) Rice fields (B) Lakes (C) Off-shore areas  (D) Continental shelf
 28. This climatic cause poses a serious threat to the fishing industry in Bangladesh. 
  (A) Annual floods   (B) Loo 
  (C) Tropical cyclones    (D) Drought
 29. Which type of fishing method the fishing nets hang vertically in the sea, like a tennis net?
  (A) Drifting  (B) Trawling  (C) Lining (D) Seining
 30. Which type of fishing method a bag shaped net is used? 
  (A) Trawling (B) Drifting  (C) Seining  (D) Lining
 31. Which fish swims near the surface water? 
  (A) Demersal fish (B) White fish (C) Pelagic fish (D) None of these
 32. Inshore fishing is done in this area
  (A) Close to the shores-in shallow water.
  (B) Close to the shores-in the deep sea.
  (C) Far from the shore-in the shallow sea. 
  (D) Far from the shore-in the deep sea.
 33. Artificial fertilisation of eggs and checking indiscriminate fishing are the steps to conserve
  (A) Water  (B) Fish (C) Air  (D) Soil
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 34. Which type of fish lives at the bottom of shallow seas? 
  (A) Pelagic   (B)  Benthic 
  (C) Both (A) and (B)    (D) none
 35. Millions of microscopically small organisms which are found in seawater are known as
  (A) Bacterias  (B) Germs (C) Planktons (D) Small fishes

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (C) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (B) 7. (D) 8. (A) 9. (D) 10. (C)
 11. (A) 12. (D) 13. (C) 14. (B) 15. (D) 16. (C) 17. (C) 18. (A) 19. (C) 20. (B)
 21. (D) 22. (A) 23. (B) 24. (C) 25. (C) 26. (D) 27. (A) 28. (C) 29. (A) 30. (A)
 31. (C) 32. (A) 33. (B) 34. (B) 35. (C) 

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Raising or harvesting fish or aquatic life in known as 
 Ans. Fishery.

 2. Raising fish at continental drift areas is part of this fishery. 
 Ans. Marine fishery.

 3. Four important fishes caught along the Indian coasts 
 Ans. Shark, Sardine, Herring and Mumbai duck.

 4. Raising or harvesting fish or aquatic life in lakes or rivers 
 Ans. Freshwater or Inland Fishery.

 5. India’s riverine fishery resources comprise the major river systems of these rivers.
 Ans. ●  North India – Ganga, Brahmaputra, Indus.
  ●  South India – Mahanadi, Narmada, Godavari, Krishna.

 6. First two largest fish producing states in India. 
 Ans. Andhra Pradesh and West Bengal.

 7. Two fishing centres of Andhra Pradesh. 
 Ans. Visakhapatnam and Kakinada.

 8. Four important varieties of fish caught in Andhra Pradesh. 
 Ans. Oil Sardine, Mackerel, Silver Bellies and Ribbon fish.

 9. This region of West Bengal is inhabited by about one lakh fishermen who are engaged in fresh 
water fishing.

 Ans. The Ganga delta.

 10. Which State of India does not consume more than 90% of its fish production, hence fish is 
transported to big markets of other States or exported to other countries?

 Ans. Gujarat.

 11. Name four countries where the fish from Gujarat is exported. 
 Ans. Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Mauritius and Singapore.

 12. Mention a coast related problem of Tamil Nadu that hinders fishing to some extent and encourages 
the use of mechanized boats in the state.

 Ans. The smooth coastline (not much indented).
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 13. Name most intensively used areas for inland fishing in Karnataka. 
 Ans. The creeks of Netravati, Sharavati and Kali rivers.

 14. Which state of India has the maximum percentage of India’s total fish processing facilities?
 Ans. Kerala (about 85%).

 15. Name two states of India where there are many villages along the coastline inhabited by people 
that are solely dependent on fishing.

 Ans. Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.

 16. This area in Odisha is the most intensively fished area for inland fisheries. 
OR

  The fish of this area in Odisha is of superior quality and is in great demand. 
 Ans. Chilika Lake.

 17. Name two states in India where only inland fisheries are practised. 
 Ans. Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.

 18. Name two states in India where both Marine and Inland fisheries are done. 
 Ans. West Bengal and Odisha.

 19. Name two development programmes for inland fisheries in India. 
 Ans. ●  FFDA - Fish Farmers Development Agencies.
  ● National Programme for Fish Seed Development.

 20. Name six major fishing harbours of India.
 Ans. Kochi, Visakhapatnam, Chennai, Paradip, Roychowk and Sassoon dock of Mumbai.

 21. These agencies in India that work for the development of brackish water fisheries in coastal areas.
 Ans. BFDA - Brackish Water Fish Farmers Development Agencies.

 22. What is the major problem which affects the fishing industry of Japan? 
 Ans. Frequency of typhoons, strong hurricane winds.

  23. Name the important part of the inshore fishermen’s catch. 
 Ans. Shellfish and Seaweed.

 24. What type of vessels operate for deep sea fishing?
 Ans. Trawler vessels.

 25. Which type of pisciculture involves commercial breeding of fish, usually for food, in fish tanks 
or artificial enclosures such as fish ponds?

 Ans. Fish Farming.

 26. This type of fishing respects marine ecosystems and adapts to the reproductive rate of fish to 
maintain a balance and ensure the survival of all species and also uses selective methods.

 Ans. Sustainable Fishing.

 27. This type of climate poses a great problem for the preservation and transportation of fish in India 
and Bangladesh.

 Ans. Tropical climate.

 28. Demersal fish is often known as 
 Ans. White fish.

 29. This is the leading species of fish in inshore fishing. 
 Ans. Salmon.
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 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. India’s offshore and deep sea fish catch is very poor considering the marine potential, why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Gulfs, bays, estuaries and backwater provide fishing grounds. The Indian coast does not 

have many gulfs, bays, estuaries and backwater; hence India's offshore and deep-sea fish 
catch is very poor despite good marine potential.

  (ii) Tropical climate of India does not allow preservation of fishes for a long time, and on the 
other hand, heavy expenditure on refrigeration and deep freezing increases the market price 
of the fish.

  (iii) Tropical cyclones often hinder the fishing operation.
  (iv) Less demand of fish in few states like Gujarat and Rajasthan since most of the people are 

vegetarians.
 2. Andhra Pradesh is the largest fishing state of India – why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Long coastline promotes fishing occupation.
  (ii) Major fishing centres and ports are present, e.g., Visakhapatnam.
  (iii) Mechanized boats.   (iv) Varieties of fishes.
 3. Though West Bengal is a major producer of fish in India, still the state has to buy fishes from 

other states of India – why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Bengalis are fond of fish, hence demand for fish in the state is very high.
  (ii) West Bengal can meet only 20% of its demand and the rest is obtained from other states.
 4. About 97% of the fish of Gujarat is sold and transported to other states or countries – why?
 Ans. Local consumption is very low since most of the people are vegetarians.
 5. The fish production is more in the west coast of India than the east coast – why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) The east coast is frequently subjected to natural calamities like tropical cyclones.
  (ii) The west coast is more indented that allows shallow water fishing.
  (iii) More mechanisation in the west coast.
 6. Why is the Chilika Lake highly productive in rich fishery resources?
 Ans. Chilika Lake is the largest brackish water lake with estuarine character that sprawls fishing 

development.
 7. Japan is one of the largest fishing nations of the world – why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Japan has a large continental shelf which is ideal for the growth and reproduction of fish.
  (ii) There are big corporations with modernised ships and equipment which organise the fishing.
  (iii) Near Japan, warm Kuroshio current meets cold Oyashio current. It results in the abundant 

growth of plankton which is favourable for fishing.
  (iv) Absence of alternate occupations in the coastal regions, makes fishing a major occupation 

in this country (absence of agriculture due to absence of cultivable lands).
  (v) There is high demand for fish in Japan due to the high population density.
 8. In developing countries, in-shore fishing is more developed than the off-shore fishing, why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Shorter distances and travel duration, smaller boats need less investments for in-shore fishing.
  (ii) But in Offshore – fishing, longer distances and travel duration, larger boats, fish processing 

and refrigeration units cost high.
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 9. Why is fish conservation necessary?
 Ans. Fish conservation is necessary due to following reasons:
  (i) Ecosystems and species are important in sustaining human life and the health of the envi-

ronment.
  (ii) Fishes are disappearing at an alarming rate. In order to preserve these threatened species, 

we need to conserve them for a sustainable future and for future generations. Immediate 
action in the form of aquatic biodiversity conservation strategies are necessary.

  (iii) Fish is the primary protein source for one sixth of the entire human population, especially 
in developing regions; hence for human survival fish conservation is necessary.

  (iv) Fishing industries provide a large global as well as national employment, we need to con-
serve fish for economic growth also.

 10. Fishing industry is backward in India - why?
 Ans. Fishing industry is backward in India because of:
  (i) India has a tropical climate wherein the fish cannot be preserved for a long period.
  (ii) Lack of warm water and cold current mixing which is the best conditions for the growth 

of planktons.
  (iii) Lack of a state of technology like Japan.
  (iv) Lack of modern vessels.
 11. What factors have contributed for the development of the fishing industry in Japan?
 Ans. The fishing industry in Japan:
  (i) Japan has  a large continental shelf which is ideal for the growth and reproduction of fish.
  (ii) There are big corporations with modernised ships and equipment which organise fishing.
  (iii) Near Japan, warm Kuroshio current meets cold Oyashio current. It results in the abundant 

growth of plankton, which is favourable for fishing.
  (iv) Absence of alternate occupations in the coastal regions, makes fishing a major occupation 

in this country (absence of agriculture due to absence of cultivable lands).
  (v) There is high demand for fish in Japan due to the high population density.
 12. What has led to the development of the fishing industry in Bangladesh? 
 Ans. The fishing industry in Bangladesh:
  (i) Ideal conditions for fishing: Location on the head of Indian – ocean – strategic position 

of fishing-presence of network of rivers and vast continental shelfa large number of islands 
off the coast of the Ganga-Brahmaputra delta.

  (ii) High market demand for fish: People of Bangladesh are fond of fish and it’s a densely 
populated nation too.

  (iii) The use of large vessels capable Bangladesh of fishing in more distant waters.
  (iv) The use of trawl nets and modern nylon nets, lines, establishment of ice-plants, etc
 13. Mention the countries which import fish from India and the countries from which Japan imports 

fish. Name a few.
 Ans. India:
  (i) Sri Lanka is the largest buyer of Indian fish.
  (ii) Other countries are - Myanmar, Mauritius and Singapore.
  Japan:  Japan imports 40% of their total seafood consumption, mainly from China, the USA, 

Norway, Chile, Thailand, Russia and Vietnam.
  The top imported seafood categories are Tuna, Salmon and Shrimps/prawns.
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 14. Fish farming is another notable feature of which country’s fishing industry? What is fish farming? 
Mention its benefits. 

 Ans. Fish farming is a form of aquaculture in which fish are raised in enclosures to be sold as food. It 
is the fastest growing area of animal food production. The meaning of fish farm is a commercial 
facility for raising aquatic animals for human food.

  Benefits of Fish Farming:
  (i) The farmed fish provides high quality protein for human consumption.
  (ii) Fish farming can be integrated into the existing farm to create additional income.
  (iii) It improves water management.
  (iv) The farmers can select the fish species with desired characteristics to raise.
 15. Name the largest fish-consuming state and union territory in India. Mention any four benefits of 

inland fishing.
 Ans. Tripura and Lakshadweep are identified as the largest fish consuming state/union territory.
  Benefits of inland fishing:
  (i) It ensures food security throughout the world.
  (ii) Freshwater fish production is especially important in the developing world, where they provide 

a critical source of animal protein and essential micronutrients for local communities.
  (iii) It is important for individuals as it provides food for billions. It is seen as an important food 

and nutritional resource mainly for developing countries.
  (iv) It provides opportunities to empower people to meet their own needs - through employment.
 16. Compare in-shore fishing and off-shore fishing. 
 Ans. Difference between: 

Inshore Fishing/Bay Fishing Offshore/Deep Sea Fishing
In inshore fishing, fishermen venture only 
up to some five to eight kilometres from the 
shore. 

In deep sea fishing, fishermen venture far from 
the shore in deep sea. Offshore fishing, or 
‘deep sea’ fishing, goes beyond thirty metres 
deep, by most definitions, and includes a wide 
range of deep sea fishing activities.

Inshore fishing, also known as ‘bay fishing,’ 
largely refers to just about anything else, such as 
fishing near the coast or in an inlet from a boat.

Waters that are hundreds or even thousands of 
feet deep. Hence the name “deep sea fishing.”

Inshore fishermen’s catch is shellfish and 
seaweed mainly. 

Cod, shark, mackerel, large crab, salmon etc

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Mention major problems of fishing in Japan, Bangladesh and India. 
 Ans. Japan:
  (i) The frequency of typhoons, strong hurricane winds, etc. can bring havoc to fishing fleets 

and villages in the coastal regions.
  (ii) Problem of over-fishing has declined the fish production in Japan.
  Bangladesh:
  (i) The fishing methods are traditional and inefficient for large fish catch.
  (ii) Tropical climate poses a great problem of preservation and transportation of fish.
  (iii) Severe tropical cyclones which often originate over the Bay of Bengal pose threat to the 

lives and properties of fishermen.
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  India:
  (i) India has a tropical climate wherein the fish cannot be preserved for a long period.
  (ii) Lack of warm water and cold current mixing which is the best conditions for the growth 

of planktons.
  (iii) Lack of a state of technology like Japan.
  (iv) Lack of modern vessels.
 2. Write difference between Drifting and Trawling Methods of fishing. Name two types of seining 

and lining and write a point about each. 
 Ans. Difference between:

Methods of Fishing Characteristics

Drifting ● Drift-net fishing is a type of fishing involving very long nets (drift 
nets) that drift with the winds and currents, thus creating a webbing 
curtain in which fish are enmeshed.

● The nets are kept vertical in the water by floats attached to a rope 
along the top of the net and weights attached to another rope along 
the bottom of the net.

● Tennis net shaped-nets hang vertically.
● This method is generally used to catch pelagic fishes.

Trawling ● A method of fishing that involves actively dragging or pulling a 
trawl through the water behind one or more trawlers.

● Trawls are fishing nets that are pulled along the bottom of the sea 
or in midwater at a specified depth. Trawling is one of the most 
common methods of fishing.

● A trawl net is bag shaped whose mouth is kept open by otter boards 
or head-beams.

● This method is generally used in deep sea fishing.

  Two types of seining
  (i) The haul seine-like a drift net (the net keeps floating vertically and fish trapped in the net 

are gathered immediately).
  (ii) The purse seine-has a narrow conical end and wings of netting (smaller and cheaper than a trawl.

  Two types of lining
  (i) Hand lines/haul lines-single bailed hook.
  (ii) Long lines/trawl lines-multiple bailed hook.

 3. Write any four reasons for the unbalanced distribution of fishing grounds in the world.
 Ans. The unbalanced distribution of fishing grounds:
  (i) Conditions for the growth of planktons: Cool waters with a temperature that does 

not exceed 20°C is the most suitable for the growth of plankton. They are, therefore, 
abundant where cold and warm ocean currents meet and where cold water from the 
ocean floor upwells to the surface. The warm waters in the tropics are not conducive 
for plankton.

  (ii) Nature of coasts: Indented coastlines are those that are not smooth and have cuts or indents 
along its length thereby leading to the formation of inland waterways and creeks and in 
turn helps in the formation of natural ports and harbours.
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  (iii) Availability of cheap labor: Densely populated region provides cheap labour to the fishing 
industries it is a labour: intensive industry. Cheap labour is required for cutting, cleaning, 
salting, smoking, pickling, drying or canning of fish.

  (iv)  Availability of market demand: Prices of fish are determined by the direct interplay of 
demand for and supply of fish in retail markets. Demand in local, national and global markets 
keep the trade of fish continuing and creates profits and economic benefits.

 4. Distinguish between pelagic and demersal fishing. 
 Ans. Difference between:

Pelagic Fish/Fishing Demersal Fish/Fishing

Pelagic fish are small in size and swim near 
the surface. e.g. herring, pilchards, etc.

Demersal fish are large and live at the bottom 
of shallow seas. e.g. Cod, etc.

Pelagic fish can contain up to 30% fish oil. Demersal fish fillets contain little fish oil 1 – 4%

The pelagic zone is the part of the open sea 
or ocean comprising the water column, i.e., 
all of the sea other than that near the coast 
or the sea floor.

The demersal zone comprises the water that 
is near to and is significantly affected by the 
coast or the sea floor.

 5. What are the methods of fishing and its characteristics?
 Ans. The methods of fishing and its characteristics are explained below.

Methods of Fishing Characteristics

Drifting Drift-net fishing is a type of fishing involving very long nets (drift nets) 
that drift with the winds and currents, thus creating a webbing curtain 
in which fish are enmeshed. The nets are kept vertical in the water by 
floats attached to a rope along the top of the net and weights attached 
to another rope along the bottom of the net.

Trawling A method of fishing that involves actively dragging or pulling a trawl 
through the water behind one or more trawlers. Trawls are fishing nets 
that are pulled along the bottom of the sea or in midwater at a specified 
depth. Trawling is one of the most common methods of fishing.

Seine fishing Seine fishing is a method of fishing that employs a surrounding net, 
called a seine, that hangs vertically in the water with its bottom edge 
held down by weights and its top edge buoyed by floats. Seine nets can 
be deployed from the shore as a beach seine, or from a boat.

Lining In line fishing the fish can be attracted by a natural or artificial bait or 
lure devised to catch and hold the fish. Generally, the bait is combined 
with a hook or with a gorge. Fishers line up along the back of the boat 
each with a hand-held wooden or fibreglass pole with a short line and 
barbless hook attached.

 6. Discuss any four methods of fish conservation.
 Ans. The methods of fish conservation:
  (i) Checking indiscriminate fishing or overfishing:
   (a) Inspection of fishermen and offenders should be punished.
   (b) Spreading awareness of loss of biodiversity.
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  (ii) Artificial fertilization of eggs:
  (a) Special hatching and transferring them to the breeding ground.
  (b) Improvement of the native stock by crossing fish species and releasing the hybrids into 

the streams or the sea.
  (iii) International Agreement on Fisheries:
  (a) Implementation of international laws to control over fishing.
  (b) Strict and common law set up against indiscriminate fishing and undue damage to fish 

resources.
  (iv) Protection from pollution:
  (a) Steps to avoid water pollution , not allowing dumping of solid wastes.
  (b) Avoid oil spills by regular maintenance and avoiding wars.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. This image shows one type of fishing method. Identify the method. 

  (A) Drifting (B) Hand-lines  (C) Seining (D) Long lines
 2. The fish production of the East Coast is more than the West Coast of India. State True or False.

  (A) True  (B) False (C) Can't (D) None
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 3. The shaded coastal state in peninsular India holds rank ________________ in fish production 
in India.

  (A) 1st   (B) 2nd  
  (C) 3rd   (D) 4th

 4. Name two fishing centres of this neighbouring country of India. 
Nepal

India

India

Dhaka

BANLADESH

Myanmar

  (A) Kolkata and Dhaka   (B) Chittagong and Noakhali 
  (C) Hokkaido and Honshu   (D) Rangoon and Komilla
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 5. Name the ocean currents that meet beside the shaded country where a rich fishing ground is 
present.  
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  (A) Kurile and Monsoon currents (B) Oyashio and Kuroshio currents
  (C) Gulf stream and Labrador current (D) Peru and South Atlantic current.

ANSWERS

 1. (D) 2. (B) 3. (A) 4. (B) 5. (B)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Mark]

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
 1. Mention two man-made favourable conditions for the development of 

this industry in Japan.
 Ans. Favourable conditions:
  (i) There are big corporations with modernised ships and equipments 

which organise the fishing.
  (ii) Japanese are good navigators and can go far into the sea to catch fish.
 2. Name four states of India where fishing is the main occupation.
 Ans. Andhra Pradesh, West Bengal, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu

Passage 2
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.
The three largest fisheries on the West Coast of India are Indian Oil sardine, Bombay duck and shrimp 
or prawn fisheries. Fishing in India is a major industry of coastal states of Andhra Pradesh, Goa, 
Kerala, Karnataka, West Bengal, Odisha and Gujarat. Fishing and aquaculture in India contributed 1% 
of India’s annual GDP, West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh are two biggest fish industries in India. Inland 
fisheries is classified as follows: freshwater aquaculture, including the pond culture of carp; brackish 
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water aquaculture, involving mostly shrimp culture; and capture fisheries in rivers, estuaries, lakes, 
reservoirs, etc. Vast marshy areas of coastal West Bengal, brackish water in Odisha and Andhra Pradesh, 
innumerable ponds and lakes of Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar 
and West Bengal provide sufficient inland fish. Inland fishery is the rearing of fish in fresh waters like 
canals, ponds, reservoirs, and rivers. The marine fishery is the rearing of fish in seawater or saltwater. 
In marine fishery, a large number of fishes are caught by using synthetic fibre nets, mechanised fishing, 
etc. Fishing and selling of critically endangered fish species are banned. But sometimes, due to a lack of 
awareness drives from fisheries department officials, critically endangered species are killed. The annual 
fishing (trawling) ban is done during the monsoon season for breeding and spawning of fish species.
 1. The three largest fisheries on the West Coast of India are 
 Ans. ●  Indian Oil sardine   ● Bombay duck        ● Shrimp or prawn fisheries
 2. Fishing in India is a major industry of coastal states of 
 Ans. Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Kerala, Karnataka,West Bengal, Odisha and Gujarat.
 3. What is inland fishery?
 Ans.  Inland fishery is the rearing of fish in freshwaters like canals, ponds, reservoirs, and rivers.
 4. In marine fisheries, a large number of fishes are caught by using __________ and________.
 Ans. Synthetic fibre nets and mechanised fishing

Passage 3
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
Fishing in India is a major industry employing 14.5 million people. India ranks second in aquaculture 
and third in fisheries production. Fishing is one of the oldest occupations in India. It has assumed much 
importance in view of the rapidly growing population and depleting land resources. Fish also provides 
protein-rich food and is also a big source of vitamins for the Indian population. It provides employment 
opportunities to fishermen hence improving their standards of living.
This acts as the source of foreign exchange through exports. Also promotes economic diversification 
thereby increasing income flow and reduces dependence on agriculture. The main critical challenges 
for fisheries development in India include the following: Limited number of species grown and 
cultured, mainly due to weak linkages between research and development and the fish farmers 
community. Inadequate attention to the environmental, economical, social and gender issues in fisheries 
and aquaculture. It may cause depletion of the natural resources due to over exploitation/overfishing 
in the coastal regions. It causes water pollution due to unscientific management of aquaculture and 
contamination of indigenous germplasm resources, etc.
 1. Why is fishing important to the Indian economy?
 Ans. Fishing is important to the Indian economy due to following reasons:
  (i) Fishing provides employment opportunities to fishermen hence improving their standards of 

living, one of the oldest occupations in India.
  (ii) This’ acts as the source of foreign exchange through exports.
  (iii) Also, promotes economic diversification thereby increasing income flow and reduces depen-

dence on agriculture.
 2. Mention any two benefits of fishing for the fishermen.
 Ans. The benefits of fishing for the fishermen include:
  (i) Fishing provides employment opportunities to fishermen hence improving their standards of 

living - one of the oldest occupations in India.
  (ii) It reduces dependence on agriculture.
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 3. Write any two challenges of fishing.
 Ans. The challenges of fishing include:
  (i) Inadequate attention to the environmental, economical, social and gender issues in fisheries 

and aquaculture.
  (ii) It may cause depletion of the natural resources due to over exploitation/overfishing in the 

coastal regions.

 4. Why do the Indian population prefer fish consumption in their daily diet?
 Ans. Fish provides protein rich food and is also a big source of vitamins for the Indian population.

Passage 4
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:
Japan is a key player in the global fish trade, and holds a central location in one the most productive 
fishing areas in the world. Factors making Japan to be the leading nation in fishing are the following—
meeting of Kuroshio (warm) and Oyashio (cold) currents prefers the concentration of more plankton in 
the east coast of Japan. Long, Fjorded coastline with many offshore islands prefers rich fishing grounds. 
The shallow continental shelf allows light to the sea bed for growth of microorganisms which are food 
for fish. Japan has a large population which provides a ready local market for fish. Japanese have a 
long history of seafaring thus are highly experienced in fishing. High technology such as large ships 
with refrigeration and processing facilities which carry large stocks and enable fishermen to carry out 
fishing in deep seas and over long periods and equipment to detect where there are abundant fish. Japan’s 
fishing industry faces few challenges too such as along with Bluefin Tuna the Shrimp population is 
also being depleted in Japan due to overfishing. Many small fish are also losing large numbers of their 
population due to overfishing in Japan. Overfishing in Japan has become a problem for the ecosystems 
that inhabit the ocean. The fishing industry suffered further blows of earthquakes and tsunamis often.

 1. Mention three natural reasons for the development of fishing industries in Japan.
 Ans. Natural reasons for the development of fishing industries:
 (i) Meeting of Kuroshio (warm) and Oyashio (cold) currents prefers the concentration of more 

plankton in the east coast of Japan.
 (ii) Long, Fjorded coastline with many offshore islands prefers rich fishing grounds.
 (iii) The shallow continental shelf allows light to the sea bed for growth of microorganisms which 

are food for fish.
 2. Write any two consequences of overfishing in Japan.
 Ans. Consequences of overfishing:
 (i) Many small fish are also losing large numbers of their population due to overfishing in Japan.
 (ii) Overfishing in Japan has become a problem for the ecosystems that inhabit the ocean.
 3. Write any one point that shows how nature affects the fishing industry in Japan.
Ans. The fishing industry suffered the blows of earthquakes and tsunamis often.

 4. Name any two species of fishes that are depleted due to overfishing in Japan.
 Ans. Bluefin Tuna and Shrimp.
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Summary
 ● A mineral is a naturally occurring substance of organic or inorganic origin, with a defi nite chemical 

composition, and physical properties.
 ● For example: Iron ore, Silver, Gold, Cobalt, Bauxite, Manganese, Zinc, etc.
 ● Mining is an important economic activity in India.
 ● India is one of the largest exporters of iron ore, chromite, bauxite, mica and manganese.
 ● India is ranked fi fth among the mineral-producing countries in terms of volume of production.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. This is a metallic mineral. 
  (A) Limestone (B) Coal (C) Mica (D) Nickel
 2. Bauxite is a
  (A) Ferrous minerals   (B) Non-ferrous mineral 
  (C) Organic minerals   (D) Inorganic minerals
 3. Non-metallic minerals are mostly found in this type of rocks. 
  (A) Igneous rocks   (B) Metamorphic rocks 
  (C) Sedimentary rocks    (D) Others
 4. This mineral belt is the richest mineral belt of India. 
  (A) North-Eastern part of Peninsular Plateau (B) North-Western part of Peninsular Plateau
  (C) Southern-Western part of Peninsular Plateau  (D) Himalayan Region
 5. Major coal fi elds are found in the system of rock formations. 
  (A) Tertiary (B) Gondwana  (C) Dharwar (D) Aravalli
 6. Major iron-ore fi elds are found in the system of rock formations. 
  (A) Aravalli (B) Dharwar (C) Gondwana  (D) Tertiary
 7. This is the best quality of iron-ore found in India. 
  (A) Magnetite (B) Haematite  (C) Limonite (D) Siderite
 8. These are the two iron-ore producing districts of Jharkhand. 
  (A) Hospet and Bellary   (B) Durg and Bastar 
  (C) Singhbhum and Palamau   (D)  Balaghat and Jabalpur
 9. These two countries are the main buyers of Indian iron-ore. 
  (A) Japan and South Korea   (B) Pakistan and Nepal
  (C) South Africa and Canada   (D) Australia and New zealand

4 Sources of Enegry: Mineral and 
Power Resources
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 10. Bhilwara is producing in Rajasthan. 
  (A) Coal (B) Mica (C) Bauxite (D) Manganese
 11. Gaya is the main mica producing district of ____________ in India. 
  (A) Jharkhand (B) Chhattisgarh (C) Bihar (D) Madhya Pradesh
  12. Name the variety of coal that is known as brown coal. 
  (A) Anthracite (B) Bituminous  (C) Lignite (D)  Peat
 13. Gondwana coal is said to be about million years old. 
  (A) 150 (B) 250  (C) 60  (D) 50
 14. This is the oldest coalfield of India. 
  (A) Korba (B) Talcher  (C) Wardha  (D) Raniganj
 15. Kalol is a petroleum producing region in this state of India. 
  (A) Maharashtra (B) Gujarat (C) Rajasthan  (D) Assam
 16. Name the oldest hydroelectric power plant in India.
  (A) Sidrapong Hydroelectric Power Station-Darjeeling, West Bengal. 
  (B) The Koyna Hydroelectric Project-Maharashtra.
  (C) Bhakra-Nangal Hydroelectric Power Plant-Himachal Pradesh. 
  (D) Sardar-Sarovar Hydroelectric Power Plant-Gujarat.
 17. Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant in this state of India is the highest capacity nuclear plant in India.
  (A) Rajasthan (B) Maharashtra  (C) Tamil Nadu  (D) Karnataka
 18. Which state of India is entirely dependent on hydroelectricity?
  (A) Kerala (B) West Bengal (C) Punjab (D) Arunachal Pradesh
 19. These are the major petroleum oil supplying countries to India. 
  (A) France, U.K., Italy, Greece and Germany.
  (B) Mexico, Canada, Kuwait, Iraq and West Asian Countries.
  (C) Japan, China, South Korea, Philippines and East Asian Countries. 
  (D) Australia, New Zealand, Maldives and Indonesia.
 20. Rawatbhata has eight nuclear power stations, where is it located?
  (A) Rajasthan  (B) Gujarat (C) Karnataka  (D) Tamil Nadu

ANSWERS
 1. (D) 2. (B) 3. (C) 4. (A) 5. (B) 6. (B) 7. (A) 8. (C) 9. (A) 10. (B)
 11. (C) 12. (C) 13. (B) 14. (D) 15. (B) 16. (A) 17. (C) 18. (D) 19. (B) 20. (A)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. These minerals contain iron. 
 Ans. Metallic minerals
 2. These minerals do not contain organic matter. 
 Ans. Inorganic minerals
 3. Minerals are resources 
 Ans. Exhaustible
 4. Manganese is found in this system of rock formation. 
 Ans. Dharwar
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 5. Name two regions from the North-eastern part of Deccan Plateau that have coal deposits.
 Ans. Damodar valley and Chhattisgarh
 6. Name the oldest oil field in India. 
 Ans. Digboi in Assam
 7. This type of iron ore has the magnetic property and contains more than 70% of pure iron. 
 Ans. Magnetite
 8. Which state of India produces most of the magnetite iron ore? 
 Ans. Karnataka
 9. This state in India has the highest reserves of Haematite iron ore. 
 Ans. Jharkhand
 10. Name the largest petroleum oil mine in India. 
 Ans. Mumbai High in Maharashtra
 11. India produces mostly this type of iron ore. 
 Ans. Haematite and magnetite
 12. Name the largest mica producing state in India. 
 Ans. Andhra Pradesh
  13. Name the main mica belt in Andhra Pradesh. 
 Ans.  Nellore district
 14. Which type of mica acts as an excellent thermal and electrical insulator? 
 Ans. Muscovite
 15. These organic minerals are known as the Black gold and Liquid gold. 
 Ans. Coal and Petroleum oil
 16. In India this type of coal is mostly found in Jammu and Kashmir. 
 Ans. Anthracite
 17. This type of coal is mostly used as coking coal in India. 
 Ans. Bituminous
 18. Where is the Tehri Hydro Power plant located? 
 Ans. Uttarakhand
 19. Name two regions in South India which are potential for harnessing hydroelectricity.
 Ans. The Western Ghats and the Nilgiri-Anaimalai hills.
 20. Name the nuclear power station in Uttar Pradesh. 
 Ans. Narora

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why are organic minerals mostly found in sedimentary rocks?
 Ans. Most of the organic minerals are derived from the buried animal and plant life found in the 

layers of the sedimentary rocks. Example: Fossil Fuels.
 2. Why Peninsular India rich in minerals?
 Ans. Most of the mineral-bearing rock formations are distributed in Peninsular India. Examples: The 

Gondwana system bears coal, the Dharwar system bears iron ore and manganese, etc.
 3. Why are the northern plains of India poor in minerals? 
 Ans.  ● The Northern Plains of India have thick layers of alluvium which concealed the bedrocks.
    ● Geologically youngest.
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 4. Why is siderite the poorest variety of iron ore? 
 Ans.  ● Pure iron is low in content (only 40 – 50 %).
   ● Presence of impurities (inferior quality).

 5. Why is manganese mostly used as alloy in iron and steel industries? 
 Ans.  ● Manganese removes oxygen and sulfur during the smelting of iron.
   ● As an alloy it decreases the brittleness of steel and imparts strength.

 6. Why mica is mostly used in electrical/electronic industries?
  Ans. Mica is a superior insulator. So in the electrical industry, it is used as thermal insulation, and in 

electronic equipment as electrical insulators.

 7. Why is coal and petroleum known as fossil fuels?
 Ans. Coal and petroleum are called ‘fossil fuels, since they are formed from the remains of dead 

animals and plants.

 8. Why is thermal power a source of non-renewable energy in India? 
 Ans. ●  In India thermal power is harnessed from fossil-fuels, which are non-renewable in nature.

 9. Why is hydroelectricity better than thermal energy for ecology?
 Ans. Hydropower is a climate-friendly energy source, generating power without producing air pollution 

or toxic by-products.

 10. Why do the hilly rivers have the potential to harness hydroelectricity? 
 Ans. Due to high velocity of the rivers in the hilly regions.

 11. Differentiate between renewable and non-renewable sources of Energy.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Renewable source of energy Non-renewable source of energy

Renewable sources of energy are those sources 
of energy which can be renewed naturally over 
time. They are inexhaustible.

Non-renewable sources of energy are those 
sources which are available in limited 
quantities. They are exhaustible.

They are environment friendly. They cause more pollution.

These resources are abundant. These resources are scarce / limited.

Examples: Wind, water, soil, solar energy, etc. Examples: Minerals, fossil fuels etc.

 12. Name two mineral rich regions of India and differentiate between them.
 Ans. Difference between: 

North-Eastern part of Deccan plateau North-western part of Deccan plateau

This is the richest belt of minerals and 
contains Chotanagpur plateau, Damodar valley, 
Chhattisgarh, West Bengal, Jharkhand, Odisha, 
etc.

This belt contains most of Gujarat, Rajasthan, 
Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, Aravalli 
range.

Main minerals are: Coal, iron ore, manga-
nese, copper, bauxite, thorium, uranium, phos-
phate etc

Main minerals are: Petroleum, natural gas, 
copper, silver, lead, mica , zinc, lead, etc.
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 13. Write about the production and distribution of Mica in India.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Mica producing states India rank in production Production centres
Andhra Pradesh 1st largest Nellore
Rajasthan 2nd largest Bhilwara, Jaipur, Tonk, Sikar, Ajmer
Jharkhand 3rd largest Hazaribagh, Koderma
Bihar Gaya

Others Karnataka, West Bengal, Karnataka

 14. Write the importance of thermal power plants in the Indian economy and also mention three 
advantages of it.

 Ans. Thermal power plants contribute the largest proportion of electricity into the national power grid 
of India. Thermal power plants are one of the most important elements of the energy sector.

  Advantages of Thermal Power:
  (i) Making energy from thermal power plants is easy.
  (ii) The fuel used (coal) is cheap.
  (iii) Thermal power plants can be set up anywhere near fuel and water supply as it requires 

less space as compared to the hydroelectric power station.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Write about the production and distribution of manganese in India.
 Ans. Difference between:

Manganese producing 
states in India

Production 
rank

Production centres

Madhya Pradesh Largest Balaghat, Chhindwara

Maharashtra Second Nagpur, Bhandara, Ratnagiri
Odisha Sundargarh, Keonjhar, Koraput, Kalahandi, Kendujhar
Andhra Pradesh Srikakulam, Visakhapatnam, Guntur, Vijayanagaram, 

Cuddapah.
Karnataka North Kanara, Shimoga, Bellary, Chitradurga, Sharwar, 

Chikmagalur
Others Singhbhum and Dhanbad of Jharkhand, Banswara of 

Rajasthan, Panchmahal of Gujarat

 2. Write about the production and distribution of Iron ore in India.
 Ans. Difference between:

Iron ore  
producing States

Production and 
reserve Main regions in the state

Odisha Largest Keonjhar,  Mayurbhanj ,  Sambalpur, 
Sundergarh, Cuttack

Chhattisgarh 2nd largest 2020 -21 Bailadila in Bastar, Dalli Rajhara in durg

Karnataka 3rd largest Hospet, Bellary, Chikmaflur, Baba Budan hills, 
Kalahandi, Chitradurga, Shimoga, Tumkur
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Jharkhand 4th largest Singhbhum, Palamau, Dhanbad, Hazaribagh, 
Santhal Pargana, Ranchi

Others Balaghat, Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh, Salem 
and Madurai in Tamil Nadu, Kangra and Mandi 
in Himachal Pradesh, Kozhikode in Kerala, 
Junagad in Gujarat, Birbhum in West Bengal etc

 3. Write about the distribution of coal in India.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Coal producing states Producing areas
Chhattisgarh Korba, Tatapani, Jhilil, Chirmiri, Rampur
Jharkhand Jharia, Bokaro, Ramgarh, Karanpura, Chanderpur, Giridih
Odisha Talcher
Madhya Pradesh Singrauli, Sohagpur
Andhra Pradesh Godavari valley
Maharashtra Chanda, Wardha
West Bengal Raniganj
Jammu & Kashmir Anthracite coal is found here

 4. Distinguish between Gondwana and Tertiary coal in India.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Gondwana Coal Tertiary Coal

Age-more than 250 million years Age-less than 60 million years.

Less impurities like ash content, sulphur content etc. More ash and sulphur content
More carbon content Less carbon content

More preferable in industries because it has more 
carbon content and high heat capacity

Less preferable in industries because it has 
less carbon content and less heat capacity

Examples: anthracite and bituminous Examples: lignite and peat

 5. Differentiate between metallic minerals and non-metallic minerals.
 Ans. Differences between:

Metallic Minerals Non-metallic Minerals
They are present in their raw form. They do not contain any metal substances in them.
They have high malleability and ductility. They lack malleability and ductility and these 

minerals break down easily.
They generally have lustre. They do not have any shine or lustre.

They are good conductors of electricity as well 
as heat.

Non-metallic minerals are basically good 
insulators of electricity and heat.

Metallic minerals are usually found in igneous 
and metamorphic rock formations.

They are often found embedded in young fold 
mountains and sedimentary rocks.

Examples: Silver, Chromium, Tin, Nickel, 
Copper, Iron, Lead, Aluminum, Gold, and Zinc.

Example: limestone, diamond, mica, salt, 
potash.
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 6. How many types of iron ore are found in India? Explain each in detail.
 Ans. There are four types of iron ore found in India. These include:
  (i) Magnetite: It is mostly found in igneous and metamorphic rocks. Magnetite's greatest use 

is as an important iron ore for steel manufacture. It is opaque, with a metallic to submetal-
lic lustre. Its magnetic properties are common components of lodestone. The best quality 
of iron ore contains 72% pure iron.

  (ii) Haematite: Pure hematite has a composition of about 70% iron and 30% oxygen by weight. 
They are soft, fine-grained, and earthy. It is also used for ballasts for ships. It is used as 
gemstones or in making jewellery as well.The most effective grounding stone, hematite, 
promotes stability and protection. 60-70% pure iron and mostly found in India.

  (iii) Limonite: It varies in color from a bright lemony yellow to a drab greyish brown. The 
term limonite is sometimes generally applied to any hydrated iron ore. They contain 40-
60% pure iron.

  (iv) Siderite: Yellowish-brown to greyish-brown, pale yellow to tannish, grey, brown. The 
mineral commonly occurs in thin beds with shales, clay, or coal seams (as sedimentary 
deposits). It contains 48% iron and no sulfur or phosphorus. Inferior iron contains 40-50% 
iron ore and more impurities.

 7. Differentiate between ferrous and non-ferrous minerals.
 Ans. Differences between:

Ferrous Minerals Non-ferrous Minerals
These minerals contain iron. They do not contain iron.
They weigh more. They weigh less.
They are less resistant to corrosion. They are more resistant to corrosion.
They are good conductors of electricity. They are bad conductors of electricity.
Examples: iron ore, manganese and chromites. Examples: gold, silver, copper, lead.

 8. What are the main power resources of India?
 Ans. The main power resources of India:

Main power resources Leading states in production

Nuclear Power ● Tamil Nadu: Kalapakkam   ● Maharashtra:Tarapur
● Gujarat: Kakrapara

Thermal Power ● Chhattisgarh: Korba, Hasdeo
● Madhya Pradesh: Satpura, Amarkantak
● Gujarat: Jamnagar, Khambhat

Hydel Power ● Uttarakhand: Tehri      ● Maharashtra: Bhatghar, Bhira
● Andhra Pradesh: Hampi, Chettipeta

 9. Differentiate between organic minerals and inorganic minerals.
 Ans. Differences between:

Organic Minerals Inorganic Minerals

They contain decomposed organic matter 
or fossils.

They do not contain organic matter.

These were once living and contain carbon. Inorganic mineral is a material that has never been 
alive and it has not been bonded with carbon.

Examples: Fossil fuels like coal, petroleum, 
natural gas.

Examples: Mica, limestone, gypsum, graphite.
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 10. What are the major types of coal in India?
 Ans. The major types of coal in India:
  (i) Anthracite: It is hard and black to steel grey in colour. It is the best quality of coal hav-

ing high lustre. It has the highest carbon content (between 92.1% and 98%). It contains 
impurities in less amount. It has the highest calorific content of all types of coal.

  (ii) Bituminous: It contains between 69% and 86% carbon by weight. This coal is dark brown 
to black. It is hard, but friable. It is commonly composed of thin bands of alternating bright 
and dull material.

  (iii) Lignite: It is brownish-black in colour. It has a carbon content of around 60%, a high 
inherent moisture content.

  (iv) Peat: It is the poorest quality of coal. Carbon content is very low, 50-60%. It can be cut 
with a knife. It has high moisture content and high impurities. They are found in the first 
stage of transformation of wood into coal, known as Charcoal.

 11. Explain the leading states of India producing minerals like iron ore, mica, coal, manganese and 
petroleum.

 Ans. States of India producing following minerals:
Food Crops Cash Crops

Iron ore ● Odisha: Mayurbhanj, Sundargarh, Keonjhar.
● Karnataka:Kemmangundi in Baba Budan hills of Chikmagalur district, 

Sandur and Hospet in Bellary district, Chitradurga.
● Chhattisgarh:Durg, Bastar and Dantewada.

Mica ● Andhra Pradesh: Nellore, Visakhapatnam, West Godavari.
● Rajasthan: Bhilwara, Ajmer and Jaipur.
● Odisha: Kalahandi, Koraput and Sundergarh.

Coal ● Jharkhand: Singbhum, Hazaribagh and Giridih.
● Chhattisgarh: Surguja, Korba, Koriya.
● Odisha:Talcher, Angul and I.B. Valley.

Manganese ● Madhya Pradesh:Balaghat, Chhindwara and Jhabua.
● Maharashtra: Nagpur, Bhandara, Ratnagiri,
● Odisha: Keonjhar, Bonai and Uttar Koraput.

Petroleum ● Rajasthan: Bikaner, Nagaur, Kota.
● Gujarat: Kachchh, Vadodarah, Surat.
● Assam: Digboi, Guwahati, Bongaigaon.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. This is Sagar-Samrat : the oil drilling platform of 

which oil field of India?

  (A) Kalol   

  (B)  Digboi 

  (C) Mumbai High   

  (D) Ajmer
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 2. Why is in general, anthracite coal is used in the fireplace?

  (A) Anthracite is less available in India. (B) Anthracite emits almost no smoke. 
  (C) Non-availability of peat.   (D) Anthracite is cheap.
 3. This is the image of a nuclear power plant-identify one nuclear power plant of Maharashtra.

  (A) Kalpakkam (B) Rawatbhata (C) Tarapur (D) Kakrapar
 4. Identify the largest lignite coalfield of Tamil Nadu and mark and label on the map.

  (A) Jharia (B) Raniganj (C) Singareni (D) Neyveli
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 5. The marked State in India is the largest producer of :

  (A) Mica (B) Coal (C) Oil (D) Manganese

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (C) 4. (D) 5. (A)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks]

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.

 (i) Name two largest iron ore mining areas of the marked State of India.
 Ans. Bailadila in Bastar District.
  Dalli Rajhara in Durg District.
 (ii) Give any two reasons for the development of Iron and steel industry in the State.
 Ans. (a) Available of abundant cheap labour. (b) Nearness of raw materials.
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Passage 2
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:
Renewable energy sources are clean to use as there are fewer greenhouse gas emissions. Due to the 
use of a stable source of energy, the cost of renewable fuels does not change much. Renewable sources 
generate energy that produces no greenhouse gas emissions like fossil fuels and reduces some types of 
air pollution. It diversified energy supply and reduced dependence on imported fuels. It creates economic 
development and jobs in manufacturing, installation, and more.
But on the other hand, it is difficult to generate the quantities of electricity that are as large as those 
produced by traditional fossil fuel generators. This may mean that we need to reduce the amount of 
energy we use or simply build more energy facilities. The electricity generation capacity is still not 
large enough and renewable energy can be unreliable. It also has low-efficiency levels and requires a 
huge capital. It takes a lot of space to install.

 (i) Why are renewable energy sources clean?
 Ans. Because they do not emit greenhouse gas.

 (ii) How do renewable energy sources help in reducing air pollution?
 Ans. By producing no greenhouse gas

 (iii) Why do the costs of renewable energy sources not change much?
 Ans. Due to the use of a stable source of energy

Passage 3
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

Ferrous minerals constitute about 75% of the total production of minerals in India. India exports 
substantial amounts of ferrous minerals. Iron ore and manganese are the two important ferrous minerals 
mined in India. These minerals weigh more and less resistant to corrosion. Copper and bauxite are two 
important non-ferrous minerals mined in India. Non-ferrous minerals do not contain iron and are non-
metallic in nature. They are more resistant to corrosion and weigh less. The prominent ores of iron found 
in India are Haematite and Magnetite. Haematite is a better quality and is used by steel and sponge 
iron manufacturing industries of India. Magnetite is valuable as the content of iron is as high as 70%. 
It is mainly used as a fuel in industries situated near coal processing plants.

Coal is a combustible black or brownish-black sedimentary rock, formed as rock strata called coal seams. 
Earlier, it was used as a source of light. In the year 1820, it was used in London for the first time as 
street lighting. Now, it is more commonly used to provide heat for domestic and industrial purposes. 
Petroleum, also known as crude oil and oil, is a naturally occurring, yellowish-black liquid found in 
geological formations beneath the Earth's surface. Main uses of petroleum are as follows: Transportation, 
source of industrial power, heating and lighting, lubricants, in Petro-chemical industries etc. Petroleum, 
now-a-days, is the main source of energy in the world.

 (i) Name any two minerals mentioned in the passage that do not contain iron. What are they termed 
as this characteristic of them?

 Ans. Bauxite and copper are two minerals that do not contain iron. They are termed as non-ferrous 
minerals.

 (ii) Mention any two differences between ferrous and non-ferrous minerals on the basis of weight 
and resistance to corrosion.

 Ans. Differences between:
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Ferrous minerals Non-ferrous minerals

These minerals weigh more. These minerals weigh less.

These are less resistant to corrosion. These are more resistant to corrosion.

 (iii) Name two prominent ores of iron found in India. Write their uses.
 Ans. Hematite and magnetite are two prominent ores of iron found in India.
  Uses of hematite and magnetite:
   ● Hematite is used by steel and sponge iron manufacturing industries of India.
   ● Magnetite is mainly used as a fuel in industries situated near coal processing plants.

 (iv) Name the rock in which coal is formed. Mention its main uses.
 Ans. The rock in which coal is formed is known as sedimentary rocks (coal seams).
  Uses of rock:
  ● Source of light   
  ● Street lighting
  ● To provide heat for domestic and industrial purposes.

 (v) This is a naturally occurring, yellowish-black liquid found in geological formations beneath the 
Earth's surface and a main source of energy in the world. Identify this and mention any two 
sectors where it is used as a source of energy.

 Ans. Petroleum or crude oil. Two sectors where it is used as a source of energy:
  (i) Industrial sector, for example, petrochemical industry.
  (ii) Transportation sector.
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3

Summary
 ● Method of Harnessing: Conventional power plant is the general term applied to the production 

of electrical energy from coal, oil, or natural gas using the intermediary of steam. The generator is 
usually a synchronous machine having a small number of poles (two or four) and running at high 
speeds (1500–3600 rpm).

 ● Today, burning of wood is the largest use of biomass energy derived from solid fuel biomass. Wood 
fuel can be used for cooking and heating, and occasionally for fueling steam engines and steam 
turbines that generate electricity. Wood easily catches fire. Wood consists of organic compounds 
which are composed mainly of carbon and hydrogen. They can combine with oxygen and burn. 
Because of these properties, wood is classified as a combustible material.

 ● Limits of Fire-wood:
  Inconvenience. In comparison to other forms of heating, wood fuel is often less convenient 

because most stoves and furnaces require refilling every few hours.
  Highly flammable and hence dangerous.
  Difficult and expensive to store.
  Non-renewable.
  Burning wood pellets for heat and electricity might actually be increasing carbon emissions and 

may endanger forest biodiversity.
 ● Environmental Concern:
  Combustion of dry wood results in a large amount of smoke which contains carbon dioxide and 

thus leads to air pollution and global warming.
  Though burning wood for energy is thought to be carbon neutral: trees soak up carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere, and burning wood puts the greenhouse gas back in the air but at the same time 
it contributes to greenhouse effect and global warming through carbon emission and air pollution.

  Burning wood contributes pollution to the environment in the form of the smoke emitted as the wood 
is burned. The smoke that is released serves as a pollutant to the outside, particular in winter months, 
and can also pollute the air inside the home if not properly vented, causing indoor air pollution.

 ● Limits of Fossil Fuels: Coal, Petroleum, Diesel, LGP:
  Fossil fuels are not renewable energy sources. If we do not reduce consumption, we will run 

out of them very quickly.
  Non-renewable. Fossil fuels are non-renewable sources of energy-unlike solar power, geothermal, 

and wind energy.
  Fossil fuels pollute the environment, in the case of irresponsible use, they can be dangerous.
  When fossil fuels are burned, they release nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere, which contribute 

to the formation of smog and acid rain-that in turn contribute to climate change.
  Fossil fuels are the main driver of global warming.

5
Conventional and 
Non-Conventional Sources 
of Energy
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  Fossil fuels use is also unsustainable for our health and the safety of the environment. For example, 
emissions from coal-fired power (fly ash) plants include particulate matter and mercury, and are 
responsible for respiratory illness and premature death especially in vulnerable populations like 
children and the elderly people.

  Thermal Pollution: Water is used as a cooling agent in power stations, manufacturing and industrial 
Plants etc, which act as the biggest sources of thermal pollution. Thermal pollution decreases water quality 
through any process which causes changes in ambient water temperature. It can have large effects on the 
oxygen levels in a body of water which impacts local ecosystems and the environment.

 ● Limits of burning agricultural and animal waste as fuel:
  The main adverse effects of crop residue burning include the emission of greenhouse gases 

(GHGs) that contributes to global warming.
 ● It also increases levels of particulate matter (PM) and smog that cause health hazards.
 ● Burning dung emits far greater quantities of dioxins and chlorophenols compared to wood, which 

are damaging to human health. Burning of dry dung-cakes causes pollution of the air. Dry dung-
cakes after burning leaves a large quantity of ash.

 ● Burning of dung-cakes destroys useful plant nutrients.
 ● Energy Potential: Conventional and Non-Conventional:
  In India most of the power generation is carried out by conventional energy sources, coal 

and mineral oil-based power plants which contribute heavily to greenhouse gases emission. 
Setting up of new power plants is inevitably dependent on import of highly volatile fossil fuels. 
Conventional energy sources, such as natural gas, oil, coal, or nuclear are finite but still hold 
the majority of the energy market. India has an estimated renewable energy potential of about 
900 GW from sources like Wind – 102 GW, Bio-energy – 25 GW, Small Hydro – 20 GW and 
Solar power – 750 GW.

  Renewable energy enjoys 15.90% shares in total installed capacity in India. As of March 2017, 
renewable energy installed capacity totalled to 57,260 MW. There is a capacity of about 1, 
95,000 MW non-conventional energy in India. 31% of it is in the form of solar energy, 30% in 
ocean and geo-thermal, 26% in biomass and 10% in wind energy. India is a tropical country. It 
has enormous possibilities of tapping solar energy.

 ● Need to Promote Non-Conventional Sources of Energy:
  India is blessed with an abundance of non-conventional sources of energy like sunlight, water, 

wind and biomass. Hence, there is a pressing need to use renewable energy sources like solar 
energy, wind, tide, biomass and energy from waste material.

  There is a need to secure the energy supply for the future since the prices of gas and oil keep 
rising by each passing day.

  Non-conventional energy has a sufficient and infinite source while other conventional sources 
are finite and someday will be exhausted.

  Development of renewable energy plants like solar, wind, etc. create an employment opportunity.
  Reduces the power crisis.
  All these sources are renewable processes of energy generation and do not cause environmental pollution.
  Use of non-conventional sources of energy is in tune with the objective of sustainable 

development, as it does not cause environmental hazards unlike conventional sources of energy.
  Most of the non-conventional energy sources are cheaper.
  Power from non-conventional and renewable sources is must in order to reduce carbon dioxide 

and fly ash emissions of the coal-based power plants.
  It is inexhaustible in nature and environment-friendly.
  Reduce dependency on imported fuels.
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Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
1. Firewood is source of energy.

  (A) Renewable   (B) Non conventional 
  (C) Non-renewable   (D) Both (A) and (B)
 2. Solar energy is a type of this energy.
  (A) Renewable (B) Conventional (C) Non-renewable (D) Both (C) and (D)
 3. At this place of India, geothermal energy harnessing is in full progress.
  (A) Tarapur in Maharashtra   (B) Manikaran in Himachal Pradesh 
  (C) Kalpakkam in Tamil Nadu  (D) Korba in Chhattisgarh
 4. Asia’s largest wind farm has been commissioned at which place in India?
  (A) Sunderban in West Bengal  (B) Jaisalmer in Rajasthan
  (C) Kaiga in Karnataka   (D) Khambhat in Gujarat
 5. India is lucky to receive abundant sunlight as a source of solar energy in almost all parts of the 

country because:
  (A) India is located in higher latitude (B) India has a monsoon climate
  (C) India is a tropical/sub-tropical country (D) India is in Eastern Hemisphere
 6. Two major sources of thermal power in India are:
  (A) Sunlight and wind   (B) Nuclear power and hydel power.
  (C) Coal and petroleum   (D) Tides and heat of the interior of the earth
 7. First thermal power station in India
  (A) Hussain Sagar in Telangana (B) Vindhyachal Madhya Pradesh
  (C) Maithon in Jharkhand   (D) Santaldih in West Bengal
 8. Name the largest thermal power plant in India.
  (A) Hussain Sagar in Telangana (B) Vindhyachal Madhya Pradesh
  (C) Maithon in Jharkhand   (D) Santaldih in West Bengal
 9. Wind energy can be harnessed abundantly in this area of India.
  (A) Sunderban mangrove forest (B) Eastern Slope of Western Ghats
  (C) Gulf of Khambhat   (D) Dooars in West Bengal
 10. This type of energy is harnessed in Faridabad, Haryana.
  (A) Thermal power   (B) Nuclear power 
  (C) Hydel Power   (D) Wind energy

ANSWERS
1. (C) 2. (A) 3. (B) 4. (D) 5. (C) 6. (C) 7. (A) 8. (B) 9. (C) 10. (A)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. The source of energy that is mostly used in India.
 Ans. Thermal.
 2. Two conventional sources of energy.
 Ans. Coal and Natural gas.
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 3. The Non-renewable source of energy that has a power station at Bongaigaon, Assam.
 Ans. Petroleum.
 4. Two alternative sources of energy.
 Ans. Wind energy and tidal/ocean energy.
 5. Two examples of clean energy.
 Ans. Wind energy and tidal energy.
 6. Two inland nuclear power stations in India.
 Ans. Narora in Uttar Pradesh and Rawatbhata in Rajasthan.
 7. Two stations in India where hydroelectricity is harnessed.
 Ans. Sardar Sarovar in Gujarat and Tehri in Uttrakhand.
 8. Two geothermal energy plants in India.
 Ans. Manikaran in Himachal Pradesh and Surajkund in Jharkhand.
 9. Two non-conventional sources of energy.
 Ans. Nuclear energy and Geo-thermal energy.
 10. Full form of ONGC.
 Ans. Oil and Natural Gas carporation of India.

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why thermal energy is not considered eco-friendly?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Thermal energy produces pollution. This pollution is often in the form of escaped chemicals 

or water released in thermal power plants or storage sites.
  (ii) Whilst thermal power plants emit a lot of gases that are harmful to the environment, as 

they cause thermal pollution.
  (iii) Thermal pollution is the degradation of the local environment, in particular the localised 

waterways that are changed by the discharge of waste water from the power plant.
  (iv) Energy sources are fossil fuels: coal, petroleum, and natural gas-burning of fossil fuels emit 

greenhouse gases.
 2. Alternative sources of energy are not popular in India?
 Ans. Cost and infrastructure. Ultimately, the biggest hindrance to the development of renewable energy 

is its cost and logistical barriers.
 3. Why are alternative sources of energy required in India?
 Ans. (i) Generating energy that produces no greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels.
  (ii) Reduces some types of air pollution. 
  (iii) Diversifying energy supply.
  (iv) Reducing dependence on imported fuels.
 4. Why is nuclear power not utilised much in India?
 Ans. A low capacity factor is the lack of nuclear fuel.
 5. Why should India use nuclear power?
 Ans. (i) It has one of the smallest carbon footprints. 
  (ii) It is one of the solutions to the energy gap.
  (iii) It is essential to our response to climate change and greenhouse gas emissions.
  (iv) It is reliable and cost-effective.
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 6. Why does the use of biomass as energy fuel act as the alternative source of fuel demand for our 
country-why?

 Ans. (i) Biomass is a renewable, low carbon fuel.
  (ii) Its production and use also brings additional environmental and social benefits.
  (iii) Correctly managed, biomass is a sustainable fuel that can deliver a significant reduction in 

net carbon emissions when compared with fossil fuels.

 7. Why is harnessing wind energy developed in Gujarat and Tamil Nadu?
 Ans. (i) Gujarat and Tamil Nadu have a long coastal area.
  (ii) The three main factors that influence power output are: wind speed, air density, and blade 

radius are present in both the states.
  (iii) Wind turbines need to be in areas with a lot of wind on a regular basis, which is more important 

than having occasional high winds, and this factor is also present in both the states.

 8. Why is geothermal energy specific area wise?
 Ans. Due to its activity being along the tectonic plates of the earth's crust. For example, they are 

mostly found near the hot springs in India as Hot springs emerge in large ponds with thermal 
waters or as steam vents.

 9. Why is thermal power is the most utilised source of power in India?
 Ans. Conventional source and easy availability of raw materials.

 10. Even thought Indian is a tropical country, still why solar energy is not utilised much?
 Ans. (i) Low voltage.   
  (ii) High set up cost.
  (iii) Cloud cover during monsoon. 
  (iv) Not available at night.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Write four advantages and disadvantages of conventional sources of energy.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Advantages Disadvantages

The efficiency of the energy source is high. 
This energy source is a well-known source.

It is not environmentally friendly.
When used on a longer run, it can deplete soon.

The production expenses are low. This type of energy is exhaustible.

They are affordable. They cause high pollution. The burning of 
firewood and fossil fuels result in air pollution.

Cost effective and easier to produce and use. Not renewable.

 2. Write three each advantages and disadvantages of non-conventional sources of energy.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Advantages Disadvantages

Renewable. Not renewable

Do not cause much pollution Low efficiency level

Extraction is safe, clean energy Location speciality
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 3. Compare thermal energy and wind energy.
 Ans. Difference between: 

Thermal energy Wind energy
● Non-renewable.
● Conventional source of energy.
● Mostly utilised in India.
● Harmful for the environment, as it emits 

greenhouse gases.

● Renewable.
● Non-conventional source of energy.
● Less utilized in India.
● Clean source of energy-no emission of 

greenhouse gases.
 4. Mention the advantages and disadvantages of solar energy. 
 Ans. Advantages and disadvantages of solar energy.
  Disadvantages:
  ● It is pollution-free and causes no greenhouse gas emission.
  ● Reduce dependence on foreign oil and fossil fuels.
  ● Renewable clean power that is available every day of the year, even cloudy days produce 

some power.
  ● Return on investment unlike paying for utility bills, reduces electricity bills.
  ● Diverse Applications.   
  ● Low maintenance costs.
  Disadvantages:
  ● Impact on fish. 
  ● Location & sunlight availability- not possible in higher latitudes.
  ● Solar panels use a large amount of space. 
  ● The Sun isn't always present-at night.
  ● Expensive energy Storage High initial cost. 
  ● Not all solar panels are high quality.

 5. Mention advantages, limitations and distributions of nuclear energy in India (4 each).
 Ans. Difference between: 

Distributions Advantages Limitations
● Kudankulam Nuclear Power 

Plant is the largest nuclear 
power station in India, 
situated in Kudankulam in 
the Tirunelveli district of 
the southern Indian state of 
Tamil Nadu.

Others are:
● Mumbai(Trombay) 

in Maharashtra.
● Kaiga in Karnataka.
● Kakrapar in Gujarat.

● Produces no polluting gases.
● Does not contribute to 

global warming.
● Very low fuel costs.
● Low fuel quantity reduces 

mining and transportation.
● Power stations have a very 

long lifetime.
 

● Waste is radioactive and 
safe disposal is very 
difficult and expensive.

● Local thermal pollution 
from wastewater affects 
marine life.

● Large-scale accidents can 
be catastrophic.

● Public perception of 
nuclear power is negative.

 6. Write the potential and distribution of geo-thermal energy in India.
 Ans. Potential and distribution of geo-thermal energy in India: 
  Geothermal energy is a nascent stage in India. Exploration of geothermal surveys started long 

back but exploitation of the same is limited.
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  The geothermal water can be used for balneology, power generation, space cooling and heating, 
crop drying, honey processing etc.

  Some of the prominent geothermal resources include
  ● Puga Valley and Chhumathang in Jammu and Kashmir.
  ● Manikaran in Himachal Pradesh.   
  ●  Jalgaon in Maharashtra.    
  ●  Tapovan in Uttarakhand.
  A new location of geothermal power energy has also been found in Tattapani in Chhattisgarh  

Vindhyachal Thermal Power Station. Madhya Pradesh is the largest.

 7. Write the advantages and distribution of wind energy in India.
 Ans. Advantages of Wind Energy:
  ● Wind power has a remarkably small impact upon the carbon footprint-there are zero carbon 

emissions associated with the operation of wind turbines.
  ● Wind energy has one of the lowest water consumption footprints, unlike fossil fuels and 

nuclear power plants.
  ● Wind turbines reduce a nation’s demand for imported fuel sources.
  ● Wind turbines are a great resource to help generate energy in remote locations such as 

mountain communities or the countryside.
  ● Wind power can be combined with solar energy in order to generate a sustainable energy 

source in developing countries. 
  Distribution:
  ● Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu.
  ● Jaisalmer in Rajasthan.
  ● Dhule in Maharashtra.
  ● Sangli in Maharashtra.
  ● In India, the largest wind farm cluster is situated from Nagercoil to Madurai in Tamil Nadu.
  ● Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, Kerala. Lakshadweep and Maharashtra have important 

wind farms.
  ● Jaisalmer wind park in Rajasthan is the largest.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.

 1. This is a source of this type of energy.

  (A) Conventional   (B) Non-renewable 
  (C) Non-conventional   (D) Both (A) and (B)
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 2. The station in Gujarat is marked with a black rectangle and labelled with N is a nuclear power 
station of Gujarat. Identify it.

N

  (A) Narora (B) Kakrapar (C) Rawatbhata (D) Tarapur
 3. The place marked with a circle in the map is the area of Geo-thermal power plant in Himachal 

Pradesh. Identify it.

  (A) Tattapani (B) Surajkund (C) Puga (D) Manikaran
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 4. Name the major source of energy in the marked and labeled power plant.

Trombay

 (A) Coal (B) Petroleum oil (C) Sunlight (D) Wind

 5. This area can be most suitable to harness this 
renewable source of energy.

  (A) Kolkata   
  (B) Gulf of Khambhat 
  (C) Varanasi   
  (D) Chandigarh

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (D) 4. (B) 5. (B)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
 1. The minerals which is obtained from these centres are shown 

on the map is used in iron and steel plants during smelting 
to remove impurities.

 Ans. Manganese 
 2. Mention the world rank of India in the production of this 

mineral.
 Ans. India is the 2nd largest producer of manganese in the world. 
 3. Name the state of India that produces this mineral highest in India.
 Ans. Madhya Pradesh.

BalaghatChhindwara

Nagpur
Bhandra

Kalahandi

Koraput
Vishakapattanam

Srikakulam

Bolangir
Sambalpur

Sundargarh

Guntur

Guddapah

Tumkur
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Passage 2
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
Clean energy is energy that comes from renewable, zero emission sources that do not pollute the 
atmosphere when used. Renewable energy is also called "clean energy" or "green power" because it 
doesn't pollute the air or water. The most popular renewable energy sources currently are: Solar energy, 
Wind energy, Hydro energy, Tidal energy, Geothermal energy, Biomass energy, etc. This energy produces 
no greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels and reduces some types of air pollution. Diversifying 
energy supply and reducing dependence on imported fuels. Creating economic development and jobs 
in manufacturing, installation, and more.
It is abundant, and can be used without interruption, cleaner than fossil fuel. But it can be seasonable 
and competes with food production. Although renewable energy sources produce relatively low levels of 
GHG emissions and conventional air pollution, manufacturing and transporting them will produce some 
emissions and pollutants. The production of some photovoltaic (PV) cells, for instance, generates toxic 
substances that may contaminate water resources during the harnessing of solar energy. Why don't we 
use renewable energy all the time? Unlike natural gas and coal, we can't store up wind and sunshine to 
use when we need to make more electricity. Another reason we use fossil fuels, like coal and natural 
gas, is because they're cheaper. It costs more money to make electricity from wind or sun.
 1. Clean energy is also known as:
  (A) Non-renewable energy   (B) Green power.
  (C) Conventional energy   (D) Both (A) and (C)
 2. Two examples of clean energy are:
  (A) Coal and Petroleum   (B) Biomass and wind
  (C) Natural gas and firewood   (D) Cow dung and crop residue
 3. Choose the correct statement.
  Statement 1: Clean energy is not abundant.
  Statement 2: Renewable energy is also called "clean energy" or "green power" because it pollutes 

the air or the water.
  (A) Both the statements are correct.
  (B) Both the statements are incorrect.
  (C) Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect.
  (D) Statement 1 is incorrect and Statement 2 is correct.
  (A) True (B) False (C) Con't say (D) None

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (B) 3. (B)

Passage 3
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
Fossil fuels are the hydrocarbon-containing materials formed underground from the remnants of dead 
plants and animals that are extracted and burned to release energy for use which act as the main 
conventional sources of energy. The main fossil fuels are coal, petroleum and natural gas, which humans 
extract through mining and drilling. Fossil fuels may be burnt to provide heat for use directly (e.g., for 
cooking), to power engines (i.e., internal combustion engines in motor vehicles), or to generate electricity 
that is known as thermal electricity. There are few advantages of fossil fuels—Fossil fuels can generate 
a large amount of electricity at a single location. They can be found very easily. They are cost-effective.
Transportation of oil and gas can be done easily through pipelines. They have become safer over time 
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and hence conventional in nature. Despite being a finite or non-renewable resource, it is available in 
plenty. But still fossil fuels have few limits or disadvantages like fossil fuels emit carbon dioxide when 
burnt which is a major greenhouse gas and the primary source of pollution and this has contributed to 
global warming. They are a non-renewable resource, i.e., once used they cannot be replenished easily. 
Combustion of fossil fuels makes the environment more acidic that has led to unpredictable and negative 
changes in the environment. Combustion of fossil fuels also causes fatal diseases among the people. For 
example, the coal miners often suffer from Black Lung disease. The natural gas drillers are constantly 
exposed to chemicals and silica which is dangerous for their health.
 1. Define fossil fuels. Give examples.
 Ans. Fossil fuels are the hydrocarbon-containing materials formed underground from the remnants of 

dead plants and animals that are extracted and burned to release energy for use which act as the 
main conventional sources of energy.

  Examples: The main fossil fuels are coal, petroleum and natural gas, etc.
 2. What are the main two uses of fossil fuels?
 Ans. The main uses of fossil fuels:
  (i) They may be burnt to provide heat for use directly (e.g., for cooking), to power engines 

(i.e., internal combustion engines in motor vehicles).
  (ii) They are also used to generate electricity that is known as thermal electricity.
 3. Mention three advantages of fossil fuels.
 Ans. Advantages of fossil fuels:
  (i) They can generate a large amount of electricity at a single location.
  (ii) They can be found very easily and they are cost-effective.
  (iii) Transportation of oil and gas can be done easily through pipelines.
 4. How do fossil fuels affect the environment? Mention any two points.
 Ans. Fossil fuels affect the environment through following ways:
  (i) Fossil fuels emit carbon dioxide when burnt which is a major greenhouse gas and the pri-

mary source of pollution and this has contributed to global warming.
  (ii) Combustion of fossil fuels makes the environment more acidic that has led to unpredictable 

and negative changes in the environment.
 5. How do fossil fuels affect health? Write two points.
 Ans. Fossil fuels affect health through following ways:
  (i) Combustion of fossil fuels causes fatal diseases among the people. For example, the coal 

miners often suffer from Black Lung Disease.
  (ii) The natural gas drillers are constantly exposed to chemicals and silica which is dangerous 

for their health.

Passage 4
Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow:
Wind power or wind energy is the use of wind turbines to generate electricity. Wind power is a popular, 
sustainable, renewable energy source that has a much smaller impact on the environment than burning 
fossil fuels and is available freely. Wind farms consist of many individual wind turbines, which are 
connected to the electric power transmission network. Wind power is cost-effective. It's a clean fuel 
source, is abundant and inexhaustible. But there are few limits to wind energy. For example, wind 
projects must be able to compete economically with the lowest-cost source of electricity, and some 
locations may not be windy enough to be cost competitive.
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Good land-based wind sites are often located in remote locations, far from cities where the electricity is 
needed. Turbines might cause noise and aesthetic pollution. Wind plants can impact local wildlife, like 
birds have been killed by flying into spinning turbine blades. This renewable energy requires a massive 
amount of open space. Therefore, it encourages deforestation. Hence, the green effect of this source of 
energy fades away. India is blessed with a coastline of about 7,600 km surrounded by water on three 
sides and has good prospects of harnessing offshore wind energy. Maharashtra is one of the prominent 
states that installed wind power projects second to Tamil Nadu in India.
 1. Mention any four advantages of wind energy.
 Ans. Advantages of wind energy:
  (i) Wind power is a popular, sustainable, renewable energy source.
  (ii) It has a much smaller impact on the environment than burning fossil fuels and is available freely.
  (iii) Wind power is cost-effective and it's a clean fuel source.
  (iv) It is abundant and inexhaustible.
 2. Mention any three disadvantages of wind energy.
 Ans. Disadvantages of wind energy:
  (i) Wind projects must be able to compete economically with the lowest-cost source of elec-

tricity, and some locations may not be windy enough to be cost competitive.
  (ii) Good land-based wind sites are often located in remote locations, far from cities where the 

electricity is needed.
  (iii) Turbines might cause noise and aesthetic pollution.
 3. Wind energy is environment friendly as well as it harms the environment. Support this statement 

with two points for each.
 Ans. Wind energy is environment friendly because:
  (i) Wind energy is a sustainable, renewable energy source.
  (ii) It's a clean fuel source.
    Wind energy harms the environment:
  (i) Turbines might cause noise and aesthetic pollution. Wind plants can impact local wildlife. 

like birds have been killed by flying into spinning turbine blades.
  (ii) This renewable energy requires a massive amount of open space. Therefore, it encourages 

deforestation.
 4. Which region of India has good prospects of harnessing offshore wind energy?
 Ans. India is blessed with a coastline of about 7600 km surrounded by water on three sides and has 

good prospects of harnessing offshore wind energy.
 5. Name two largest states of India that harness wind energy.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.
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Summary
● Both transportation and communication play important roles in the economic uplift of a country as 

they promote internal and external trade.
● Utilisation of Resources: Transportation and communication systems help to promote the use of 

natural resources, mobility of skilled labuur force, diversifi cation of markets, provision of fuel, 
increase in agricultural and industrial production.

● Promotion of Unity: Effi cient transport and communication systems help to establish relationships 
among people in different parts of the world, these have also strengthened the feeling of unity among 
people in different cultural backgrounds.

● Provide Employment: Transport and communication systems help to create job opportunities for people 
living in the rural areas by connecting labourers and creating employment for them in the industries,

● However, these have also solved the needs of industries and reduced unemployment.
● Disaster Management: Government can swiftly evacuate or inform its people against any occurrence 

of natural disaster, an outbreak of diseases, and other social problems through the means of 
transportation and communication systems.

 ● Trade and Commerce Development: Collection of raw materials and distribution of the fi nished 
products from the production zone to the markets can function swiftly due to the presence of good 
transport and communication systems. These facilitate agriculture and industry to grow to their fullest 
potential.

● Importance of Communication for Rural Economy:
It facilitates the exchange of views and information between farmers and rural organisations.

 It makes contributions to the implementation and coordination of rural development projects.
 It can provide information useful to all segments of rural populations. To recognise important 

issues and fi nd common grounds for action.
 To obtain an improved productivity, higher socio-economic equality, ambition, and stability in 

social and economic development.
 Provides information and research either personally or through the media such as radio, print 

and more recently through the internet and social networking sites, etc.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. The fi rst rail in India.
  (A) Delhi to Kolkata   (B) Kolkata to Siliguri 
  (C) Mumbai to Thane   (D) Kochi to Kandla

3 6 Development of Transport
and Communication
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 2. This is used by Indian railways to transport heavy goods from one place to another by freight trains.
  (A) Fare (B) Coach (C) Wagon (D) Compartment
 3. The largest railway station with the highest number of platforms in India. 
  (A) Mumbai (B) Howrah (C) New Delhi (D) Chennai
 4. The busiest rail station in terms of train frequency.
  (A) Sealdah (B) Howrah (C) Mumbai (D) Bengaluru
 5. Where is diamond crossing in India?
  (A) Nagpur (B) Chennai (C) Kochi (D) Bengaluru
 6. What is the Konkan railway route?
  (A) From New Delhi to Kochi  (B) From Hyderabad to Thiruvananthapuram
  (C) From Roha to Mangalore   (D) From Mumbai to Goa
 7. This project of Indian railway will provide high-speed train service to important cities like Delhi, 

Lucknow, Varanasi, Chennai, etc.
  (A) Golden Quadrilateral   (B) Diamond Quadrilateral
  (C) Duronto Quadrilateral   (D) Silver Quadrilateral.
 8. This mode of transport is cheaper than road transport but costlier than water transport in general.
  (A) Air transport   (B) Inland water transport
  (C) Rail transport   (D) Expressways
 9. How many Railway Zones are there in India?
  (A) 10 (B) 12 (C) 16 (D) 18
 10. This is an ongoing effort by Indian Railways to convert and unify all rail gauges in India to 

broad gauge.
  (A) Metre gauge system   (B) Twelve compartments system
  (C) Unigauge system   (D) Narrow Gauge system
 11. Metro rails are found in the following cities of India.
  (A) Darjeeling and Shimla   (B) Kolkata and Delhi
  (C) Srinagar and Lucknow   (D) Bhopal and Nagpur.
 12. The National Highways are constructed and maintained by this organisation. 
  (A) CPWD (B) IWAI (C) AAI (D) NHDP
 13. National Highway No.1 connects these two cities. 
  (A) Mumbai and Kolkata   (B) Delhi and Kolkata
  (C) Chennai and Hyderabad   (D) Delhi and Amritsar
 14. The longest National Highway 44 connects these two cities of India.
  (A) Varanasi to Kanyakumari   (B) Srinagar to Kanyakumari
  (C) Lucknow to Kanyakumari  (D) Chandigarh to Kanyakumari
 15. It is a network of highways that connect the four major metropolitan cities of the country.
  (A) Expressways   (B) Golden Quadrilateral
  (C) Diamond Quadrilateral    (D) Corridors
 16. India’s first six lane wide expressway. 
  (A) Agra-Lucknow   (B) Ahmedabad-Vadodara
  (C) Mumbai-Pune   (D) Kolkata-Durgapur
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 17. The Golden Quadrilateral Super Highway project is being implemented by this organisation.
  (A) CPWD (B) NHAI (C) IWAI (D) AAI
 18. These types of roads connect the district headquarters with the other places of the district.
  (A) Border roads (B) Rural roads (C) District roads (D) State Highways
 19. These two regions have low road-density. 
  (A) Kerala and Uttar Pradesh   (B) Western Rajasthan and North-Eastern States
  (C) Northern Plains and Coastal Plains (D) Punjab and Tamil Nadu
 20. This organisation has built the highest road in the world connecting Chandigarh to Manali and 

further to Ladakh.
  (A) National Highways Authority of India (B) National Highway Development Project
  (C) Central Public Works Department (D) Border Roads Development Board
 21. National Waterway On 4 is here.
  (A) Allahabad-Haldia   (B) Sadiya-Dhubri 
  (C) Kottapuram-Kollam   (D) Kakinada-Puducherry
 22. India has a vast coastline of about 7516 km and over two million square kilometers of this zone.
  (A) Exclusive Economic Zone  (B) Extremely Oceanic Zone
  (C) Trade Sea Zone   (D) Extra Fishing Zone
 23. All rivers and canals in India are not developed as inland waterways because 
  (A) Rivers and canals should have regular flow of sufficient water.
  (B) Government did not give permission.
  (C) Citizens did not like it.
  (D) Rivers and canals flow through a highly uneven area.
 24. This is the fastest and costliest mode of transport.
  (A) Road (B) Rail (C) Water (D) Air
 25. This organisation is responsible for providing safe, efficient air traffic and aeronautical 

communication in the Indian air space.
  (A) Air India   (B) Indian Airlines
  (C) The Airports Authority of India (D) Indian Airports Authority
 26. Name two domestic airports of North-east India. 
  (A) Lilabari Airport and Tezpur Airport 
  (B) NSB Airport and Naharkatiya Airport
  (C) Subansiri Airport and Silchar Airport 
  (D) Mawsynram Airport and Cherrapunji Airport
 27. Pipelines are found in these states of India to transport crude oil. 
  (A) Chhattisgarh and Telangana (B) Nagaland and Tripura
  (C) Maharashtra and Gujarat   (D) Manipur and Himachal Pradesh
 28. The first pipeline in India was laid in this state. 
  (A) Maharashtra (B) Gujarat (C) Assam (D) Tamil Nadu
 29. Two natural sea-ports in the West Coast of India. 
  (A) Mumbai and Kochi   (B) Chennai and Kochi
  (C) Paradip and Visakhapatnam (D) Kolkata and Kandla
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 30. The largest and busiest sea-port of India. 
  (A) Kolkata (B) Chennai (C) Visakhapatnam (D) Mumbai
 31. This is the largest container port of India. 
  (A) Mumbai   (B) Nhava Sheva/Jawaharlal Nehru Port
  (C) Chennai   (D) Visakhapatnam
 32. This port was constructed due to the partition of India leaving the port of Karachi in Pakistan.
  (A) Jawaharlal Nehru Port   (B) Kandla Port
  (C) Mormugao Port   (D) Paradip Port
 33. This is the tidal port of India.
  (A) Jawaharlal Nehru Port   (B) Kandla Port
  (C) Mormugao Port   (D) Paradip Port
 34. This port is acknowledged as the Trade Free Zone largest port by volume of cargo handled.
  (A) Jawaharlal Nehru Port   (B) Kandla port
  (C) Mormugao port   (D) Paradip port
 35. The southern Tamil Nadu is the main hinterland of this port. 
  (A) Mumbai port   (B) Paradip port
  (C) New Mangalore port   (D) Tuticorin port
 36. Fax is an example of this type of communication.
  (A) Mass communication   (B) Telecommunication
  (C) Both (A) and (B)   (D) Ultra communication
 37. Terminal cities of East-West Corridor. 
  (A) Srinagar-Kanyakumari   (B) Kolkata-Ahmedabad 
  (C) Silchar-Porbandar   (D) Guwahati-Jaisalmer
 38. This has facilitated the prompt delivery of mail through first-class mail. 
  (A) Broadband communication  (B) Wi-fi communication
  (C) Blue-tooth communication  (D) PIN (Postal Index Number)
 39. It is a statutory autonomous body set up by an Act of Parliament and comprises the Doordarshan 

Television Network and All India Radio, which were earlier media units of the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting.

  (A) Geography Information System
  (B) Akashvani and Doordarshan Administrative Unit in India.
  (C) Prasar Bharati 
  (D) Both (B) and (C)
 40. Magazines and newspapers are examples of this type of communication. 
  (A) Postal service   (B) Telecommunication
  (C) Mass communication   (D) Others

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (B) 5. (A) 6. (C) 7. (B) 8. (C) 9. (D) 10. (C)
 11. (B) 12. (A) 13. (B) 14. (B) 15. (B) 16. (C) 17. (B) 18. (C) 19. (B) 20. (D)
 21. (D) 22. (A) 23. (A) 24. (D) 25. (C) 26. (A) 27. (C) 28. (C) 29. (A) 30. (D)
 31. (B) 32. (B) 33. (B) 34. (B) 35. (D) 36. (B) 37. (C) 38. (D) 39. (C) 40. (C)
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 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Railways are mostly developed in this terrain. 
 Ans. Plain land.
 2. Any two gaps are used to construct rails in the Western Ghats region.
 Ans. Thal Ghat and Pal Ghat.
 3. Any two sea-ports with which Delhi is connected through railways. 
 Ans. Mumbai and Chennai.
 4. This cause hinders the development of railways in the Peninsular Plateau of India.
 Ans. Hilly and Plateau terrain.
 5. The line that is the main route on a railway.
 Ans. Trunk route.
 6. Two examples of narrow gauge routes in India. 
 Ans. ● Siliguri-Darjeeling ● Kalka-Shimla.
 7. Name two Indian states where the railway is poorly developed.
 Ans. Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh.
 8. This has been constituted to construct the West coast rail line.
 Ans. Konkan Railway Corporation.
 9. The longest rail tunnel in India.
 Ans. Pir Panjal Railway tunnel (It is a part of its Udhampur – Srinagar – Baramulla rail link.)
 10. It is an under-construction high-speed rail line connecting India's economic hub Mumbai with 

the city of Ahmedabad. When completed, it will be India's first high-speed rail line.
 Ans. Mumbai-Ahmedabad High Speed Rail corridor.
 11. Name two superfast trains in India.
 Ans. Shatabdi Express and Duronto Express. (Vande Bharat Trial run was there/the fastest train).
 12. The newest Railway zone of India.
 Ans. South Coast Railway Zone-headquarter is at Visakhapatnam.
 13. These railway tracks are found on the surface, underground as well as overhead.
 Ans. Metro railway.
 14. This mode of transport provides door-to-door service and also acts as the feeder for other transport 

modes.
 Ans. Road transport.
 15. This road was formerly known as Uttarapath, Sarak-e-Azam, Badshahi Sarak, Sarak-e-Sher Shah 

is one of Asia's oldest and longest major roads.
 Ans. Sher Shah Suri Marg or Grand Trunk Road.
 16. Name the few categories of Indian roads.
 Ans. Expressways, National highways, State highways, District roads, Rural roads, Border roads, 

Corridors, Golden Quadrilateral, etc.
 17. Name two National Highways that are part of former Grand Trunk Road. 
 Ans. NH-1 (Amritsar-Delhi) and NH-2 (Delhi-Kolkata).
 18. Name the terminal cities of the North-South Corridor. 
 Ans. Srinagar-Kanyakumari.
 19. This is the largest ongoing highway project in India. 
 Ans. North-South and East-West Corridor.
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 20. What is the length of a single lane road in India? 
 Ans. Width between 3.75 M to below 7.0 M.
 21. A road with a dividing strip between the traffic in opposite directions and usually two or more 

lanes in each direction.
 Ans. Double carriageway/Dual carriageway.
 22. State Highways are constructed and maintained by which department? 
 Ans. State Public Works Department (PWD).
 23. Give an example of Border Roads.
 Ans. Chandigarh to Manali and further to Ladakh.
 24. Name a few states of India where high concentration of roads is present.
 Ans. Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Odisha and Karnataka.
 25. This is the length of roads/100 sq. km of surface area.
 Ans. Road Density.
 26. Name two states which have low road density.
 Ans. Meghalaya and Manipur.
 27. This programme has been taken up with a view to develop the road conductivity to Border 

areas, development of coast roads including road connectivity to non major ports, improvement 
in efficiency of National Corridors, etc.

 Ans. Bharatmala.
 28. This programme was launched to aim at making National Highways free of railway level crossing 

to avoid frequent accidents and loss of life and property.
 Ans. Setu Bharatam Programme.
 29. This mode of transport is least used in India. 
 Ans. Water transport (maritime)
 30. This type of transport is greatly under-utilised in India. 
 Ans. Inland waterways.

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why is rail transport not much developed in deserts? 
 Ans. ● Flowing sand is one of the serious problems of Railways during operation.
  ● Sparsely populated area.

 2. Why is rail transport not much developed in hills and mountains?
 Ans. ● Rugged terrain-not easy to construct.
  ● Sparsely populated regions-backward economy.

 3. Why is road transport highly developed in the plain land? 
 Ans. ● Agriculturally rich regions and roads' are required to transport huge amounts of fertilizers, 

food grains from one region to another.
  ● This is a levelled region where construction of roads is easy.
  ● High population density hence high demand.

 4. Though there are many roads in the Northern Plains of India, but why the quantity of metalled 
roads are less?

 Ans. Unavailability of raw materials for metalled road construction.
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 5. Why is the cost of metalled road construction is lower in the Deccan Plateau region than the 
plainland areas?

 Ans. Cost of transportation of heavy raw material (rocks) is high for the plain lands, because it has 
to be brought from the quarrying centres of hills/plateaus.

 6. Why is there is scarcity of roads and rails in Rann of Kachchh region?
 Ans. Rann of Kachchh has marshy regions, construction of roads and rails is not easy here.
 7. Why is there is practically no railway line in the north-eastern states of Meghalaya, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur and Nagaland?
 Ans. ● Presence of hilly rough terrain.
  ● Thick forests.
  ● Sparsely populated and backward economy.
 8. There exists a long trunk route all along the east coast but why is such a rail track missing along 

the Western coat?
 Ans. ● The outcrops of the Western Ghats being very close to the coast, restrict the extent of the 

coastal plain.
  ● The eastern coast is wider and the Ghats lie away from the coast.
 9. Why has the unigauge system been introduced in India? 
 Ans. ● Multi-gauge system gauges pose problems in the smooth flow of goods and passengers.
  ● The shift from one gauge line to the other involves unloading and transhipment which is time 

consuming and expensive.
  ● Perishable commodities cannot withstand transhipment and unloading.
 10. Why is Proper function and construction of metro rails necessary for all the metropolitan cities 

in India?
 Ans. ● The lack of space and congestion in metropolitans.
  ● High demand for faster transport due to overpopulation.
 11. Why do roads act sometimes as feeders for the modes of transport like airports, bus stands or 

railstations?
 Ans. ● Road transport provides door to door service.
  ● Roads connect interior rural areas.
 12. Why is road density is low in the Himalayan region, western Rajasthan and North-eastern states?
 Ans. ● Rugged terrain of mountains and loose soils of deserts do not permit the construction of roads 

in these regions.
  ● Sparsely populated areas-backward economy.
 13. Why did water transport suffer a great deal at the hands of roads and railways?
 Ans. Water transport can not compete with the speed of road and rail transport.
 14. Why did inland waterways not developed in South India?
 Ans. Peninsular rivers are not navigable because they are seasonal and swift flowing.
 15. Why are Inland waterways are not very popular in India?
 Ans. ● Slowest mode of transport.
  ● Silting of the river berd reduces the depth of water and creates problems for navigation-desilting 

of river beds is a costly affair.
  ● Most of the rivers do not carry water throughout the year due to seasonal rainfall.
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 16. Distinguish between port and harbour. What is a dock? Give two examples. 
 Ans. Port Harbour

 ● A port is a commercial water facility used 
for ships and their cargo.

 ● A harbour is a place of safety for ships and 
other waterborne vessels (safe anchorage for 
the ships).

 ● Port: a place (seaport or airport) where 
people and merchandise can enter or 
leave a country, and provides all facilities 
for the transfer of cargo as well as 
passengers.

 ● Harbour is a sheltered port where ships 
can take on or discharge cargo. Harbour 
is an enclosed area where there is storage, 
refuelling, loading and unloading of cargo 
facilities.

  Dock: It is a place (such as a wharf or platform) for the loading or unloading of materials at ports.
  Examples: Kolkata Dock and Haldia Dock.
 17. Mention any three differences between water and air transport. Which one is better for the hilly 

regions and why?
 Ans. Water Transport Air Transport

 ● Slowest mode of transport.
 ● Cheapest mode of transport.
 ● Can carry bulky goods.

 ● Fastest mode of transport.
 ● Costliest mode of transport.
 ● Can not carry heavy and bulky products.

  In the hilly terrain air transport is better than the water transport because:
  ● Air transport can easily overcome the rugged terrain since it follows air routes.
  ● Hilly rivers are swift flowing hence water transport is tough.
 18. What is GIS? Mention three advantages of it. 
 Ans. A geographic information system (GIS) is a system that creates, manages, analyzes, and maps 

all types of data. It is a computer system for capturing, storing, checking, and displaying data 
related to positions on Earth's surface. GIS can show many different kinds of data on one map, 
such as streets, buildings, and vegetation.

  Advantages of GIS: 
  (i) It is essential for preventing environmental deterioration associated with misuse of land.
  (ii) GIS helps to identify soil types in an area and to delineate soil boundaries. It is used for the 

identification and classification of soil. It helps in understanding soil suitability for various 
land use activities.

  (iii) It has become an integrated, well developed and successful tool in disaster management and 
mitigation.

  (iv) GIS can help with risk management and analysis by displaying which areas are likely to be 
prone to natural or man-made disasters.

 19. What is remote sensing? Why is it used?
 Ans. Remote sensing is the process of detecting and monitoring the physical characteristics of an 

area by measuring its reflected and emitted radiation at a distance (typically from satellite or 
aircraft). Special cameras collect remotely sensed images, which help researchers "sense" things 
about the Earth.

  Remote Sensing is used:
  ● To gather information about the surface of the earth from a distant platform, usually a satellite 

or airborne sensor.
  ● The scanning of the earth by satellite or high-flying aircraft in order to obtain information 

about it.
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 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Write any five problems of rail transport in India. Mention any four factors that affect inland 

water transport.
 Ans. Five problems of rail transport in India: 
  (i) Large number of rivers require construction of bridges.
  (ii) Hilly terrain where railway tracks are laid through low hills, gaps or tunnels.
  (iii) Sparse population and lack of economic viability.
  (iv) Difficulties to lay railway lines on sandy plains and swamps.
  (v) Old track, travel without tickets, railway accidents, attack on railways, lack of modern 

management, etc.

  Factors that Affect Inland Water Transport:
  (i) There is a seasonal fall in water level in rivers especially in the rain-fed rivers of the 

peninsula, which become nearly dry during summer and inadequate depth.
  (ii) Also the quality of water flow is becoming poorer progressively (Silting) and multiple bridges 

with low vertical clearance obstruct the passage of bigger vessels.
  (iii) Slow: Speed of Inland water transport is very slow and therefore this mode of transport is 

unsuitable where time is an important factor.
  (iv) Limited area of operation and seasonal character, unreliable and unsuitable for small business.

 2. Define pipeline transport. Mention it’s two importance. Write any two examples of pipelines in 
India.

 Ans. Pipeline Transport: It is a system of long distance transport where a line of pipe with pumps, 
valves, and control devices for conveying liquids, gases, or finely divided solids.

  Importance of Pipelines:
  (i) Pipelines are the most convenient, efficient and economical mode of transporting liquids 

like petroleum, petroleum products, natural gas, water, milk, etc.
  (ii) Pipelines can be laid through difficult terrains as well as under water.

  Examples:
  (i) Naharkatia-Nunmati-Barauni Pipeline.
  (ii) Mumbai High-Mumbai-Ankleshwar-Kayoli Pipeline.

 3. What is the Golden Quadrilateral? Why is it called so? Mention it’s four features.
 Ans. Golden Quadrilateral: It is a national highway network connecting most of the major industrial, 

agricultural and cultural centres of India. The GQ project sought to improve the connection 
between four major ‘nodal’ cities in India-it is the fifth-longest highway in the world. Popularly 
known as GQ, the Golden Quadrilateral is the result of a dream project that connects four major 
cities of India. Namely, Delhi in the North, Kolkata on the West, Chennai towards the South, 
and Mumbai covering the West.

  It is basically a network of highways that connect the four major metropolitan cities of the country 
in four directions – Delhi (North), Chennai (South), Kolkata (East) and Mumbai (West) – thereby 
forming a quadrilateral, and hence the name Golden Quadrilateral.

  Four Features of GQ: The Golden Quadrilateral Project (GQ Project) was intended to
  ● Establish faster transport networks between major cities and ports
  ● Provide smaller towns better access to markets
  ● Reduce agricultural spoilage in transport
  ● Drive economic growth, and promote truck transport
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 4. What do you know about the North-south and East-west Corridors? Mention two advantages of 
corridors. Where do North-south and East-west corridor meet?

 Ans. The North–South–East–West Corridor (NS-EW) is the largest ongoing highway project in India.
North-South corridor would connect Srinagar in Jammu and Kashmir with Kanyakumari in Tamil 
Nadu with a 4,076 km long road. The major objective of these Super Highways is to reduce 
the time and distance between the mega cities of India. East-West Corridor includes a 3,300 
kilometers corridor via NH 27 from Porbandar-Silchar.

  Advantages:
  ● The NS-EW Corridor forms a key part of the Indian highway network, connecting many of 

its important manufacturing, commerce and cultural centers.
  ● The second phase of the National Highways Development Project consists of building four/

six-lane expressways connecting Srinagar (North), Kanyakumari (South), Porbandar (West), 
and Silchar (East).part of the Golden Quadrilateral Super Highway Project.

   Jhansi is the junction of North–South and East–West Corridors.
 5. What is the difference between telecommunication and mass communication?
 Ans. Difference between:

Telecommunication Mass communication

Telecommunication provides for means of 
Communication at the individual level and at 
the mass level through the high speed transfer 
of messages from one part of the globe to 
another.

Mass communication provides means for 
creating awareness-providing In Information, 
education and healthy entertainment at the 
mass level

For examples: fax, telegraph, telephone and 
telex etc.

For Examples: electronic media–radio and 
television. Print Media-Newspapers and 
Magazine.

It provides for means of communication at the 
individual level.

It provides for means of communication at 
the mass level.

Telecommunications are used to share private 
or even secret information (from a personal 
phone call to a national secret).

Mass media is characterised by its publicity.

 6. Mention any two features of satellite communication. What is Aryabhata? Mention three functions 
of INSAT systems.

 Ans. Features of Satellite Communication:
  (i) The high frequency radio waves used for telecommunications links travel by line of sight 

and so are obstructed by the curve of the Earth.
  (ii) The purpose of communications satellites is to relay the signal around the curve of the Earth 

allowing communication between widely separated geographical points.
  Aryabhata: India's first satellite, launched back in 1975.
  The Indian National Satellite (INSAT) system is one of the largest domestic communication 

satellite systems in the Asia-Pacific region with nine operational communication satellites placed 
in Geo-stationary orbit.
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  (i) The Indian National Satellite System or (INSAT) is a series of multipurpose geostationary 
satellites launched by ISRO to satisfy the telecommunications, broadcasting, meteorology, 
and search and rescue operations. It was commissioned in 1983.

  (ii) INSAT is the largest domestic communication system in the Indo-Pacific Region.
  (iii) They provide us with radio and cable television. They allow us to make cellular phone calls 

from long distances. They provide us with a global positioning system (GPS) so that we 
know exactly where we are and we can find directions to anywhere we want to go.

 7. What do you know about Prasar Bharti? Mention it’s importance for the development of the 
Industrial economy.

 Ans. Prasar Bharati, is India's public broadcaster, headquartered in New Delhi. It is a statutory autonomous 
body set up by an Act of Parliament and comprises the Doordarshan Television Network and All 
India Radio, which were earlier media units of the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.

  Importance of Prasar Bharti: The Prasar Bharati Act provides for the establishment of a 
Broadcasting Corporation, to be known as Prasar Bharati, and define its composition, functions, 
and powers. The Act grants autonomy to All India Radio and to Doordarshan, both of which 
were previously under government control.

  Prasar Bharati is India’s largest public broadcasting agency. It consists of Doordarshan television 
network and All India Radio.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. Name the corridor that runs parallel with the East Coast of India. 

 Ans. East Coast Economic Corridor.
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  2. Identify the marked sea port that carries on trade with Sri Lanka. 

 Ans. Tuticorin or V.O.Chidambaranar Port.
 3. Identify the type of gauge given in the image.

  (A) Broad gauge (B) Metre gauge (C) Narrow gauge  (D) Both (A) and (B)
 Ans. (C)   Narrow gauge
 4. Which company provides this transport service in India? Name the organisation that maintains 

air transport in India.

 Ans. Pawan Hans Limited. Airports Authority of India (AAI)-Ministry of Civil Aviation.
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 5. Which national agency operates this type of communication in India? Where is it’s headquarter 
located?

 Ans. ISRO-The Indian Space Research Organisation. Bengaluru.

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
 (i) Mention any two advantages of this means of transport over 

rail Transport.
 Ans. Pawan Hans Limited. Airports Authority of India (AAI)-

Ministry of Civil Aviation.
  (a) Faster than rail transport  (b)  Safest mode of transport.
 (ii) Mention two disadvantages of this transport for Indian economy.
 Ans. (a) High Cost                    (b) Huge Investment.

Passage 2
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:
The major objectives of the Prasar Bharati Corporation as laid out in the Prasar
Bharati Act, 1990 are as follows:
 ● To uphold the unity and integrity of the country and the values enshrined in the Constitution.
 ● To safeguard the citizen’s right to be informed freely, truthfully and objectively on all matters of 

public interest, national or international, and to present a fair and balanced flow of information 
including contrasting views without advocating any opinion or ideology of its own.

 ● To promote national integration.
 ● To pay special attention to the fields of education and spread of literacy, agriculture, rural 

development, environment, health & family welfare and science & technology.
 ● To create awareness about women’s issues and take special steps to protect the interests of 

children, aged and other vulnerable sections of the society.
 ● To provide adequate coverage to diverse cultures, sports and games and youth affairs.
 ● To promote social justice, safeguarding the rights of working classes, minorities and tribal communities.
 ● To promote research and expand broadcasting faculties & development in broadcast technology.
 1. Choose the correct statement:
  Statement 1: To uphold the unity and integrity of the country and the values enshrined in the 

Constitution.
  Statement 2: To promote social injustice, safeguarding the rights of non-working classes, 

minorities and tribal communities.
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  (A) Statement 1 is incorrect and Statement 2 is correct
  (B) Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect 
  (C) Both the statements are incorrect 
  (D) Both the statements are correct
 2. Prasar Bharati promotes National Integration
  (A) True   (B) False 
  (C) Can't Say   (D) None of these
 3. Prasar Bharati Corporation:
  (A) Promotes social justice.
  (B) Creates awareness about women’s issues and takes special steps to protect the interests of 

children.
  (C) Does not safeguard the citizen’s right to be informed freely.
  (D) Promotes research.
 4. Prasar Bharati Corporation promotes development in Broadcast Technology.
  (A) Yes   (B) No 
  (C) Can't Say   (D) None of these

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (A)

Passage 3
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

Roadways are the modes of transportation on land. This system includes streets, feeder roads, and 
village roads, catering for a wide range of vehicles and pedestrians along with the modern highway 
system like Expressways, Corridors, National Highways, Golden Quadrilateral etc. Transportation by 
road is the only mode that can give maximum service to one and all. This mode of transportation has 
the maximum flexibility for travel with respect to route, direction, time and speed of travel, etc. It is 
possible to provide door to door service with this mode of transportation only and this mode of transport 
acts as the feeder for the other modes of transport. Railways are steel tracks laid on the ground, over 
which the trains move. Railways have been developed both for long as well as for short distances and 
for urban travel. Transportation by railway system is advantageous for longer distances. The train can 
move at much higher speeds than pneumatic tire vehicles on modern highways. Steel tracks can also 
take a heavy axle load about three to four times heavier than the road. Water transportation includes 
oceans, rivers, canals, and lakes for the movement of ships and boats. In this system ships and boats 
are used to transport passengers and materials.

Transportation by this system is possible between the ports on the sea route or along the rivers or canals 
wherever inland navigation facilities are available. Though the speed of this system is the slowest among 
the four modes of the transportation system, it needs minimum energy to haul unit load through unit 
distance hence cheapest. Aircraft and helicopters use the airways. The air system of transportation is the 
fastest and provides more comfort apart from saving time in transporting passengers and materials, but is 
costliest among all the four systems mentioned above. Due to its high cost, this mode of transportation 
is confined to Government officials and rich people. Pipeline transportation involves the use of hollow 
pipes in the transportation of water, crude oil, (petroleum) and Natural gas. This system of transportation 
is safer than using tankers or trailers in the transportation of these liquids.
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 1. Which advantages of road transport makes it the most suitable than the other three modes of 
transportation?

 Ans. Advantages of road transport:
  (i) Door-to-door service             
  (ii) They act as feeders for other modes of transport.

 2. Transportation by rail transport is advantageous for longer distances than the road, why? Write 
two points.

 Ans. Advantages of rail transport over road transport:
  (i) The train can move at much higher speeds than pneumatic tyre vehicles on modern highways.
  (ii) Steel tracks can also take a heavy axle load about three to four times heavier than the road.

 3. Though the speed of the water transport system is the slowest among the four modes of the 
transportation system—still this mode has an advantage over any other mode of transport—
mention that advantage.

 Ans. Water transport needs minimum energy to haul unit load through unit distance hence cheapest.

 4. Mention one advantage of pipeline transport in India. Give examples of any two materials that 
can be transported through this mode of transport.

 Ans. Advantage of this system of transportation is safer than using tankers or trailers in the 
transportation of these liquids.

  Examples-Crude oil or petroleum and natural gas.

Passage 4
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

The following are the important constituents of infrastructure in rural areas: power generation, 
availability of roads and road transport-railways, availability of communication facilities, especially 
telecommunication, availability of Ports and airports and for agriculture, irrigation constitutes the 
important infrastructure. Building of rural roads will benefit agriculture as the farmers are able to sell 
their products in towns where they can get remunerative prices. Besides, they can get some inputs such 
as fertilisers, pesticides and other industrial products at relatively cheaper prices as the transport costs 
decline due to improved transportation. The construction of power plants produces electricity which 
is used for industries, helps in production and commercial uses and thereby helps in acceleration of 
economic growth.

A power plant also produces negative externalities in the form of emission of pollutants, especially 
greenhouse gases. The expansion in infrastructure facilities such as irrigation, rural electrification, 
construction of roads will promote agricultural growth and setting up of agro-processing industries. 
These general infrastructure facilities will help farmers and owners of processing industries to get their 
requirements of raw materials, fertilizers and other inputs at cheap rates and also help them to bring 
their products to the markets which are located in big towns and cities. For poor farmers improved 
infrastructure will reduce their input cost and increase agricultural production and reduce traders’ 
monopoly by improving their access to markets.

 1. Name the important constituents of infrastructure in rural areas that help in the growth of the 
rural economy.

 Ans. Constituents of infrastructure:
  (i) Power generation  
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  (ii)  Availability of roads and road transport-railways
  (iii) Availability of communication facilities, especially telecommunication
  (iv) Availability of ports and airports
  (v) For agriculture, irrigation constitutes important infrastructure.

 2. Write two benefits of construction of roads in rural areas.
	Ans.	 Benefits	 of	 construction	of	 roads:
  (i) Building of rural roads will benefit agriculture as the farmers are able to sell their products 

in towns where they can get remunerative prices.
  (ii) Besides, they can get some inputs such as fertilizers, pesticides and other industrial products 

at relatively cheaper prices as the transport costs decline due to improved transportation.

 3. Mention any one positive and one negative impacts of construction of power plants in rural areas.
 Ans. Construction of power plants:
  ● Positive impacts: The construction of power plants produces electricity which is used for 

industries, helps in production and commercial uses and thereby helps in acceleration of 
economic growth.

  ● Negative impacts: A power plant also produces negative externalities in the form of emission 
of pollutants, especially greenhouse gases.

 4. Which infrastructural facilities promote agricultural growth in rural areas?
 Ans. The expansion in infrastructure facilities such as:
  (i) Irrigation 
  (ii) Rural electrification
  (iii) Construction of roads 
  (iv) Setting up of agro-processing industries
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Summary
 ● In India, there is a total of eight major industrial regions namely Mumbai-Pune cluster, Bengaluru-Tamil 

Nadu region, Hugli region, Ahmedabad-Baroda region, Chota Nagpur industrial belt, Vishakhapatnam-
Guntur belt, Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut region and the Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram industrial cluster.

 ● These are influenced by the availability of many factors. Some of them are: raw material, land, water, 
labour, capital, power, transport, and market, etc.

 ● Location of industries refers to the choice of a site of a firm in an industry. The factors taken into 
consideration in choosing a site may be economic or political.

 ● Localisation of industries refers to the concentration of firms of an industry in a particular area.
 ● Factors affecting localisation of industries: Availability of raw materials, labour supply, proximity to 

the market, transport and communication facilities, power and fuel availability, climatic consideration, 
supply of capital and external economies (foreign exchange), etc.

 ● General Comparison of Disparities: Regional imbalances arise due to locational advantages attached 
to some regions and the locational disadvantages attached to some other backward regions. Its 
features:

 ● Inadequacy of economic overheads: Economic overheads like transport and communication facilities, 
power, technology, banking, insurance, etc.

 ● Uneven regional development or regional imbalances lead to several agitations within a state or 
between the states.

Causes of Regional Disparity:
 ● Availability of raw materials, infrastructure, transport and communication, capital, labour market, etc.
 ● Historical factor (early mover advantage) and geographical factors like location specific advantages.
 ● Failure of planning mechanism.
 ● Restricted success of industrial development.
 ● Higher resource transfers from the centre to the backward states.
 ● State per capita income is an indicator of regional imbalance.
 ● Industrial development is a precondition for eradication of unemployment and poverty from our 

country. This was the main philosophy behind public sector industries and joint sector ventures in 
India. It was also aimed at bringing down regional disparities by establishing industries in tribal and 
backward areas.

Strategies for removing regional disparities in India:
 ● Resource transfer and backwardness. 
 ● Special area development programmes.
 ● Incentives for promoting investment in backward regions.

3 7 Industries: Introduction
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Highly industrialised 
states

Moderately industrialised 
states

Poor/backward/low rate 
of industrialisation

Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh 
Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh and 
TamilNadu (is the most indus-
trialised state in India).

Assam, Bihar, Rajasthan, Odis-
ha, Uttar Pradesh

Nagaland, Manipur, Tripu-
ra, Meghalaya, Arunachal 
Pradesh, etc.

Factors that influence the location of industries:
 ● Raw materials are one of the important factors in an industrial location. The mere location of industries 

itself may be determined by the availability or location of the raw materials, e.g. sugar industry.
 ● Power – conventional (coal, mineral oil or hydro-electricity) or onconventional in nature is a necessity 

for any industrial establishment.
 ● Availability of labour or skilled or efficient workforce.
 ● Availability of easy transportation always influences the location of an industry. So the junction 

points of waterways, roadways and railways become important centres of industrial activity.
 ● Nearness to the market: The finished goods should reach the market at the end of the process 

of manufacturing. Thus, nearness to the market is an add-on quality in the process of selecting a 
location for industry.

 ● Availability of freshwater is another factor that influences the industrial location. Many industries 
are established near rivers, canals, and lakes, because of this reason. Iron and steel industry, textile 
industries and chemical industries require large quantities of water for their proper functioning.

 ● Flatland area: The site that is selected for the establishment of an industry must be flat and well 
served by adequate transport facilities.

 ● Suitable climate: The climate of the area selected for the industry is important, very harsh climates 
are not suitable for successful industrial growth.

Industry clusters are groups of similar and related firms in a defined geographic area that share common 
markets, technologies, worker skill needs, and which are often linked by buyer-seller relationships.
Geographic concentrations of industries related by knowledge, skills, inputs, demand and/or other 
linkages.
Six Major Industrial Clusters Regions of India:
 (i) Hooghly Industrial Belt. (ii) Mumbai-Pune Industrial region.
 (iii) Ahmedabad-Vadodara Region. (iv) Madurai-Coimbatore-Bengaluru Region.
 (v) Agra-Mathura-Meerut-Saharanpur Region. (v) Faridabad-Gurgaon-Ambala Region.
Industries are unevenly distributed in India because the factors affecting industrial location are not the 
same everywhere. Industries tend to be concentrated in a few pockets because of certain favourable factors.
The pockets having high concentrations of industries are known as industrial clusters. Several indices 
are used to identify the clustering of industries, important among them are :
 ● Average daily factory employment/No. of workers.
 ● Quantum of power used for industrial purposes.
Industrial inertia describes factories that would benefit from changing location but instead of that, 
decide to remain where they are located. For example ; Rourkela-Bokaro steel plant.
 ● Industrial inertia (geographical) describes a stage at which an industry prefers to run in its former 

location although the main alluring factors are gone.
 ● For example, the raw material source is depleted or an energy crisis has emerged.
 ● An industry may still like to stay in its former position because of its fixed cost.
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Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Which factor led to the development of Mumbai-Pune industrial region?
  (A) Opening of Haldia port   (B) Opening of the Bhor and Thal Ghats
  (C) Opening of Ennore port   (D) Electronic industries in Ghaziabad

 2. Mumbai-Pune industrial region is connected with the growth of this industry?
  (A) Jute (B) Iron and Steel (C) Tea (D) Cotton

 3. Mumbai is known as the _________ of India.
  (A) Manchester (B) Cottonopolis (C) Tech-hub (D) Electronic capital

 4. What causes added additional factors to the growth of Mumbai-Pune Industrial region.
  (A) Opening of the Mumbai High petroleum field and erection of nuclear energy
  (B) Opening of Mumbai coalfields and erection of geothermal energy
  (C) Opening of many iron mines in Mumbai and erection of wind energy
  (D) Both (B) and (C)

 5. The partition of India adversely affected these two industrial regions.
  (A) Mumbai-Pune and Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram
  (B) Mumbai-Pune and Chotanagpur 
  (C) Mumbai-Pune and Hugli
  (D) Mumbai-Pune and Visakhapatnam-Guntur

 6. River Ganga’s one distributary offered the best site for the development of an inland river port 
as nucleus for the development of this industrial region.

  (A) Chota nagpur   (B) Hugli 
  (C) Visakhapatnam-Guntur   (D) Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut

 7. First jute mill was set up in which palace?
  (A) Kolkata (B) Delhi (C) Rishra (D) Patna

 8. These two factories act as the landmarks of the Hugli industrial region.
  (A) Hindustan Motors Limited at Konnagar and Diesel engine factory at Chittaranjan
  (B) Bharat Motors Co. at Rishra and Diesel Energy Farm of Naihati
  (C) Bengal Chemicals at Kolkata and Bengal Traders of Haora
  (D) Kolkata Metropolitan Company and Kolkata Energy Farm

 9. Construction of this port in the lower reaches of Hugli to the south of Kolkata is a landmark in 
relieving the great pressure of cargo ships on the port of Kolkata.

  (A) Paradip (B) Haldia (C) Ennore (D) Tuticorin

 10. Manchester of South India is located in this industrial region of India.
  (A) Bangalore-Tamil Nadu   (B) Visakhapatnam-Guntur
  (C) Chotanagpur   (D) Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram

 11. This integrated steel plant is located in Bangalore-tamil nadu industrial region.
  (A) Tata iron and steel company (B) Visvesvaraya iron and steel works
  (C) Rourkela steel plant   (D) IISCO at burnpur
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 12. The cotton textiles are developed in these two industrial regions.
  (A) Mumbai-Pune and Chotanagpur (B) Ahmedabad-Vadodara and Chotanagpur
  (C) Hugli and chotanagpur   (D) Ahmedabad-Vadodara and Mumbai-Pune

 13. Two petroleum refineries of Gujarat industrial region.
  (A) Surat and Kandla   (B) Koyali and Jamnagar
  (C) Gandhinagar and Porbandar (D) Kalol and Porbandar

 14. The origin and growth of this industrial region is associated with the discovery of coal in Damodar 
Valley.

  (A) Hugli   (B) Chotanagpur
  (C) Vishakhapatnam-Guntur   (D) Bangalore-Tamil Nadu

 15. Damodar valley in Chotanagpur industrial region is known as the __________ of India.
  (A) Commercial Capital   (B) Ruhr 
  (C) Manchester   (D) Electronic Capital

 16. This city has the most modern iron and steel plant which has the distinction of being the only 
plant in India having coastal location.

  (A) Chennai   (B) Mumbai 
  (C) Ahmedabad   (D) Visakhapatnam

 17. Visakhapatnam steel plant uses high grade iron ore from this mine
  (A) Korba (B) Gaya (C) Talcher (D) Biladila

 18. These industrial regions are located far away from the mineral and thermal power resources-hence 
the industries here are mostly market oriented light industries.

  (A) Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram and Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut
  (B) Mumbai-Pune and Chota nagpur
  (C) Hugli and Chotanagpur   
  (D) Visakhapatnam-Guntur and Hugli

 19. This city has a Maruti car factory.
  (A) Delhi (B) Chandigarh (C) Gurgaon (D) Ludhiana

 20. These two factors provide the industrial base to Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram industrial region.
  (A) Availability of high grade coal and iron ore
  (B) Availability of thermal power and cotton industries
  (C) Two large ports and availability of high grade bituminous coal
  (D) Plantation agriculture and availability of hydroelectricity

 21. Middle Malabar in Kerala and Ambala-Amritsar in Haryana-Punjab are the examples of _______ 
industrial regions.

  (A) Major (B) Large (C) Minor (D) Very Large

 22. Industries-which use heavy and bulky raw materials in their primary stage in large quantities, 
are usually located

  (A) Near the ports   (B) Near the zone that supplies raw materials
  (C) Near the market   (D) Near the densely populated areas

 23. This industry needs a large amount of coking coal.
  (A) Jute (B) Cotton (C) Iron and Steel (D) Sugar
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 24. This is an aluminium producing unit.
  (A) Korba (B) Renukut (C) Khetri (D) Nangal
 25. Fertiliser factory of Punjab.
  (A) Korba (B) Renukut (C) Khetri (D) Nangal

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (D) 3. (B) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (B) 7. (C) 8. (A) 9. (B) 10. (A)
 11. (B) 12. (D) 13. (B) 14. (B) 15. (B) 16. (D) 17. (D) 18. (A) 19. (C) 20. (D)
 21. (C) 22. (B) 23. (C) 24. (B) 25. (D)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. This involves the processing of primary products into more refined and usable products : economic 

activity concerned with the processing of raw materials and manufacture of goods in factories.
 Ans. Industry.
 2. The pockets having high concentration of industries are known as
 Ans. Industrial clusters.
 3. Two Indian states that have achieved a higher rate of industrialisation.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra.
 4. Two Indian states that are backward in industrialization.
 Ans. Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh
 5. Name the state in India that has the largest number of factories.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu.
 6. Name the most industrialised state in India.
 Ans. Maharashtra.
 7. Name the cottonopolis of India.
 Ans. Mumbai.
 8. The main source of electricity in Mumbai-Pune industrial region.
 Ans. Hydroelectricity.
 9. Four industrial centres of Mumbai-Pune Industrial region.
 Ans. (i) Mumbai,        (ii) Kurla,        (iii) Kalyan,        (iv) Nashik.
 10. Name the area that forms the nucleus of the Hugli industrial region.
 Ans. Kolkata-Howrah.
 11. These two industrial regions were affected by the partition of India.
 Ans. (i) Mumbai-Pune industrial region and        (ii) The Hugli industrial region.
 12. Name three centres of Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu industrial region.
 Ans. (i) Bengaluru in Karnataka.        
  (ii) Salem in Tamil Nadu.     
  (iii) Madurai in Tamil Nadu.
 13. Name four dams that supply electricity to Bangalore-Tamil Nadu Industrial region.
 Ans. (i) Mettur,    (ii) Sivasamudram,    (iii) Papanasam,     (iv) Sharavati.
 14. Two important industrial centres of Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu industrial region.
 Ans. Tiruchirapalli and Mysore.
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 15. Name two iron and steel plants of Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu industrial region.
 Ans. (i) Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Works at Bhadravati-Karnataka.
  (ii) Salem Steel Plant at Salem Tamil Nadu.

 16. Where are the petroleum refineries located at Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu industrial region?
 Ans. Chennai and Narimanam.

 17. Name three important centres of petrochemical industries in Ahmedabad-Vadodara (Gujarat) 
Industrial region.

 Ans. (i) Ankleshwar         (ii) Jamnagar          (iii) Vadodara

 18. This port helps in rapid growth of industries in Gujarat industrial region that was developed 
immediately after independence.

 Ans. Kandla Port

 19. Name four important steel plants of Chota nagpur industrial region.
 Ans. (i) The Tata Iron and Steel Company at Jamshedpur, Jharkhand.
  (ii) Indian Iron and Steel Company-at Burnpur Kulti, West Bengal.
  (iii) Hindustan Steel Limited at Durgapur, West Bengal.
  (iv) Rourkela Steel Plant, Odisha.

 20. Name four important nodal centres of Chota nagpur industrial region.
 Ans. Dhanbad, Chaibasa, Jamshedpur and Hazaribagh.

 21. Name two ports of Visakhapatnam-Guntur industrial region.
 Ans. Visakhapatnam and Machilipatnam Ports.

 22. What was the main focus of Visakhapatnam-Guntur industrial region?
 Ans. Set up of Hindustan Shipyard Limited at Visakhapatnam.

 23. Name a centre of Visakhapatnam-Guntur industrial region where a lead-zinc smelter is functioning.
 Ans. Guntur.

 24. Name any two important industrial centres of Visakhapatnam-Guntur industrial region except 
Visakhapatnam and Guntur.

 Ans. Vijayawada and Kurnool.

 25. Name a major industrial region in India that developed after independence.
 Ans. Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut industrial region.

 26. Name two industrial belts of Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut industrial region.
 Ans. (i) Agra-Mathura-Meerut-Saharanpur in Uttar Pradesh.
  (ii) Faridabad-Gurgaon-Ambala in Haryana.

 27. Name two large agro-industrial centres of Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut industrial region.
 Ans. Ghaziabad and Saharanpur.

 28. Name two industrial centres of the major Industrial region of Kerala.
 Ans. Kollam and Cochin (Kochi).

 29. Name a centre of Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram industrial region where oil refinery is found.
 Ans. Kochi (Cochin).
 30. Name any four minor industrial regions of India.
 Ans. ● Ambala-Amritsar in Haryana-Punjab. ● Jaipur-Ajmer in Rajasthan.
  ● Middle Malabar in Kerala. ● Adilabad-Nizamabad in Andhra Pradesh.
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 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why north-eastern states of india practically witnessed slow pace of industrial growth?
 Ans. (i) Inherent infrastructure-remoteness-Sparsely populated hence less market demand.
  (ii) Transportation and communication problems.
  (iii) Lack of proper research and development.
  (iv) Lack of entrepreneurship.
  (v) Poor rate of capital formation (Backward Economy).
 2. Why does the government set up many public sector units in backward areas?
 Ans. (i) Public sectors set up units and factories in backward areas bring employment opportunities.
  (ii) Economic development to such areas.
  (iii) The income generated by a public enterprise is shared by a large number of employees and 

also the public at large.
   This helps restore some economic equality.
 3. Why are Industries unevenly distributed in India-why?
 Ans. (i) The factors affecting industrial location are not the same everywhere – like availability of 

raw materials, electricity, developed transport-communication, skilled labour, market, etc.
  (ii) Uneven distribution of the necessary raw materials and power resources.
  (iii) Due to the concentration of enterprises-financial resources and other necessary conditions 

in large towns.
 4. Why is Mumbai known as Cottonopolis of India?
 Ans. (i) Mumbai is called the cotton 0 polis because it was the home of textile mills.
  (ii) Due to its high humidity, it was ideal for setting up cotton textile mills.
 5. Why did a major industrial region develop in Mumbai early in the 19th century in Mumbai-Pune 

region?
 Ans. (i) Construction of Mumbai Port. (ii) Opening of the first railway.
  (iii) Opening of Thal and Bhor Ghats to Pune and Nasik and opening of Suez Canal route.
  (iv) Growth of cotton textile industry in India.
  (v) Cheap labour force and raw materials from the vast hinterland.
 6. Mumbai-Thane Industrial region was affected after the partition of India-why?
 Ans. About 81% of the total irrigated long staple cotton growing area went to Pakistan.
 7. How was the Hugli industrial region was affected after the partition of India?
 Ans. Most of the best quality jute-growing areas went to East Pakistan (Now Bangladesh). It led to 

the shortage of high quality jute.
 8. How did Kolkata-Howrah form the nucleus of the Hugli industrial region?
 Ans. (i) It was well connected by the River Ganga and its tributaries with the rich hinterland of 

Ganga-Brahmaputra plains.
  (ii) Well connected through roads (for example-National Highway No 2) and rails (Eastern Railway).
  (iii) Discovery of coal and iron ore in Chotanagpur plateau.
  (iv) Tea plantations in Assam and North Bengal.
  (v) Former capital city of British India, Gateway of Eastern India-Kolkata and Haldia port.
 9. Why has the industrial growth of the Hugli industrial region slowed down as compared to the 

other major ndustrial regions of India?
 Ans. (i) Decline in Jute industry. (ii) Alarming rate of silting of the Hugli river.
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 10. Though the Bengaluru-Tamil Nadu and Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram industrial regions are far 
from the main coal producing areas but why have they grown as developed industrial regions?

 Ans. ● Availability of hydroelectricity ● Cheap skilled labour
  ● Proximity to the vast local market ● Favourable climate
  ● Well connected through roads and rails and proximity to the ports.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Mention four factors that helped in growth a major region in Gujarat?
 Ans. Four factors that helped the growth of a Major Industrial region in Gujarat are:
  (i) Presence of large cotton growing tracts-nearness to the sources of raw materials for the textiles.
  (ii) Near to the market of densely populated northern plains.
  (iii) Availability of cheap land, cheap skilled labour and discovery and production of oil at Gulf 

of Khambhat.
  (iv) Construction of Kandla port.
 2. Mention any four factors that are governing the growth of this industrial region.
 Ans.  Four factors that are governing the growth of Chotanagpur industrial region.
  (i) Availability of minerals like coal in Damodar Valley-iron ore and manganese in Jharkhand-Odi-

sha mineral belt, etc.
  (ii) The damodar valley has many thermal power stations like Mithon and Mejia.
  (iii) Densely populated hinterland of Jharkhand, Odisha, Bihar, West Bengal provided cheap and 

skilled labour.
  (iv) The Kolkata region provides a large market and port facility.
 3. Visakhapatnam-Guntur industrial region is famous for which type of industries? Name a few. 

Also mention any four factors that led the growth of the region.
 Ans. Visakhapatnam is famous for the shipbuilding industry. Others industries are-sugar, textiles, paper, 

fertilisers, cement and light engineering, etc.
  Factors that led to the growth of this region: 
  (i) Availability of coal fields of the Godavari basin and iron ore from Bailadila-Chhattisgarh.
  (ii) It is near to two ports-Visakhapatnam and Machilipatnam.
  (iii) Developed agriculture and sericulture.
  (iv) Availability of cheap and skilled labours of Karnataka-Tamil nadu region.
 4. Why is Damodar Valley in Chotanagpur industrial region known as the ‘Ruhr of India’? 
 Ans. ● Different types of minerals like coal, iron ore, bauxite, mica, etc., are available in this region. 

The Damodar valley is situated in Chota Nagpur Plateau which is rich in coal and it is 
considered as the prime centre of Coking coal.

  ● Damodar valley is called Ruhr of India because it has similar characteristics with that of Ruhr 
which is located in Germany. The characteristic is that Ruhr has immense coal resources. In 
the same way Damodar valley accounts for 6% of the coal reserves of India.

 5. Define the industrial (manufacturing) district. Mention the conditions that work for the growth 
and development of a region as an industrial region.

 Ans. It is an area where a concentration of firms has settled down but it is not simply a localised industrial 
place, where workers and firms, specialised in a main industry and auxiliary industries, live and work.

  The conditions that work for the growth and development of a region as an industrial region:
  ● The number of people where the industry is carried on.
  ● The purchasing power of the people.
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  ● The nature of the commodity for which a market is sought.
  ● Cheap goods for peoples of small purchasing power, more valuable commodities for regions 

in which individual wealth is greater.
  ● Facilities for transport in enlarging the range of the market, etc.
 6. Differentiate between major and minor industrial regions of India? Give two examples for each.
 Ans. The spatial distribution of manufacturing units shows a distinct trend of localisation towards a 

few selected areas; these regions are referred to as ‘industrial regions’.

Major Industrial regions Minor Industrial regions

The common characteristic features of the 
major industrial regions are:
● Large population engaged in industrial 

pursuits.
● Large industrial complexes.
● These are areas within which the 

manufacturing industry is carried out on 
a relatively large scale and employs a 
relatively large proportion of population.

● Integration of some main industries with a 
group of subsidiary industries.

● Large banking and credit facilities.
● A network of communication lines.
● A large market for labour supply, etc.

The common characteristic features of the 
minor industrial regions are:
● Small population engagement.
● Small factories.
● These are areas within which the 

manufacturing industry is carried out on 
a relatively small scale and employs a 
relatively small proportion of population.

● No such integration is found.
● Small investment and capital.
● Local development.
● Local Market oriented.

Examples:
● Mumbai-Pune Industrial region.
● Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut Industrial region

Examples:
● Kolhapur-South Kannada in Maharashtra-

Karnataka.
● Bhojpur-Munger in Bihar.

 7. Mention any four causes of regional disparity in the rate of industrialization in India. Mention 
any four factors that helped the growth of a Major Industrial region in Gujarat.

 Ans. Causes of Regional Disparity:
  ● Historical Factor: Historically, regional imbalances in India started from its British regime. 

The British rulers as well as industrialists started to develop only those earmarked regions 
of the country which as per their own interest were possessing rich potential for prosperous 
manufacturing and trading activities. The uneven pattern of investment in industry as well as 
in economic overheads like transport and communication facilities, irrigation and power made 
by the British had resulted in uneven growth of some areas, keeping the other areas totally 
neglected.

  ● Geographical factors play an important role in the developmental activities of a developing 
economy. The difficult terrain surrounded by hills, rivers and dense forests leads to an increase 
in the cost of administration, cost of developmental projects, besides making mobilisation of 
resources particularly difficult. Most of the Himalayan states of India, in Himachal Pradesh, 
the hill districts of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, Arunachal Pradesh and other North-Eastern states, 
remained mostly backward due to its inaccessibility and other inherent difficulties.

  ● Inadequacy of economic overheads: Economic overheads like transport and communication 
facilities, power, technology, banking and insurance etc. are considered very important for the 
development of a particular region.
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   Due to adequacy of such economic overheads, some regions are getting a special favour in respect 
of settlement of some developmental projects whereas due to inadequacy of such economic 
overheads, some regions of the country, viz., North-Eastern Region, Himachal Pradesh, Bihar 
etc. remained much backward as compared to other developed regions of the country.

  ● Lack of Growth of ancillary industries in backward states: The Government of India has 
been following a decentralised approach for the development of backward regions through its 
investment programmes on public sector industrial enterprises located in backward areas like 
Rourkela, Barauni, Bhilai, Bongaigaon, etc. But due to lack of growth of ancillary industries 
in these areas, all these areas remained backward in spite of huge investment made by the Centre.

 8. Mention any two differences between heavy and consumer industries with examples. Also mention 
two factors for the localization of these two industries.

Heavy Industries Consumer Industries

The finished products of these industries are 
used by other industries.

The finished products of these are used as 
raw materials which are directly consumed by 
consumers.

They produce linkage products. They produce consumer goods.

Example: Iron and steel industries and 
heavy engineering industries.

Example: Medicine and pharmaceuticals 
industries.

  Factors for the localization of Heavy Industries:
  ● Regular supply of power is a prerequisite condition for the localisation of industries. Coal, 

mineral oil and hydro-electricity are the three important conventional sources of power. Most 
of the industries tend to concentrate at the source of power.

  ● Developed transport system available by land or water is necessary for the assembly of 
raw materials and for the marketing of the finished products. The development of railways in 
India, connecting the port towns with hinterland, determined the location of many industries 
around Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai, Delhi etc.

   Factors for the localisation of consumer industries:
  ● Nearness to market is essential for quick disposal of manufactured goods. It helps in reducing 

the transport cost and enables the consumer to get things at cheaper rates.
  ● Modern consumer industries are capital-intensive and require huge investments. Capitalists 

are available in urban centres. Big cities like Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi, and Chennai are big 
industrial centres, because the big capitalists live in these cities.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.

 1. This is the main source of power in this industrial 
region:

  (A) Mumbai-Pune 
  (B) Gujarat 
  (C) Chhotanagpur 
  (D) Kollam-Thiruvananthapuram
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 2. This is one of the reasons for the local disparities of 
industrial development in India:

  (A) True 
  (B) False 
  (C) Can't Say 
  (D) None of these
 3. Both the Industrial regions A and B are famous for textiles industries-one is for cotton and the 

other one is?

A
B

  (A) Wool (B) Jute (C) Flex (D) Hemp
 4. The following marked city with a black dot is providing the port facility to which Industrial region?

  (A) Hoogly industrial beet   (B) Agra-Maltura industrial negion 
  (C) Ahmedabad-Vadodara region (D) Mumbai Pune industrial region
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 5. The marked area is the part of a land-locked industrial region in India, name two industrial 
centres of the region.

  (A) Kolkata and Howrah   (B) Meerut and Gurgaon
  (C) Mysore and Mangalore   (D) Vadodara and Surat

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (A) 3. (B) 4. (D) 5. (B)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
 1. Among these steel plants which one provide raw 

materials to ship building industries? Mention any one 
locational advantage of it.

 Ans. Vishakhapatnam Steel Plant.
  The coastal location facilitates import of coal and export 

of iron and steel.
 2. From where does the plant collect it's iron ore and 

power?
 Ans. Iron Ore- Bailadila area of Chattisgarh.
  Power- Metallurgical coal imported from Australia and coal 

fields of Damodar Valley in Jharkhand.

Vishakhapattanam

RourkelaBhilai

Jamshedpur
Bokaro
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Passage 2
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it.
The Salem Steel Plant has been set up at Salem in the Salem district of Tamil Nadu. It is located along 
the Salem—Bangalore National Highway 44 in the foothills of Kanjamalai in Salem district, Tamil 
Nadu, India. The plant has the advantage of rich iron ore and limestone, which is readily available 
in the adjoining areas. It also enjoys the facilities of cheap power, charcoal and a vast market. The 
iron ore that is available here has low sulphur and phosphorus content and is suitable for producing 
special grade iron and steel. Today the Salem Steel Plant is a major producer of world class stainless 
steel and is in a position to export stainless steel to some of the advanced countries such as the USA, 
Mexico, Australia and some countries of South-East Asia. Salem Steel Plant, is a special steel unit of 
Steel Authority of India Ltd, pioneered the supply of wider width stainless steel sheets/coils in India.
 1. Where is Salem Steel Plant located?
 Ans. Salem Steel Plant is located along the Salem—Bangalore National Highway 44 in the foothills 

of Kanjamalai in Salem district, Tamil Nadu, India.
 2. Mention two favourable conditions that act as the advantages for the development of Salem Steel 

Plant.
 Ans. Favourable conditions:
  (i) The Salem Steel Plant has the advantage of rich iron ore and limestone, which is readily 

available in the adjoining areas.
  (ii) It also enjoys the facilities of cheap power, charcoal and a vast market.
 3. Write the special quality of iron ore that is available as the major raw materials for the Salem 

Steel Plant.
 Ans. The iron ore that is available here has low sulphur and phosphorus content and is suitable for 

producing special grade iron and steel.
 4. Name the countries where Salem Steel Plant exports it’s world class stainless steel.
 Ans. USA, Mexico, Australia and some countries of South-East Asia.
 5. What is the importance of the Salem Steel Plant?
 Ans. Salem Steel Plant, is a special steel unit of Steel Authority of India Ltd., pioneered the supply 

of wider width stainless steel sheets/coils in India.
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Summary
Industries that use agricultural produce as raw materials are known as ‘Agro-based Industries’. These 
are consumer-based industries. Cotton, jute, silk, woollen textiles, sugar and edible oil, etc. industries 
are based on agricultural raw materials.
The industries which depend upon agricultural products as raw material-the best known agro industries 
include:
 ● Cotton and jute textiles   ● Food processing industry
 ● Dairy industry    ● Sugar industry
 ● Vegetable oil industry   ● Tea and coffee industries
 ● Leather goods industry etc.

Features of the Cotton textile industry in India are:
 ● It is the oldest and largest industry in India.
 ● It is a widespread industry found almost in all states of India.
 ● This industry provides employment opportunities both in rural and urban areas.
 ● This industry accounts for the largest proportion of foreign exchange.
Problems of the cotton textile industry in India are:
 ● Competition from synthetic fibres which are cheaper and easy to maintain.
 ● Old and obsolete machinery and technology of production.
 ● It being an agro based industry, is exposed to the vagaries of nature. Any year there is a crop fail-

ure-the supply of raw cotton gets affected.
 ● Power supply is erratic and machinery is back dated.
 ● Output of labour is low.
 ● Scarcity of raw cotton: Indian cotton textile industry suffered a lot as a result of partition because 

most of the long staple cotton growing areas went to Pakistan.

Importance of Cotton Textile Industry in India:
 ● Huge employment: 20% of the working population is employed in the cotton textile industry.
 ● Providing fabrics, garments and textiles are essential for life.
 ● It generates a substantial amount of foreign exchange through export to countries of Asia and Africa.
 ● It supports other industries like dyeing and bleaching, washing powder and soaps, packaging and 

transport industries.

Major Environmental effect of Cotton textile industries:
 ● Discharge of high amounts of chemical loads that may cause land and water pollution and damage 

the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems.
 ● Dumping of solid waste and sewage may result in biomagnification.

3 8 Agro-based Industries
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 ● High consumption of water.
 ● Harmful chemicals used in this sector are fatal for the environment.
 ● High energy consumption in production processes and related air emissions.

Growth of Cotton Textile Industries in India:
Cotton production in India has focused on textiles for over thousands of years, generating significant 
employment for both skilled and unskilled labour-thus helping strengthen the country’s economy. India 
held a global monopoly over the manufacturing of cotton textiles for about 3,000 years-from 1500 BC 
to 1500 AD. It served as an ideal medium of exchange in the barter economy during the ancient period. 
During the middle ages, it was exported to Eastern and European markets. This was followed by the 
establishment of cotton mills by imperial powers in the modern period.
 ● The first cotton mill in India was established in 1818 at Fort Gloster near Kolkata but was a commercial 

failure.
 ● The second cotton mill in India was established in 1854 and was named Bombay Spinning and 

Weaving Company. This mill is said to mark the true foundation of the modern cotton industry in India.
 ● In Ahmedabad-also referred to as the ‘Manchester of India’-the opening of Shahpur Mill in 1861 

and Calico mill in 1863 marked the city’s spectacular rise as one of the world’s prime cotton 
manufacturing locales.

Reasons for the decline of Indian textile industry in global market after partition:
After the Industrial Revolution, Britain started producing machine made textiles which were often of 
better quality and cheaper than Indian textiles.
Textiles from India had high demands in Europe. So the British passed strict laws and banned the 
import of textiles in Britain.
After independence shortage of high quality long staple cotton since the main cotton growing areas 
went to Pakistan.

Effects:
 ● It led to economic deprivation-unemployment, aggravated economic problems of the weavers.
 ● India's local industries, handicrafts, weavers had to face unequal competition, thus, the demand for 

their goods which were handmade and expensive fell.
Ready-made garments are mass-produced finished textile products of the clothing industry. They are 
made from many different fabrics and yarns. Their characteristics depend on the fibers used in their 
manufacture.
 ● Indian readymade garments/apparels (RMG) industry is the largest segment of the Indian texlilee and 

Apparels industry accounting for approximately 50% of the total industry.
 ● The domestic RMG sector accounts for approximately three-fourths of the total Indian RMG industry.
 ● RMG manufacturing units can be viable at all size levels, particularly because of low cost of plant 

and machinery, the units range from small to large.
 ●  The RMG sector continues to be dominated by unorganised producers. However, the branded apparel 

market has made steady inroads in the past few years.
 ● Indore and Ludhiana are best recognised for producing top quality ready-made garments.
 ● Bareilly is also known for its excellent zari works, which are one of the bests in the world.

Importance of Readymade Garment Industries:
 ● The readymade garment sector is currently the largest contributor to India’s total textile and apparel 

exports, accounting for roughly 41%.
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● Employment in India's readymade garment industry now has around 12 million people, making it 
the largest employment provider for all sectors.

● It is a main source of foreign exchange.
● The textile and garment industry is the key to the growth of any developing country.
● It brings revenue to the country through the medium of exports.

Ready-made Garments production is dominated by eight clusters, i.e., Tirupur, Ludhiana, Bengaluru, 
Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Kolkata, Jaipur, and Indore.

Challenges:
● Changing consumer behaviour.
● International trade policies-higher trade barriers.
● Locational disadvantages-India suff ers from a geographical disadvantage as it is located far away 

from major global fi bre-consuming markets like USA and Europe compared to its global counterparts-
Turkey and China. As a result, India has to bear higher shipment cost with longer lead times thereby 
impacting exports.

● Indian textile companies face higher trade barriers compared to other competing countries like 
Bangladesh, Vietnam and Pakistan in key markets such as the USA and EU.

● Average tariff  on textile products faced by India vis-à-vis competing countries in EU and USA.
● Poor infrastructure facilities.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Largest industry of India.
  (A) Iron and Steel   (B) Cotton Textile 
  (C) Jute Textile   (D) Sugar
 2. The fi rst successful modern cotton textile mill was established in which city in 1854?
  (A) Kolkata (B) Chennai (C) Ahmedabad (D) Mumbai
 3. What is India's global rank in textile export?
  (A) 1st (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th
 4. India off ers huge market facilities for cotton textile industries due to the following factors
  (A) Cold climate and large population (B) Tropical climate and large population
  (C) Less population and tropical climate (D) Both (B) and (C)
 5. What is the largest cotton textile producing state in India?
  (A) West Bengal (B) Tamil Nadu (C) Maharashtra (D) Uttar Pradesh
 6. This is known as the Manchester of North India.
  (A) Kanpur (B) Delhi (C) Lucknow (D) Varanasi
 7. This is known as the Manchester of the East?
  (A) Kanpur (B) Coimbatore (C) Kolkata (D) Ahmedabad
 8. Dispersal of cotton textile industry from the original location to the Peninsular India started 

due to
  (A) Expansion of rail transport  (B) Expansion of air transport
  (C) Due to the establishment of Chennai Port (D) Due to expansion of population
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 9. The growth of cotton textile industry in Coimbatore, Madurai and Tirunelveli is largely due to the:
  (A) Availability of thermal electricity from Damodar valley
  (B) Availability of hydroelectricity from Pykara dam
  (C) Availability of nuclear power from Tarapur
  (D) Availability of Geothermal power from Chennai
 10. The cotton textile industry is developed in Kolkata due to
  (A) Availability of cheap hydroelectricity and raw materials
  (B) Availability of cheap labour and Nuclear power stations
  (C) Availability of large Market and port facilities
  (D) Availability of cheap thermal power and air transport
 11. In which type of climate thread does not break frequently?
  (A) Cold climate (B) Dry climate (C) Humid climate (D) Tundra climate
 12. This cotton textile centre is located in Maharashtra.
  (A) Burhanpur (B) Hathras (C) Perambur (D) Akola
 13. Ready made garments is an example of this type of industry 
  (A) Key industry   (B) Footloose industry 
  (C) Heavy industry   (D) Both (A) and (B)
 14. Two cotton textile centres of West Bengal
  (A) Salem and Tuticorin   (B) Etawah and Rampur
  (C) Howrah and Serampore   (D) Maurvia and Sangli
 15. The Manchester of Uttar Pradesh
  (A) Kanpur (B) Varanasi (C) Allahabad (D) Lucknow

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (D) 3. (B) 4. (B) 5. (C) 6. (A) 7. (D) 8. (A) 9. (B) 10. (C)
 11. (C) 12. (D) 13. (B) 14. (C) 15. (A)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Lancashire of India.
 Ans. Mumbai
 2. Manchester of India.
 Ans. Ahmedabad
 3. Largest cotton textile producing centre of West Bengal.
 Ans. Kolkata
 4. Largest cotton textile producing centre of Tamil Nadu.
 Ans. Coimbatore
 5. Two cotton textile producing centres of Maharashtra except Mumbai.
 Ans. Solapur and Pune
 6. Name the second largest cotton textile producing centres of Gujarat except the Manchester of 

India.
 Ans. Vadodara and Surat
 7. Name two cotton textile centres in India where hydroelectricity is the main source of power.
 Ans. Mumbai and Ahmedabad
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 8. Which state of India has the maximum number of mills in India?
 Ans. Tamil Nadu
 9. This organisation was set up in 1986 to cater to the growing needs of India’s evolving fashion 

industry.
 Ans. National Institute of Fashion Technology or NIFT.
 10. Name two Readymade Garments Producing centres where NIFT centres are located.
 Ans. Delhi and Bengaluru.

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why did the Cotton Textile Industry in Mumbai?
 Ans. (i) Mumbai enjoys humid climate which is essential for this industry because thread does not 

break so frequently in the humid climate.
  (ii) Mumbai is a very important port which helps import machinery and long staple cotton.
  (iii) Availability of cheap hydro-electricity.
  (iv) The black cotton soil in the hinterland of Mumbai provides cotton as the basic raw materials.
 2. Why are textile industries more developed in the coastal cities than the interior?
 Ans. (i) Thread does not break in the presence of the humid climate of coastal regions.
  (ii) Provision of ports that help in imports of machineries-long staple cotton and exports of 

finished products.
 3. Why is the cotton textile industry highly dispersed in India? Or why the cotton textile industry 

is found all over our country?
 Ans. The cotton and textile industry spread all over India for the following reasons:
  (i) The cloth is an essential requirement and so the clothing business is spread everywhere in 

the country.
  (ii) Since cotton is light in its weight, the raw material and manufactured goods could easily 

be transported anywhere.
  (iii) The availability of the factors of inputs in all over the country, such as capital, labour, etc.
  (iv) The humid atmosphere is required for the industry, hence, this condition is also met by the 

industrialists by making an artificial humid condition inside the mills.
  (v) The costs of land increased, which led the industrialists to set up their factories in new 

distant areas.
 4. Why is Mumbai is called the cottonopolis of India?
 Ans. Mumbai known as the ‘Cottonopolis of India' because Mumbai has become the most important 

centre of cotton textile in the country due to reasons like proximity to raw materials, favourable 
climatic conditions, good transport and port facilities, enough labour force, adequate capital, 
power and a huge market for cotton etc.

 5. Why is the cotton textile industry growing at a greater rate at Ahmedabad than Mumbai?
 Ans. (i) Ahmedabad lies near the main cotton belt of India.
  (ii) Land at Ahmedabad is much cheaper as compared to Mumbai.
  (iii) Most Ahmedabad mills produce cheap cloth which finds ready market amongst the poor 

masses of India.
  (iv) Readiness of cheap hydroelectricity.
 6. Why did Kolkata grow as one of the most important cotton textile producing centres in India?
 Ans. (i) Kolkata is located near Jharia and Raniganj coalfields and it has sufficient power supply.
  (ii) It has an abundant capital supply, inexpensive labour, etc.
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  (iii) A humid climate facilitates the spinning of yarn of finer counts.
  (iv) Proximity to Kolkata and Haldia ports.
  (v) Large hinterland.
 7. Why is Coimbatore known as the ‘Manchester of South India’?
 Ans. Due to Coimbatore’s extensive textile industry, fed by the surrounding cotton fields, the city has 

a major production and economy in the textile industry.
 8. Why are readymade garments very important for the Indian economy?
 Ans. (i) Ready-made Garments provide employment opportunities to its citizens.
  (ii) These industries bring revenue (foreign exchange) to the country through the medium of 

exports.
  (iii) They can be produced in bulk for large scale consumption. Ready-made garment industry, 

in particular, proves to be profitable for an economy.
 9. Why did cotton textile industries develop in Tamil Nadu?
 Ans. (i) Tamil Nadu has the largest number of mills, and it is the largest textile hub of India.
  (ii) Tamil Nadu is known as the “Yam Bowl” of the country accounting for 41% of India’s 

cotton yam (largest yarn production) production.
  (iii) The textile industry plays a significant role in the Indian economy by providing direct em-

ployment.
  (iv) Humid climate and port facilities-Chennai, Tuticorin, etc.
 10. Why is the handloom sector of the cotton textile industry very important for India?
 Ans. (i) Handloom is one of the largest economic activities providing direct employment to over 65 

lakhs persons engaged in weaving and allied activities.
  (ii) The strength of handloom lies in the introducing innovative designs, which cannot be rep-

licated by the powerloom sector.
  (iii) Handloom forms a part of the heritage of India and exemplifies the richness and diversity 

of our country and the artistry of the weavers.
  (iv) It earns foreign exchange.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]
 1. Name two largest cotton producing centers in India.
 Ans. Two largest cotton producing centres of India are:
  (i) Largest-Mumbai in Maharashtra. (ii) 2nd largest-Ahmedabad in Gujarat.

Cotton textile industries of Gujarat Cotton textile industries of Tamil Nadu

● Land is costlier than Ahmedabad and less 
availability.

● Cost of living is more than the Ahmedabad but 
gets the advantage of being commercial capital 
of India and largest port of India i.e. Mumbai.

● Land is cheaper than Mumbai and has 
more availability.

● Cost of living is less hence cheap labour 
is available.

 2. Define agro-based industries. What is the importance of agro-based industries for the growth of 
the Indian economy? Mention any four points.

 Ans. Industries that use agricultural produce as raw materials are known as agro-based industries. 
These are consumer-based industries. For example, cotton, jute, silk, woollen textiles, sugar and 
edible oil, etc. industries are based on agricultural raw materials. The industries which depend 
upon agricultural products as raw material -the best known agro industries include:

  (i) Cotton and Jute textiles.         (ii) Food Processing Industry. etc.
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 3. What are the import ances of agro-based in industrious for the growth. Indian economy.
 Ans. Importance of Agro-Based Industries For The Growth Of Indian Economy:
  (i) Efficiently utilising the local raw materials which consequently may result in increase of 

gainful employment opportunities to poor people mainly landless, marginal and small farm-
ers. The agro-based industries have given a major boost to the agricultural sector in India. 
Because the industry sources most of its raw material from the Indian agricultural sector, 
the farmers strive to produce more, in order to take advantage of this opportunity.

  (ii) Agro-based industries are important because they help in increasing industrial production.
  (iii) Provide employment to landless agricultural labour and tribal population from rural and 

backward areas and improve the standard of living in rural areas.
  (iv) Trade, national revenue, and employment are combined in a positive way, a country enjoys 

reduced poverty and boosted economic growth-poverty elimination through foreign exchange 
earning, trade and employment.

 4. Define loom and distinguish between power loom and handloom.
 Ans. A loom is an apparatus for marking fabric by weaving yard or thread.

Power Loom Handloom

● A handloom is a type of loom used to weave 
cloth or patterns on cloth and is operated 
manually without the aid of electric power.

● Less initial investment is required.
● Lower production capacity.
● Less variety and designs are available.

● A powerloom is a type of mechanically 
powered loom driven by a steam engine 
or electric power used to weave cloth.

● More initial investment is required.
● Higher production capacity.
● More variety and designs are available.

 5. Mention any four differences between the cotton textile industries of Gujarat and Tamil Nadu. 
Name two largest cotton textile producing centres of India and mention two differences between 
two largest cotton textile producing centres of India.

Cotton textile industries of Gujarat Cotton textile industries of Tamil Nadu

● Second largest producer in India.
● Lies near the main cotton belt.
● Most of the mills manufacture fabrics and 

clothes.
● Importing and exporting ports are -
● Mumbai and Kandla.

● 3rd largest producer in India.
● Located far from the main cotton growing 

zone.
● Though the large number of mills are located 

but most of them manufacture only yarn.
● Importing and exporting ports are-Chennai 

and Tuticorin.

 6. Mention six factors that influence the location and development of agro-based industries.
 Ans. (i) Availability of raw materials: In the case of raw materials which lose weight in the process 

of manufacture or which cannot bear high transport cost or cannot be transported over long 
distances because of their perishable nature. For example, Sugar industry.

   Some of the industries, like cotton textiles-use a very wide range of light raw materials 
and the result is that such industries are often located with no reference to raw materials 
and are sometimes referred to as ‘footloose industries’ because a wide range of locations is 
possible within an area of sufficient population density.
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  (ii) Regular supply of power: is a pre-requisite for the localisation of industries. Coal, mineral 
oil and hydro-electricity are the three important conventional sources of power. Most of the 
industries tend to concentrate at the source of power.

  (iii) Availability of cheap and skilled labour: Labour supply is important in two respects: 
   ●  Workers in large numbers are often required. 
   ●  People with skill or technical expertise are needed.
  (iv) Well connected through various modes of transport: Transport by land or water is nec-

essary for the assembly of raw materials and for the marketing of the finished products port 
facilities.

  (v) High market demand: The entire process of manufacturing is useless until the finished 
goods reach the market. Nearness to market is essential for quick disposal of manufactured 
goods. It helps in reducing the transport cost and enables the consumer to get things at 
cheaper rates.

  (vi) Availability of Capital: Modern industries are capital-intensive and require huge invest-
ments. Capitalists are available in urban centres. Big cities like Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi, 
and Chennai are big industrial centres, because the big capitalists live in these cities.

 7. What is the significance of readymade garments industries in India? Name a few centres that are 
famous for readymade garments. Mention two factors that influence the location and growth of 
readymade garments industries.

 Ans. Significance of readymade garment industries:
  (i) The readymade garment sector is currently the largest contributor to India's total textile and 

apparel exports, accounting for roughly 41%.
  (ii) Employment in India's readymade garment industry now has around 12 million people, 

making it the largest employment provider for all sectors.
  (iii) It is a main source of foreign exchange.
  (iv) The Textile and garment industry is the key to the growth of any developing country.
  (v) It brings revenue to the country through the medium of exports. Centres-Tirupur (the knit-

wear capital of India), Bengaluru, Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Kolkata, Jaipur, and Indore.
  Two factors that influence the location and growth of readymade garments industries:
  (i) Presence of a market for ethnic designs and colour combinations-large market demands.
  (ii) Unbreakable and cheap power supply.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
 Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. This special characteristic of this raw material makes the largest industry of India possible for 

decentralization.

 Ans. Cotton is light weight hence easy for transportation
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 2. Name the largest cotton textile producing centre of the marked state of India.

 Ans. Coimbatore.
 3. Name two cotton textile producing centres of the marked State of India.

 Ans. Ahmedabad and Surat.
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 4. Name two hinterland states of the marked cotton textile producing centre.

 Ans. Maharashtra and Goa.

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks] 

Passage 1
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.
Cotton textiles play an important role in the Indian economy as the country's largest industry is 
predominantly cotton based. The industry is also the second-largest employer in the country after 
agriculture. Cotton is one of the important cash crops and the most important raw material for the 
textile industry. Cotton textile promites of economic growth through foreign exchange earnings too. 
The industry provides a source of livelihood to farmers, cotton boll pluckers and workers engaged in 
ginning, spinning, weaving, dyeing, designing, packaging, tailoring and sewing. This industry supports 
many other industries; like chemical and dyes, mill stores, packaging materials and engineering works. 
 (i) Cotton textiles promote economic development of Indian citizens- Write any two points to support 

this statement.  
 Ans. (a) Cotton textile industry is the second-largest employer in the country.
  (b) Cotton textile promotes of economic growth by earning foreign exchange. 
 (ii) Cotton textile industries  not only provide employment but also support other industries- how? Explain.  
 Ans. The cotton textile industry provides a source of livelihood to farmers, cotton boll pluckers 

and workers engaged in ginning, spinning, weaving, dyeing, designing, packaging, tailoring 
and sewing. This industry supports many other industries; like chemical and dyes, mill stores, 
packaging materials and engineering works. 
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 (iii) How is cotton textile industries support Indian agriculture?
 Ans. The industry provides a source of livelihood to farmers, cotton boll pluckers and workers engaged 

in ginning, spinning, weaving, dyeing, designing, packaging, tailoring and sewing.

Passage 2
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.
 Industry refers to an economic activity that is concerned with the production of goods like the iron and 
steel industry, extraction of minerals like the coal mining industry and the provision of services like the 
tourism industry. Food industries are the industries that mainly deal with food items.
 The major two types of industries are the agro-based industries and the mineral based industries. They 
can be differentiated as follows:

Agro Based Industries Mineral Based Industries

● Agro-based industries use plant and 
animal-based products as their raw 
materials.

● It is generally a source of employment 
for people in rural areas.

● For example: Jute textiles, Food 
processing, vegetable oil, cotton textiles, 
dairy products and leather industries etc.

● Mineral-based industries are primary 
industries that use mineral ores as their raw 
materials.

● It is a source of employment for both rural 
and urban areas.

● For example: Iron and Steel, Heavy 
Machinery, Ship-Building industries etc.

 1. It refers to an economic activity that is concerned with the production of goods.
 Ans. Industry.
 2. These are the primary industries that use mineral ores as their raw materials.
 Ans. Mineral based industries.
 3. An industry that provides services.
 Ans. Tourism industry.
 4. It is generally a source of employment for people in rural areas.
 Ans.  Agro-based industry.
 5. Ship building industry is an example of this type of industry.
 Ans. Mineral based industry.
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Summary
Mineral-based industries are primary industries that use mineral ores as their raw materials. Iron and 
steel and heavy machinery industries are examples of mineral based industries.
Importance of Mineral Based Industries
 ● Industrial development: If the mineral resources can be extracted and utilised, mineral based 

industries can be established and expanded. Petrol, diesel, iron, coal, etc. are minerals for industries. 
This accelerates industrial development.

 ● Employment opportunities: The existence of mineral resources provides employment opportunities 
to the people. Mineral resources help to establish new industries where skilled and unskilled people 
can get employment opportunities.

 ● Agricultural growth and development: Some mineral resources are used to make modern agricul-
tural tools, machines, fertilisers, etc. They can be used for the modernisation and commercialisation 
of agriculture, which help to develop agriculture and its resources.

 ● Provision of self-dependency: If there is development of mineral resource based industries, then 
it can create more jobs with quality products. An area can be independent when industrialisation 
occurs with the uses of mineral resources.

 ● There are other roles of mineral resources such as a source of foreign currency earning, develop-
ment of transportation and communication, increase in export, the supply of construction materials, etc.

Iron and Steel Industries: Integrated and Mini Steel Plants:
Advantages of integrated steel plants –
 ● All the processes are carried out under one complex, hence it saves time and transportation cost.
 ● These have short gestation periods i.e. production can be started in a short period.
 ● They have more production.
Advantages of mini steel plants
 ● Mini steel plants use electric furnaces thus conserving coking coal.
 ● They require less capital investments. Since they are located in industrial towns, transport costs are 

reduced.
 ● It is eco-friendly and does not require large capital investment.
 ● These plants meet the requirements of the local market and thus reduce pressure on the large steel plants.
 ● Their location at convenient points help to meet steel requirements of far flung areas and thus help 

in promoting a balanced regional growth.
Disadvantages of integrated steel plants
 ● Too much dirt due to iron making and steelmaking.
 ● Causes pollution – thermal and air.
 ● Require larger area.
 ● Will require double energy, so capacity of adequate power plant.

9 Mineral-based Industries
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Disadvantages of mini steel plants
 ● They have less production capacity as compared with the big steel plants.
 ● The problems of the mini-mill have largely been concerned with the volatile price of scrap and the 

limited products that can be produced.
Examples of Integrated Steel Plants in India:
 ● Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO) ●  Indian Iron and Steel Company (IISCO)
 ● The Visweswaraya Iron and Steel Ltd ●  Bhilai Iron and Steel Centre
 ● Bokaro Steel Plant    ●  Rourkela Steel Plant, etc.
Examples of Mini Steel Plants in India:
 ● There are around 650 mini steel plants in India.
 ● Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL).
 ● VISA Steel; Essar Steel; TATA Steel; JSW Steel; Bhushan Steel; MESCO Steel;
 ● FACOR Steel; Jindal Steel and Power
Integrated Steel Plants of India:
 ● Tata Iron and Steel Company (TISCO): This is the oldest iron and steel centre of India. It is 

a private sector enterprise. It was established in 1907 by Jamshedji Tata at Sakchi in Singhbhum 
district of Jharkhand.

Favourable Factors:
 ● High grade haematite iron ore is available from Noamundi mines of Singhbhum in Jharkhand and 

Gurumahisani mines of Mayurbhanj in Odisha. These mines are located at a distance of 75 – 100 
km from Jamshedpur.

 ● Coal is available from Jharia and Raniganj coal mines located 160 to 200 km from Jamshedpur.
 ● Manganese comes from Joda mines of Kendujhar district in Odisha.
 ● Dolomite, limestone and fire clay used as flux material are available from Sundargarh district of Odisha.
 ● Kolkata, located at a distance of 250 km, provides port facilities and its industrialised hinterland 

provides a market for the products.
 ● Sufficient water for cooling purposes is obtained from the Subarnarekha River.
 ● In addition to this, the storage dam on Kharkai River also provides water.
 ● Jamshedpur is well connected with Kolkata, Mumbai and Chennai by road and rail and enjoys good 

transport facilities.
 ● Densely populated regions of Jharkhand, Bihar and Odisha provide cheap labour. Major part of 

labour is drawn from tribal areas of Chota Nagpur plateau.
The Visweswaraya Iron and Steel Ltd:
It was established as Mysore Iron and Steel Company (MISCO) in 1923 by the erstwhile state of My-
sore. It is located at Bhadravati on the banks of river Bhadravati in Shimoga district of Karnataka. This 
plant was brought under state control in 1962 and was renamed as Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Ltd.
Favourable Factors:
 ● Bhadravati valley is 13 km wide as a result of which enough land is available.
 ● High grade haematite iron ore is brought from Kemmangundi mines in Chikmagalur which is just 

40 km away.
 ● At the time of the setting up of the plant in 1923 the charcoal obtained from the forest-wood was 

used for smelting because coal was not available. Now it uses hydroelectric power obtained from 
the Sharavathi Power Project.

 ● Limestone is available from Gandiguda just 25 km away.
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 ● Shimoga and Chitradurga supply manganese. These areas are just 50 km away.
 ● Dolomite and chromite are also available within a radius of 45–50 km.
 ● It lies on the main Bim-Shimoga railway line and makes use of railway facilities.
Bhilai:
Bhilai Iron and Steel Centre was set up in Durg district of Chhattisgarh in 1957 with the technical and 
financial support of the then Soviet Union.
Favourable Factors:
 ● It procures rich haematite iron ore from Dalli-Rajhara range which is 80 km south of Bhilai.
 ● Coal is obtained from Korba and Kargali fields of Chhattisgarh located at 225 km away. Bokaro 

and Jharia (720 km) also supply coal.
 ● Limestone comes from Nandini mines, hardly 24 km away.
 ● Bhandara of Maharashtra and Balaghat of Madhya Pradesh supply manganese.
 ● The Korba Thermal Power station is the main source of power.
 ● It is connected with the Kolkata-Nagpur railway line.
 ● Dolomite comes from Bilaspur.
Rourkela:
Plant of Hindustan Steel Limited at Rourkela is situated in the Sundargarh district of Odisha It was set 
up with the help of the then West German firm, Krupps and Demang.
Favourable Factors:
 ● This plant uses iron ore obtained from Sundargarh and Keonjhar districts. These iron ore sources 

are located within a distance of 77 km from the site of the plant.
 ● Coal is obtained from Jharia coalfields located at a distance of 225 km and Talcher, located at a 

distance of 169 km.
 ● Hydro-electric power is obtained from the Hirakud Power Project, located at a distance of 150 km.
 ● The plant receives manganese from Barajmda, dolomite from Baradwar and limestone from Puma-

pani. These materials are located within a radius of 222 km in Odisha.
 ● It is located on the main Nagpur-Kolkata railway line and enjoys facilities of railway transport.
 ● Kolkata provides the port facilities and its hinterland serves as a market.
Durgapur:
This plant of The Hindustan Steel Ltd is located at Durgapur in Bardhaman district of West Bengal. It 
was set up in 1959 with the help of the United Kingdom.
Favourable Factors:
 ● Iron ore comes from Bolani mines. Mayurbhanj also supplies iron ore. These areas are located within 

a radius of 320 km. 
 ● Coal comes from Jharia and Raniganj.
 ● Limestone is obtained from Birmitrapur in Sundargarh and manganese from Keonjhar district of Odisha.
 ● Dolomite is supplied by Birmitrapur.
 ● Hydroelectricity is available from Damodar Valley Corporation.
 ● Plenty of water is available from Durgapur Barrage built across Damodar River.
 ● The Kolkata-Asansol railway line links it with other parts of the country.
 ● Cheap labour is readily available from the surrounding areas.
Bokaro:
A new public sector company, the Bokaro Steel Ltd was formed in 1964 to erect a steel plant with the 
collaboration of the erstwhile Soviet Union at Bokaro near the confluence of the Bokaro and Damodar 
rivers in Hazaribagh district of Jharkhand.
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Favourable Factors:
● It receives iron ore from Kiriburu mine in Odisha.
● Coal is obtained from Jharia coalfi elds located at a distance of 65 km.
● Limestone comes from Palamu district of Jharkhand.
● Hydroelectricity is obtained from Damodar Valley Corporation.
● Kolkata is just 300 km from here and provides port facilities.

The salem steel plant:
The plant has been set up at Salem in the Salem district of Tamil Nadu.
Favourable Factors:
● The plant has the advantage of rich iron ore and limestone, which is readily available in the ad-

joining areas.
● It also enjoys the facilities of cheap power, charcoal and a vast market.
● The iron ore available here has low sulphur and phosphorus content and is suitable for producing 

special grade iron and steel.
● The Salem Steel Plant is a major producer of world class stainless steel and is in a position to 

export stainless steel to some of the advanced countries such as the USA, Mexico, Australia and 
some countries of South-East Asia.

Visakhapatnam Steel Plant (VSP):
This integrated steel plant has a unique location on the sea port. In fact, it is the fi rst shore based steel 
plant in the country.
Favourable Factors:
● The coastal location facilitates import of coal and export of iron and steel.
● It is well connected to coal fi elds of Damodar valley in Jharkhand. Metallurgical coal is imported 

from Australia which meets about 70 per cent power requirements.
● The plant has a bright future with respect to its energy requirements because there are plans to 

replace coal imported from Australia by natural gas from the Krishna-Godavari basin.
● High quality rich iron ore deposits are available in the Bailadila area of Chhattisgarh.
● Most of the requirements of limestone, dolomite and manganese are met by supplies from Chhat-

tisgarh; Madhya Pradesh and Odisha.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Name the oldest integrated steel plant in India is located at -
 (A) Visakhapatnam (B) Chennai (C) Jamshedpur (D) Durgapur

 2. Among the following, which one is the latest integrated steel plant in India?
 (A) Tata Iron and Steel Company (B) Salem Steel Plant
 (C) Durgapur Steel Plant   (D) Rourkela Steel Plant

 3. Which integrated steel plant is located in Karnataka?
 (A) Bokaro (B) Visakhapatnam (C) Rourkela (D) Visvesvaraya

 4. This integrated steel plant uses the water from Kharkai dam.
 (A) TISCO   (B) Bokaro Steel Plant
 (C) Rourkela Steel Plant   (D) Salem Steel Plant
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 5. This integrated steel plant has a coastal location.
 (A) Durgapur (B) TISCO (C) Bokaro (D) Visakhapatnam

 6. This integrated steel plant with the technical and financial support of the then Soviet Union.
 (A) Durgapur (B) Bhilai (C) Bokaro (D) Salem

 7. This integrated steel plant uses the coal from Korba coalfield.
 (A) Durgapur   (B) Anandnagar 
 (C) Ratnagiri   (D) Bhilai

 8. Visvesvaraya steel plant uses high grade iron ore from - 
 (A) Jharia   (B) Singhbhum 
 (C) Chikmagalur   (D) Ratnagiri

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (D) 4. (A) 5. (D) 6. (B) 7. (D) 8. (C) 

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Name one integrated steel plant of India under the private sector.
 Ans. Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited (TISCO) in Jharkhand.
 2. Name one integrated steel plant of India under the public sector.
 Ans. Rourkela Steel Plant in Odisha
 3. What is the full form of SAIL? 
 Ans. Steel Authority of India Limited
 4. Name any two integrated steel plants in India under SAIL. 
 Ans. Durgapur Steel Plant and Rourkela Steel Plant.
 5. This organisation is responsible for the management of all public sector steel plants in India.
 Ans. SAIL
 6. This is the largest steel alloy plant in India 
 Ans. Durgapur Steel Plant
 7. Name three latest integrated steel plants in India.
 Ans. Visakhapatnam, Salem and Vijaynagar
 8. Name the first integrated steel plant in India under the public sector.
 Ans. Rourkela Steel Plant in Odisha
 9. Which city in India is known as Pittsburgh of India?
 Ans. Jamshedpu
 10. Name the steel city of India.
 Ans. Jamshedpur

 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Mini steel plants are more encouraged than the integrated steel plants – why?
 Ans. (i) Mini Steel Plants utilize electric furnaces consequently saving coking coal.
  (ii) They require fewer investments.
  (iii) They utilize effectively accessible scrap iron as crude materials which are not heavy raw 

materials and saves transport costs.
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 2. Jamshedpur is known as the Pittsburgh of India and Steel City of India -Why?
 Ans. (i) For being rich in minerals (Raw Materials for iron and steel industries).
  (ii) It is a home to many industries
  (iii) Since it is the largest iron and steel industry.
 3. Integrated steel plants are centralized industries - why?
 Ans. These industries use heavy raw materials and the products of these steel plants are also heavy, 

hence are located near the sources of raw materials or near the market to lessen the costs of 
transportation.

 4. The first integrated iron and steel plant was established at Sakchi - Why?
 Ans. (i) Sakchi was close to the deposits of iron ore, coal and manganese etc.
  (ii) It was near Kolkata which provided a large market and port facility.
  (iii) Presence of rivers ensured a good supply of water for the factory.
  (iv) Densely populated region supplied a skilled and unskilled labour force.
 5. Mini steel plants are not located near the sources of raw materials rather they scatter throughout 

the country - why?
 Ans. (i) Mini Steel Plants use electric furnaces as it becomes easy for these plants to scatter all over 

the country.
  (ii) These steel plants are not located close to the location of the raw material' because they 

use cheaply available scrap iron.
 6. Why is there a shortage of steel in India?
 Ans. (i) High cost of coking coal is likely to force steelmakers to hike prices, cut output.
  (ii) Metallurgical coking coal is a significant raw material for steel players.
   Producers who depend on thermal coal to run their electric arc furnaces are also witnessing tight 

supply and high prices.
 7. There is a high concentration of steel plants in peninsular India - why?
 Ans. (i) Nearness of raw materials: Large quantities of raw materials are needed for iron and steel 

quantities, and are available in peninsular India.
  (ii) Power resources: coal oil and water power are available in peninsular India.
 8. Most of the Integrated Steel Plants are located in Chotanagpur Plateau - why?
 Ans. (i) Low cost of iron ore and high grade raw materials in proximity.
  (ii) Availability of Cheap labour.
  (iii) Vast growth potential in the home market.
  (iv) Presence of good transport system and nearness to the ports like Kolkata, Haldia and Paradip.
 9. Latest integrated steel plants are developed at Salem and Visakhapatnam - even though they are 

located far from the high grade coal fields - why?
 Ans. (i) Salem uses cheaper power from charcoal.
  (ii) The Visakhapatnam plant has a bright future with respect to its energy requirements because 

there are plans to replace coal imported from Australia by natural gas from the Krishna-Go-
davari basin.

 10. Why are mineral based industries important for the Indian Economy?
 Ans. (i) Mineral based industries in infrastructural growth and development of the country.
  (ii) They help in utilization of minerals in the country.
  (iii) Provide employment.
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 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]

 1. Differentiate between the oldest and any one latest integrated steel plants of India.
 Ans. Oldest Integrated Steel Plant of India-Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited/TISCO. Latest 

Integrated Steel Plant of India – Visakhapatnam Steel Plant.

Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited Visakhapatnam Steel Plant

This is the oldest iron and steel centre of 
India. It is a private sector enterprise. It was 
established in 1907 by Jamshedji Tata at 
Sakchi in Singhbhum district of Jharkhand.
 ● Inland location
 ● Local raw materials
Favourable factors
 ● Use the port facility of Kolkata and Haldia
 ● High grade haematite iron ore is available 

from Noamundi mines of Singhbhum in 
Jharkhand and Gurumahisani mines of 
Mayurbhanj in Odisha – These mines are 
located at a distance of 75 – 100 km 
from Jamshedpur. Coal is available from 
Jharia and Raniganj coal mines located 
160 to 200 km from Jamshedpur.

 ● Largest steel plant.

This integrated steel plant has a unique location 
on the sea port. In fact, it is the first shore based 
steel plant in the country.
 ● Coastal location
 ● Import raw materials mostly 
Favourable factors
 ● The coastal location facilitates, import of 

coal and export of iron and steel. Port 
Visakhapatnam.

 ● It is well connected to coal fields of Damodar 
Valley in Jharkhand. Metallurgical coal is 
imported from Australia which meets about 
70 per cent power requirements.

 ● The plant has a bright future with respect to 
its energy requirements because there are plans 
to replace coal imported from Australia  by 
natural gas from the Krishna-Godavari basin.

 2. Mention any five differences between mini and integrated steel plants. 
 Ans. Meaning and differences

Integrated Steel Plants Mini Steel Plants

● Integrated steel plants use basic raw
 material for making steel.
● Integrated steel plants are larger steel plants.
● Integrated steel plants are usually concentrated
 near the sources  of  raw materials and market
 and also cater domestic and international
 demands.
● Integrated Steel Plant uses blast furnaces.
● They carry out all steps of steel-making from
 smelting iron ore to rolled products.

● Mini steel plants use steel scrap and sponge
 iron for making steel.
● Mini steel plants are smaller steel plants.
● Mini steel plants are smaller steel plants.
●  Mini steel plants are decentralised secondary
 units scattered across the country to meet
 local demands.
●  Mini steel plants have electric and induction
 furnaces.
● Stainless steels mini steel plant produces
 mild and alloy steel.

 3. Mention integrated steel plants and mini steel plants with examples. Which one is more preferable 
for northern states of India and why?

 Ans. Integrated Steel Plants - TISCO in Jharkhand and Rourkela Steel Plant in Odisha
  Mini Steel Plants - Rashtriya Ispat Nigam Limited (RINL) and VISA Steel .
  Mini Steel Plants are more preferable in North Indian States because –
  (i) They are located far from the mineral production zone.
  (ii) Mini steel plants use electric furnaces thus conserving coking coal.
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  (iii) They require less capital investments. Since they are located in industrial towns, transport 
costs are reduced.

  (iv) They are eco-friendly.
  (v) Does not require large capital investment.
  (vi) These plants meet the requirements of the local market and thus reduce pressure on the 

large steel plants.
  (vii) Their location at convenient points help to meet steel requirements of far flung areas and 

thus help in promoting a balanced regional growth.
 4. Mention any six favourable factors that helped the growth and development of an integrated steel 

plant at Shimoga, Karnataka.
 Ans. Visvesvaraya Iron and Steel Limited
  Favourable Factors
  (i) Bhadravati Valley is 13 km wide as a result of which enough land is available.
  (ii) High grade haematite iron ore is brought from Kemmangundi mines in Chikmagalur which 

is just 40 km away.
  (iii) At the time of the setting up of the plant in 1923, the charcoal obtained from the forest-wood 

was used for smelting because coal was not available. Now it uses hydroelectric power 
obtained from the Sharavathi Power Project.

  (iv) Limestone is available from Gandiguda just 25 km away.
  (v) Shimoga and Chitradurga supply manganese. These areas are just 50 km away and Dolomite 

and chromite are also available within a radius of 45–50 km.
  (vi) It lies on the main Bim-Shimoga railway line and makes use of railway facilities.
 5. Mention any four favourable factors that the public sector plant has for the growth and 

development of the iron and steel industry in West Bengal. Which organisation is responsible 
for looking after it’s production and market? Name the country that provided technical help for 
the establishment of this plant.

 Ans. Durgapur Steel Plant 
  Favourable Factors:
  (i) Iron ore comes from Bolani mines. Mayurbhanj also supplies iron ore. These areas are 

located within a radius of 320 km. 
   Coal comes from Jharia and Raniganj. Limestone is obtained from Birmitrapur in Sundargarh 

and manganese from Keonjhar district of Odisha.
  (ii) Dolomite is supplied by Birmitrapur-Hydroelectricity is available from Damodar Valley 

Corporation.
  (iii) Plenty of water is available from Durgapur Barrage built across Damodar River.
  (iv) The Kolkata-Asansol railway line links it with other parts of the country. Steel Authority 

of India Limited or SAIL : The country that provided technical help for the establishment 
of this Plant was United Kingdom.

 6. Name the integrated steel plant that was established with the technical support of West Germany. 
Mention any four favourable factors that helped the growth and development of this plant. Name 
the State of India where it is located. State whether it is under a private or public sector.

 Ans. Rourkela Steel Plant.
  Favourable Factors:
  (i) This plant uses iron ore obtained from Sundargarh and Keonjhar districts. These iron ore 

sources are located within a distance of 77 km from the site of the plant. The plant receives 
manganese from Barajmda, dolomite from Baradwar and limestone from Pumapani. These 
materials are located within a radius of 222 km in Odisha.
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  (ii) Coal is obtained from Jharia coalfields located at a distance of 225 km and Talcher, located 
at a distance of 169 km.

  (iii) Hydro-electric power is obtained from the Hirakud Power Project, located at a distance of 
150 km.

  (iv) It is located on the main Nagpur-Kolkata railway line and enjoys facilities of railway transport. 
   (a)  It is located in Odisha.      (b)  It is under Public Sector (SAIL).

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]

Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.
 1. This can be acted as the raw materials for which type of steel plants?

 
  (A) Integrated steel plants    (B) Mini steel plants
  (C) Both (A) and (B)   (D) None of these
 2. The marked city is India’s first shore-based integrated steel plant. It is 

  (A) Mumbai (B) Paradip (C) Visakhapatnam (D) Salem
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 3. This integrated steel plant is located in the marked place which is a plateau rich in minerals.

  (A) Salem (B) Visakhapatnam (C) Visvesvaraya (D) TISCO
 4. Identify the marked integrated steel plant in India which is one of the latest steel plants of India 

- producer of world class stainless steel.

  (A) Bijaynagar (B) Salem (C) Visvesvaraya (D) Bokaro 
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ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (B)  

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks]

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.

 (i) Identify the integrated steel plant in the shaded area of Tamil Nadu. Who owns the plant? 
 Ans. Salem Steel Plant. SAIL or Steel Authority of India Limited. 
 (ii) The Steel Plant is famous for what? Name an Integrated Steel Plant of Chhattisgarh too. 
 Ans. For Stainless Steel production. Villai Steel Plant.

Passage 2
 Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

 Mineral-based industries are primary industries that use mineral ores as their raw materials. 
Iron and steel and heavy machinery industries are examples of mineral based industries. If the mineral 
resources can be extracted and utilised, mineral based industries can be established and expanded. 
Petrol, diesel, iron, coal, etc. are minerals for industries. This accelerates industrial development. The 
existence of mineral resources provides employment opportunities to the people. Mineral resources 
help to establish new industries where skilled and unskilled people can get employment opportunities. 
Some mineral resources are used to make modern agricultural tools, machines and fertilisers, etc. They 
can be used for the modernisation  and  commercialisation  of  agriculture,  which  help  to develop 
agriculture and agricultural resources. If there is development of mineral resource based industries, 
then it can create more jobs with quality products. An area can be independent when industrialisation 
occurs with the uses of mineral resources. There are other roles of mineral resources such as a source 
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of foreign currency earning, development of transportation and communication, increase in export, the 
supply of construction materials, etc.

 (i) Match the following columns :

 (a) Existence of mineral resources  (A) Cheap labour force.

 (b) More jobs  (B) chance of accelerated economy.

 (c) Densely populated region  (C) Earning of foreign currency.

 Ans. (a) – (C) (b) – (B) (c) – (A)

 (ii) An area can be independent when _________ occurs with the uses of mineral resources.
  (A) Deind stralisation (B) Industrialisation (C) Both (a) and (b) (D) None of these
Ans. (B)

 (iii) Choose the correct statement/s.
  Statement 1 : Mineral-based industries are Secondary industries.
  Statement 2 : The existence of mineral resources provides employment opportunities to the people.
  (A) Statement 1 is incorrect and statement 2 is correct
 (B) Statement 1 is correct and statement 2 is incorrect 
 (C) Both the statements are incorrect
 (D) Both the statements are correct
Ans. (A)

Passage 3
Read the following passage and answer next three questions: 
Mineral based industries are primary industries that use mineral ores as their raw materials. The products 
of these industries feed other industries. The iron and steel industry is the basic industry on which all 
other industries depend. Iron and steel industry forms the base of all other industries and, therefore, it 
is called a basic industry. It is basic because it provides raw material for other industries such as ma-
chine tools used for further productions. One of the major challenges facing the mining industry today 
is that there are fewer high-quality ore deposits left to develop. New deposits exist mostly in remote 
and difficult-to-access areas. Consequently, the costs, lead times and risks associated with developing 
and operating new mines are increasing.

 (i) Which industry is known as basic industry?  Why? 
 Ans. Iron and steel industry. Because it provides raw material for other industries such as machine 

tools used for further productions. 
 (ii) Write two points of to show the importance of mineral based industries.  
 Ans. Mineral based industries are primary industries that use mineral ores as their raw materials. The 

products of these industries feed other industries. The iron and steel industry is the basic industry 
on which all other industries depend. It provides employment. 

 (iii) Write the main challenge of mineral based industries today .
 Ans. One of the major challenges facing the mining industry today is that there are fewer high-quality 

ore deposits left to develop. New deposits exist mostly in remote and difficult-to-access areas. 
Consequently, the costs, lead times and risks associated with developing and operating new mines 
are increasing.
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Summary

Tourism is the activities of people travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment for
 ● Leisure                                    ● business or
 ● Other purposes for not more than one consecutive year. It is the practice of travelling somewhere 

for fun, for pleasure/the temporary short-term movement of people to destinations outside the places 
where they normally live and work/The commercial organization and operation of holidays and visits 
to places of interest.

Travel Tourism

● Travel means to go on a journey, especially 
 a long one.
● All travels are not tourism.

● Tourism is the activity of travelling to a place 
 for pleasure.
● All tourism is a kind of travel.

Growth of Tourism 
Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries in the world and it generates a lot of employment. In 
the Finance Year 2020, the tourism sector in India accounted for 39 million jobs, which was 8.0% of 
the total employment.
According to WTTC, India ranked 10th among 185 countries in terms of travel & tourism’s total 
contribution to GDP in 2019. The Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Report 2019 Global rank of India 
is 34th out of 140 countries overall.
India maintained 43rd rank on an annual World Competitiveness Index compiled by the Institute for 
Management Development (IMD).
India was globally the third largest in terms of investment in travel and tourism.
Importance of Tourism
Tourism is vital for the success of many economies around the world. There are several benefits of 
tourism in host destinations.
 ● Tourism boosts the revenue of the economy, creates thousands of jobs, develops the infrastructures 

of a country, and plants a sense of cultural exchange between foreigners and citizens.
 ● Employment: Tourism provides employment opportunities for local people.
 ● Growth of Service Sector: Service sectors engaged in tourism get over all development economically 

and financially.
 ● Foreign Exchange earning: Many tourist destinations attract a good number of foreign tourists. 

Tourism promotes international connections which can increase business opportunities.
 ● At the individual level: Tourism opens the gate to the outside world. People get to see, experience 

and know what is lying beyond the world they live in. This, in turn, enriches their knowledge about 
people, customs and traditions of other places.

10 Tourism Industry
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 ● Growth and boost in economic activities: It boost wide scale industry revenues, infrastructure 
development, country's improved brand image, source of foreign exchange earnings, source of 
employment generation.

 ● Cultural tourism: It is important for various reasons 
 (a) It establishes and reinforces identity. (b) It helps to build an image.
 (c) It helps to preserve the cultural and historical heritage.
 (d)  With culture as an instrument, it facilitates harmony and understanding among people.
 (e) It supports culture.
 ● Environmental benefits: Tourism has the potential to create beneficial effects on the environment 

by contributing to environmental protection and conservation. It is a way to raise awareness of 
environmental values and it can serve as a tool to finance protection of natural areas and increase 
their economic importance.

Important natural and cultural places of tourism in India: Himalayan region 
The Himalayas' tourism industry is bringing significant economic benefits to countries that host visitors 
to the mountain range. This economic growth has created more jobs. The snow-capped mountains set 
against the backdrop of wide-open skies are among the most beautiful Himalaya places to visit e.g., 
are - Zanskar Valley, Kasol, Tawang, Arunachal Pradesh, Kausani, Uttarakhand, Darjeeling, Sikkim, 
Himachal Pradesh, Spiti Valley, Gulmarg, Kashmir, etc.
 ● The Himalayas include the highest mountains in the world and are known for their soaring heights, 

steep-sided jagged peaks, valleys, and alpine glaciers, deep river gorges, and a series of elevational 
belts that display different ecological associations of flora, fauna, and climate.

 ● The practices of ecotourism in the Himalayas include giving something back to the local people 
without disturbing the local natural environment. Once a traveller visits the remote zones of Himalayas 
he/she knowingly or unknowingly exploits the local resources.

 ● The foreigners were drawn in the Himalayas to educate themselves on social, cultural and scientific 
aspects of mountaineering, as well as to seek peace in nature’s gigantic lap.

The Great Plain of North India 
The Indus–Ganga plains, also known as the ‘Great Plains’, are large floodplains of the Indus, Ganga 
and the Brahmaputra river systems. They run parallel to the Himalaya mountains, from Jammu and 
Kashmir and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in the west to Assam in the east and draining most of northern and 
eastern India.
The best places to visit in North India
 ● Varanasi the historical city – pilgrims visit too.
 ● Amritsar – architectural landmark, historical landmark
 ● Rajasthan. Natural feature
 ● Cities of Northern Plains in Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Bihar, Assam, Tripura, West Bengal, etc.
Since the modern ‘tourist gaze’ rarely appreciates the beauty of the plains landscape, marketable tourist 
attractions tend to be man-made, emphasising culture and heritage.
The plains’ states contain much of the nation’s western heritage and numerous
Native American sites, like the Heartland of the great Mughal empire.
India's northern plains are home to several of the country's most wondrous monuments – including the 
Taj Mahal and Fatehpur Sikri – as well as its holiest river, the Ganga.
The Peninsular Plateaus of South India and Coastal Plains 
South India is a mystic and magnificent destination that combines bright colours, fascinating cultures, and 
beautiful landscapes all largely undiscovered by tourists. From culture to wildlife, activity to relaxation, 
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there's something for everyone to enjoy in South India. South India is famous for its richness in food, 
culture, beauty and the people. South Indian people respect their traditional values and embrace their 
culture. Most of them are law abiding citizens. They give huge importance to education and art.
 ● Southern India is home to Nine UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Out of 36 UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites in India, Southern India gets to have a sweet brag about having nine of them.
 ● The most famous are the two temple sites at Tamil Nadu, the Chola temples and the monuments 

at Mahabalipuram.
 ● In 2020, the state with the highest domestic tourists was Tamil Nadu. The state of Tamil Nadu 

dominates with its many ancient, towering Dravidian masterpieces. These temples, which display 
some of India's greatest temple architecture, are the backbone of Tamil culture.

 ● Few famous tourist spots of South India are Coorg, Karnataka, Wayanad - Kerala, Kodaikanal - 
Tamil Nadu, Ooty and Coonoor, Chennai, Visakhapatnam, Gokarna, Karnataka, Hampi, Mumbai, 
Goa, etc.

Problems of Indian Tourism:
 ● Lack of infrastructure – It is a major challenge for the Indian tourism sector. This includes hotels, 

connectivity with other cities, health facilities, and transportation, etc. The major reason for this 
unconcern is a poor allocation of money in the budget.

 ● Other challenges confronting tourism are taxation, travel marketing, infrastructure issues, and 
security and cross border regulations.

 ● Many tourism destinations are not prepared for visitors. Damage to the natural environment, e.g. 
footpath erosion (the wearing away of footpaths), litter, habitats destroyed to build hotels, etc.

 ● Insufficient promotion and marketing.
 ● Some of the barriers are lack of knowledge, poor transportation system, lack of government support, 

lack of infrastructure and no tourism planning.
 ● Environmental damages – Physical damage to natural and marine areas, Increased waste, pollution 

and emissions.
 ● Economic uncertainty – poor access to roads, underdeveloped hospitality sector and routes, and 

lack of basic facilities for the tourist in many sectors.
 ● Tourism can cause pollution as any other industry: air emissions, noise, solid waste and littering, 

releases of sewage, oil and chemicals, even architectural/visual pollution, heating, car use, etc.
Measures for developing eco – tourism in India 
 ● Preservation of wildlife and animal's natural habitat.
 ● Platform to bring the local tribal community into the limelight and gain some revenue.
 ● Development of remote areas surrounding.
 ● Revenue that is earned through ecotourism ventures can improve the long-term economic prospects 

of India.
 ● Ensure sustainability.
 ● Limits on the number of tourists allowed in an area can help maintain the integrity and vitality of 

the site so that it can continue to draw tourists for years to come.
 ● Inclusion of local residents - collaboration with the entire eco – tourism procedures.
 ● Maximise local economic benefits.
 ● Promoting farm and home stays to provide local and humane touch to tourists.
 ● Destinations should be specific and proximate to the conventional tourist spots.
 ● There should be an improvement in the accessibility, proper marketing and periodic maintenance of 

the destinations.
 ● Authentic ecotourism embraces all of the following principles:
  1. Involves travel to natural destinations. 
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  2. Minimizes impacts on the environment. 
  3. Builds environmental awareness.
  4. Provides direct fi nancial benefi ts for conservation.
  5. Provides fi nancial benefi ts and empowerment for local people.
   Responsible travel to natural areas that conserve the environment, sustains the well-being of 

the local people, and involves interpretation and education.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]
 1. Tourism promotes 
  (A) Pollution and promotion of agriculture
  (B) Economic declination and environmental imbalance
  (C) National integration and international understanding
  (D) Unemployment and natural disasters
 2. Tourism is now recognised as
  (A) Natural phenomenon   (B) An industry
  (C) An artificial method of ecological activity (D) A small scale travel
 3. Tourism in India has a strong relevance to
  (A) Economic development, cultural growth and national integration.
  (B) Ecological importance, social benefits and promotion of agriculture.
  (C) Biological grooming, soil conservation and economic progress.
  (D) Environmental pollution, natural function and economic decline.
 4. The ancient tourism of India was in the form of
  (A) Trade and commerce   (B) Hotel and inn business 
  (C) Pilgrimage   (D) Health centres
 5. This type of tourism is always more colourful, lively, intimate, soothing of mind and body and 

more enjoyable.
  (A) Tourism for pilgrimage   (B) Tourism for trades
  (C) Tourism for health issues   (D) Tourism for sheer pleasure
 6. Name the industry in India that has now become the 2nd largest foreign exchange earner next 

to textile industry.
  (A) Jute industry   (B) Fishing industry 
  (C) Tourism industry   (D) Sugar industry
 7. Which trend has encouraged entrepreneurs and industrial houses to invest in hotel business?
  (A) Travel by business class people (B) Travel by pilgrims
  (C) Travel by researchers   (D) Travel by students
 8. This is an important indicator of foreign exchange earned by India.
  (A) The facilities available for the foreign tourists
  (B) The number of five star hotels
  (C) The duration of stay of the foreign tourists in India
  (D) The number of tourist spots are present per state
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 9. The global rank of India in tourism. 
  (A) 45th (B) 34th (C) 22nd (D) 17th

 10. Tourist Visa-On-Arrival (TVOA) may be allowed for a maximum of __________ many times in 
a calendar year to a foreigner with a minimum gap of two months between two visits in India.

  (A) 4 (B) 2 (C) 3 (D) 7

 11. This type of scheme offers tourists in India an opportunity to stay with an Indian family and 
enjoy the warm hospitality and a taste of Indian culture and cuisine in a clean and affordable place.

  (A) Swadeshi Darshan   (B) Niche Tourism Products
  (C) e-Tourist Visa (eTV)   (D) Bed and Breakfast / Homestay Scheme

 12. It is a responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment, sustains the well-being 
of the local people and involves interpretation and education.

  (A) Business tourism   (B) Eco-tourism 
  (C) Pilgrim tourism   (D) Swadeshi tourism

 13. This type of tourism fosters the sense of unity in an Indian diverse environment and contributes 
to national integration.

  (A) Medical tourism   (B) International tourism 
  (C) Domestic tourism   (D) Business tourism

 14. These two factors promote awareness among people about tourism 
  (A) Improved economy and greater exposure through mass media
  (B) Progressive thought and less rainfall
  (C) Eco-friendly attitude and greater exposure through cell phones
  (D) Love for entertainment and availability of more food facilities

 15. Which state of India has the highest tourists visit?
  (A) Maharashtra (B) Uttar Pradesh (C) Tamil Nadu (D) Rajasthan

 16. The Department of Tourism classifies functioning hotels in India into __________ categories 
(Star system).

  (A) 4 (B) 5 (C) 7 (D) 6

 17. The newly introduced category of hotel in India is 
  (A) Five star hotels   (B) Seven star hotels 
  (C) Eco-hotels   (D) Heritage hotels.

 18. This region in India acts as the main tourist destination.
  (A) The Himalayan Region   (B) The Great Plain of North India
  (C) The Peninsular Plateau and Coastal Plains (D) The Thar Desert

 19. These are the famous hill resorts of Himalayan region.
  (A) Ooty and Puri   (B) Kandla and Jaipur
  (C) Lucknow and Allahabad   (D) Mirik and Kalimpong

 20. Name two sanctuaries of Himalayan region. 
  (A) Periyar and Kanha   (B) Bandipur and Bandhavgarh
  (C) Soni - Rupa and Manas   (D) Ranthambore and Bhadra

 21. Name the state in India that is famous in tourism for its palaces, religious places and sand dunes.
  (A) Punjab (B) Sikkim (C) Gujarat (D) Rajasthan
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 22. These three cities in India form the famous Golden Triangle.
  (A) Mumbai, Ahmedabad and Nasik (B) Delhi, Agra and Jaipur.
  (C) Bengaluru, Hyderabad and Pune (D) Lucknow, Allahabad and Patna.
 23. This is the second largest metropolitan city of India after Mumbai.
  (A) New Delhi (B) Bengaluru (C) Chennai (D) Kolkata
 24. Aurangabad caves are a famous tourist destination, located in this state of India.
  (A) Gujarat (B) Karnataka (C) Maharashtra (D) Madhya Pradesh
 25. Golconda Fort and Warangal are famous tourist attraction in this state of India.
  (A) Andhra Pradesh (B) Karnataka (C) Rajasthan (D) Chhattisgarh
 26. This city of Tamil Nadu is famous for its beautiful views of sunrise and sunset over the waters.
  (A) Chennai (B) Madurai (C) Kanyakumari (D) Puducherry
 27. This is the main tourist spot in the Andaman and Nicobar group of Islands.
  (A) Chidiya tapu (B) Diglipur (C) Port Blair (D) Radhanagar
 28. Tourism that takes full account of its current and future economic, social and environmental 

impacts is known as -
  (A) Eco-tourism   (B) Sustainable tourism
  (C) Economic tourism   (D) Domestic tourism
 29. This is an Indian luxury tourism train that runs between Gujarat and Rajasthan, covering important 

tourist locations in the two states.
  (A) Rajdhani (B) Shatabdi (C) Royal Orient (D) Duronto
 30. This luxury train the Royal Orient is developed on the theme of –
  (A) Palace on Wheels   (B) Coasts on Trains
  (C) Deserts through destiny   (D) Resorts in trains

ANSWERS
 1. (C) 2. (B) 3. (A) 4. (C) 5. (D) 6. (C) 7. (A) 8. (C) 9. (B) 10. (B)
 11. (D) 12. (B) 13. (C) 14. (A) 15. (C) 16. (D) 17. (D) 18. (A) 19. (D) 20. (C)
 21. (D) 22. (B) 23. (D) 24. (C) 25. (A) 26. (C) 27. (C) 28. (B) 29. (C) 30. (A)

 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]
 1. It is the activities of persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment.
 Ans. Tourism.
 2. It is a type of responsible travelling to natural areas, conserving the environment, and improving 

the well-being of the local people.
 Ans. Eco-tourism.
 3. International travel for the purpose of receiving medical care is part of this type of tourism.
 Ans. Medical tourism/Health tourism/Surgical tourism or travel.
 4. This tourism involves residents of one country travelling only within that country.
 Ans. Domestic tourism.
 5. This tourism takes into account any probable or possible impacts of tourism on the present and 

future social, environmental and economic structure of a place, and it also includes measurements 
to conserve the biodiversity and cultural heritage of that place.

 Ans. Sustainable tourism.
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 6. Tourism that entirely or powerfully motivates tourists for the achievement of religious attitude 
and practices.

 Ans. Pilgrimage/Pilgrim tourism/Religious tourism/Sacred tourism/Faith tourism.
 7. It is mainly human travelling for purposes related to their work.
 Ans. Business tourism.
 8. Tourism that crosses national borders. 
 Ans. International tourism/Global tourism.
 9. When did organised tourism begin in India? 
 Ans. After the partition of India (after 1950).
 10. Name the metropolitan cities in India that have experienced phenomenal growth in business tourism.
 Ans. Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata and Bengaluru, etc.
 11. The duration of stay of the foreign tourists in India is an important indicator of this.
 Ans. Foreign exchange earned by the country.
 12. Full form of UNWTO.
 Ans. United Nation’s World Tourism Organisation.
 13. What is India’s FTAs rate or Foreign Tourist Arrivals in recent years?
 Ans. During 2019, Foreign Tourist Arrivals (FTAs) in India stood at 10.89 million.
 14. Name any four steps that are being taken to attract more and more forign tourists in India.
 Ans. ● Visa-on-Arrival (VoA)                      ●   e-Tourist Visa (eTV)
  ● Niche Tourism Products                    ●  Bed and Breakfast/Homestay Scheme
 15. This step in Indian tourism is done in order to overcome the aspect of ‘seasonality’ and to promote 

India as a 365 days destination and attract tourists for specific interests to ensure repeat visits.
 Ans. Niche Tourism Products.
 16. Name a few countries that are able to use Visa-on-Arrival Scheme in India.
 Ans. (The Government of India has introduced VoA Scheme for the nationals of eleven countries), 

namely Japan, Singapore, Philippines, New Zealand, Indonesia, etc.
 17. This Visa for India was introduced to simplify the process of obtaining a visa and attracting more 

foreign visitors.
 Ans. e-Tourist Visa (eTV).
 18. Give a few examples of Niche Tourism products in India.
 Ans. ● Work of Eco & Wildlife Tourism ● Sustainable Tourism
  ● Cruise Tourism.   ● Golf Tourism
  ● Polo Tourism   ● Medical Tourism
  ● Wellness Tourism
 19. This Central Sector Tourism Scheme was launched in 2014–15 for integrated development of 

theme based tourist circuits in the country.
 Ans. Swadeshi Darshan.
 20. What is the full form of the PRASAD Scheme?
 Ans. The 'National Mission on Pilgrimage Rejuvenation and Spiritual Augmentation Drive (PRASAD)' 

Scheme.
 21. Name any two circuits of the PRASAD scheme.
 Ans. Ramayana Circuit and Coastal Circuit.
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 22. This state has the highest domestic tourists in India.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu.
 23. This state has the highest international tourists in India.
 Ans. Maharashtra
 24. This state has the highest total tourists in India.
 Ans. Tamil Nadu.
 25. Name two pilgrimage sites in India.
 Ans. Varanasi and Kedarnath.
 26. Name the state in India that is famous for eco-tourism initiatives.
 Ans. Kerala
 27. These hotels have been introduced to cover functioning hotels in palaces, harelies, castles, forts 

and residences built prior to 1950.
 Ans. Heritage Hotels.
 28. Name the six categories of star systems in Indian hotels.
 Ans. One to five-star deluxe and Heritage Hotels.
 29. Name four states where Himalayan tourism is practised.
 Ans. Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Sikkim and West Bengal.
 30. Which state of India is famous in Indian tourism as ‘Valley of Flowers’? 
 Ans. Uttarakhand.
 31. Name any two famous religious places in Himalayan region. 
 Ans. Haridwar and Rishikesh.
 32. Name two famous National Parks in Himalayan region that act as tourist destinations.
 Ans. ● The Great Himalayan National Park in Kullu region of Himachal Pradesh.
  ● Jim Corbett National Park in Ramnagar, Uttarakhand.
 33. Name the cities of ‘Desert triangle’. 
 Ans. Jaisalmer, Jodhpur and Bikaner.
 34. This place in India attracts tourists due to its annual crafts fair. 
 Ans. Surajkund near Faridabad, Haryana.
 35. This monument in India attracts most of the forign tourists. 
 Ans. The Taj Mahal in Agra, Uttar Pradesh.
 36. Name the state which has the sanctuary for lions.
 Ans. Gujarat - Gir.
 37. This is the commercial capital of India and offers several opportunities to tourists.
 Ans. Mumbai in Maharashtra.
 38. Name two hill stations of South India.
 Ans. Udagamandalam or Ooty and Coonoor in Tamil Nadu.
 39. Name two famous sea beaches of India that attract tourists. 
 Ans. (i) Radhanagar sea beach in Andaman.  
  (ii) Marina Sea beach in Tamil Nadu.

 40. Name India’s first eco-tourism centre.
 Ans. Thenmala Ecotourism - Thiruvananthapuram - Kerala.
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 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]
 1. Why is tourism important for the Indian economy?
 Ans. Tourism industry plays a major role in any country’s economic development.
  ● It helps the country to create employment opportunities for a large number of people.
  ● Moreover, it is also one of the important engines to attract more foreign exchanges with its 

potential.
 2. How has tourism an adverse impact on Environment?
 Ans. ● Tourism causes pressure on natural resources through over-consumption.
  ● Scarcity of resources in the places of tourism due to misuse or overuse.
  ● Tourism puts enormous stress on local land use, and can lead to soil erosion, increased pol-

lution, natural habitat loss, and more pressure on endangered species.
 3. Why has international tourism in India declined after 2020? 
 Ans. Due to Covid -19 Pandemic and related Global Health Issues.
 4. Why does Tamil Nadu attract the maximum number of tourists in India?
 Ans. ● From moderate rainfall and rare landslides to manageable summers, and super-cosy winters, 

Tamil Nadu is a paradise for walkers and explorers.
  ● Tamil Nadu has a more stable climate.
  ● Tamil Nadu is well renowned for its temple towns and heritage sites, hill stations, waterfalls, 

sea-beaches, national parks, local cuisine, natural environment and wildlife.
 5. Why is tourism seasonal in most places?
 Ans. ● Due to climatic changes.
  ● Weather, vacation and holidays and consists of periodic, repetitive, and generally regular and 

predictable patterns in the levels of a time series.
  ● Seasonal fluctuations in the economy.
 6. Development of eco-tourism is necessary in India?
 Ans. ● Eco-tourism ensures socio-economic development of local communities while conserving its 

biodiversity.
  ● It leads to the preservation of wildlife and animal’s natural habitats.
  ● It acts as a platform to bring the local tribal community into the limelight and gain some 

cultural and economic benefits.
 7. Why is domestic tourism more important than foreign tourism in India? 
 Ans. ● Domestic tourism as a tool to eliminate local poverty.
  ● Domestic tourism generates employment and economic growth more than the foreign tourism 

since it is more numerous and functions throughout the year.
  ● More reliable in any situation like pandemic.
 8. Why is pilgrimage tourism beneficial for India?
 Ans. ● Pilgrimage tourism has emerged as an instrument for employment generation.
  ● It promotes poverty alleviation and sustainable human development.
  ● Pilgrimage tourism promotes international understanding and gives support to local handicrafts 

and cultural activities.
 9. Why is pleasure tourism widespread in India?
 Ans. ● Pleasure creates a feeling of happiness, satisfaction or enjoyment.
  ● Pleasure represents the main purpose of tourism during leisure time or vacation – spending 

pleasant time with family and friends.
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 10. How has tourism a bright promising future in India?
 Ans. ● India has many historical places and beautiful landscapes that tourists like to visit.
  ● A stable political climate like in India triggers more Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), in 

tourism and other support services.
  ● India has a widespread, easy to commute, and efficient network of transport and communi-

cations which helps in tourism and its growth and development.
  ● The Indian tourism industry is capable of providing advanced and efficient services like 

ticketing, hotel bookings, tour planning, etc.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]

 1. Name major natural and cultural tourists areas of India. Write special features of each area.
 Ans. Major natural and cultural tourists areas

Major Natural and 
Cultural tourists 

areas of India

States/Union 
Territories

Special 
Features

The Himalayan 
region and the 
North-eastern 
Himalayan region.

Jammu, Ladakh, Himachal 
Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim, 
Arunachal Pradesh, West Bengal, 
Nagaland, Mizoram, Meghalaya, 
Tripura, etc.

Lofty snow-capped peaks, lush green 
valleys, turbulent rivers, varieties of 
floral and faunal species, adventurous 
games and sports, hiking and trekking.

The Great Plains of 
North India

Punjab, Haryana, Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, 
Assam, Delhi, Chandigarh, etc.

The places are of historical, 
archaeological, religious and 
industrial importance.

The Great Indian 
Desert

Rajasthan Famous for palaces, forts, religious 
places, vast stretches of sand dunes.

The Peninsular
Plateau

Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, 
Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 
Odisha, Chhattisgarh,
Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, etc.

Vast area of varied physical and 
cultural landscapes and offers choice 
to the tourists.

The Coastal Plains Goa, Maharashtra, Tamil 
Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Odisha, West Bengal, 
etc.

Picturesque land full of scenic 
beauty and abounding places of 
tourist interest.

The Islands The Andaman and Nicobar Islands 
and the Lakshadweep group of 
islands.

Picturesque landscape, traditional 
tribal cultures and beautiful 
beaches.

 2. Name tourist spots of Himalayan region. Mention the tourist flow of the region.
 Ans. Tourist spots of Himalayan region.
  (a) Western Himalayas – Famous Tourist Centres:
  (i) Jammu and Kashmir: Leh - Ladakh, Srinagar, Gulmarg, Pehalgam, Amarnath, Sonamarg, etc.
  (ii) Himachal Pradesh: Shimla, Kullu-Manali, Chamba, Kangra, Kasauli, etc.
  (iii) Uttrakhand : Haridwar, Rishikesh, Gangotri, Kedarnath, Mussouri, Nainital, etc.
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  (b) Eastern and North-eastern Himalayas-Famous Tourist Centres:
  (i) West Bengal: Darjeeling, Mirik, Kalimpong, Karseong, etc.
  (ii) Sikkim: Gangtok, Lachung, Nathu-la, Dzongri, Kanchenjunga National Park, etc.
  (iii) Meghalaya: Shillong, Mawsynram, Cherrapunji, Mawlynnong, etc.
  (iv) Kohima in Nagaland, Imphal in Manipur, Aizawl in Mizoram, Agartala in Tripura.
  (c) Tourist flow in Himalayan Region:
  (i) In recent years, tourism has substantially increased in the Himalayan region, mostly 

in higher mountain folds. Tourism has increased by between 50 and 60 per cent since 
the 1990s.

  (ii) The practices of eco-tourism in the Himalayas include giving something back to local 
people without disturbing the local natural environment. Once a traveller visits the 
remote zones of Himalayas, he knowingly or unknowingly exploits the local resources.

  (iii) Now, more than 700,000 tourists visit the mountains each year, in search of adventures 
in the peaks and sightseeing in the surrounding cities. In recent years, tourism has 
substantially increased in the Himalayan region, mostly in higher mountain folds.

 3. Name tourist spots of the Great Plains of North India region. Mention the tourist flow of the region.
 Ans. (a) Tourist spots of the Great Plains of North India
  (i) Rajasthan: Aravali range, Thar, Jaisalmer, Jaipur, Jodhpur, Mount Abu, Bikaner
  (ii) Punjab: Golden Temple at Amritsar, Patiala, Ludhiana, Jalandhar, Bhatinda.
  (iii) Haryana: Ambala, Kurukshetra, Panipat, Faridabad, Karnal, Pinjore.
  (iv) Delhi and Chandigarh.
  (v) Uttar Pradesh: Varanasi, Vrindavana, Allahabad, Ayodhya, Sarnath, Mathura.
  (vi) Bihar: Patna, Nalanda, Vaishali, Munger.
  (vii) West Bengal: Kolkata, Shanti Niketan, Darjeeling, Murshidabad, Nadia, Bishnupur
  (viii) Assam: Tezpur, Guwahati, Manas and Kaziranga, Sibsagar
  (b) Tourist flow in Northern Plains region:
  (i) Heartland of the great Mughal Empire, India’s Northern Plains are home to several 

of the country's most wondrous monuments – including the Taj Mahal and Fatehpur 
Sikri – as well as its holiest river, the Ganges, which attract a great number of tourists.

  (ii) Agra's iconic sights-Location of the Taj Mahal, Agra is the most popular tourist des-
tination in India. Varanasi's bathing ghats, The ghost city of Fatehpur Sikri, Sikhism's 
holiest shrine at Amritsar and the site of the Buddha's enlightenment at Bodhgaya, etc. 
attract tourists throughout the year.

 4. Name tourist spots of The Peninsular Plateau region/Coastal/ Islands of India. Mention the tourist 
flow of the region. 

 Ans. (a) Tourist spots of The Peninsular Plateau
  (i) Gujarat: Vadodara, Rajkot, Jamnagar, Ahmedabad, Dwarka, Gir.
  (ii) Maharashtra: Ajanta, Ellora, Aurangabad caves, Mahabaleshwar, Lonavala, Khandala, 

Kolhapur, Nasik, Wardha.
  (iii) Madhya Pradesh: Gwalior, Khajuraho, Sanchi, Udaigiri, Pachmarhi, Kanha.
  (iv) Jharkhand: Chota Nagpur Plateau region, Gaya, Netarhat, Ranchi, Maithon.
  (v) Odisha: Puri, Bhubaneshwar, Cuttack, Chilika, Gopalpur, Udayagiri, Konarka.
  (vi) Andhra Pradesh and Telangana: Hyderabad, Golconda fort, Warangal, Tirupati, Tiru-

mala, Nagarjuna Sagar, Kolleru.
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  (vii) Karnataka: Bengaluru, Mysore, Chitradurga, Bandipur, Jog falls, Nanda hill.
  (viii) Tamil Nadu: Rameshwaram, Madurai, Chennai, Kanchipuram, Ooty, Coonoor.
  (ix) Kerala: Kochi, Thiruvananthapuram, Kannur, Ernakulam, Peiiyar.
  (x) Beautiful beaches of Goa, Puducherry, Daman and Diu, both the group of islands.
  Tourist Flow in South India:
  ● South India is a mystic and magnificent destination that combines bright colours, fascinat-

ing cultures, and beautiful landscapes all largely undiscovered by tourists. From culture to 
wildlife, activity to relaxation, there's something for everyone to enjoy in South India.

  ● Most famous tourist destinations are: Coorg in Karnataka, Wayanad in Kerala, Kodaikanal 
in Tamil Nadu, Ooty and Coonoor in Tamil Nadu, Chennai in Tamil Nadu, Gokarna in 
Karnataka, Hampi in Karnataka etc.

 5. What is the importance of the tourism industry in India?
 Ans. Tourism has great importance in the economy and cultural development of India. It promotes 

national integration. It makes us aware of the beauty and rich cultural heritage of our nation. It 
promotes inter-regional relationships. Tourism encourages cultural pursuits and provides support 
to local handicrafts.

  (a) Economic Benefits:
  ● Employment: Tourism provides employment opportunities for local people.
  ● Growth of Service Sector: Service sectors engaged in tourism - get over all development 

- economically and financially.
  ● Foreign exchange earning: Many tourist destinations attract a good number of foreign 

tourists. Tourism promotes international connections which can increase business oppor-
tunities.

  ● Growth and boost in economic activities: Boost wide scale industry revenues, Infrastruc-
ture development, Country's improved brand image, Source of foreign exchange earnings, 
Source of employment generation.

  (b) Environmental benefits:
   Tourism has the potential to create beneficial effects on the environment by contributing to 

environmental protection and conservation. It is a way to raise awareness of environmental 
values, and it can serve as a tool to finance protection of natural areas and increase their 
economic importance too.

  (c) Cultural Benefits:
      It is important for various reasons
  ● It establishes and reinforces identity.
  ● It helps to build an image.
  ● It helps to preserve the cultural and historical heritage.
  ● With culture as an instrument, it facilitates harmony and understanding among people.
  ● It supports culture.

 6. What are the positive and negative impacts of tourism?
 Ans. Tourism has great importance in the economy and cultural development of India. It promotes 

national integration. It makes us aware of the beauty and rich cultural heritage of our nation. It 
promotes inter-regional relationships. Tourism encourages cultural pursuits and provides support 
to local handicrafts.
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  On the other hand tourism can cause the same forms of pollution as any other industry: 
air emissions, noise, solid waste and littering, releases of sewage, oil and chemicals, even 
architectural/visual pollution.

Positive Impacts Negative Impacts

 Creates jobs/employment Jobs are often seasonal (based on the time of 
year) and are poorly paid.

More money for the country/economic 
benefits.

Most money goes out of the area to big 
companies, not locals.

Local traditions and customs are kept alive 
because tourists enjoy traditional shows, e.g. 
tribal dancing.

Culture and traditions change as outsiders 
arrive.

Money from tourists can be used to protect 
the natural landscape and wild lives 
protection.

Damage to the natural environment, e.g. footpath 
erosion (the wearing away of footpaths), litter, 
habitats destroyed to build hotels.

New facilities for the tourists also benefit 
locals, e.g. new roads.

 Overcrowding and traffic jams.

Greater demand for local food and handicrafts. Prices increase in local shops as tourists are 
often more wealthy than the local population.

 7. Mention any six major problems of tourism in India? 
 Ans. Problems of Indian Tourism:
  (i) Lack of Infrastructure – It is a major challenge for the Indian tourism sector.
   This includes hotels, connectivity with other cities, health facilities, transportation, etc. The 

major reason for this concern is a poor allocation of money in the budget.
  (ii) Other challenges confronting tourism are taxation, travel marketing, infrastructure issues, 

and security and cross border regulations.
  (iii) Many tourism destinations are not prepared for visitors. Damage to the natural environ-

ment, e.g, footpath erosion (the wearing away of footpaths), litter, habitats destroyed to build 
hotels, etc.

  (iv) Insufficient promotion and marketing.
  (v) Some of the barriers are lack of knowledge, poor transportation system, lack of government 

support, lack of infrastructure and no tourism planning.
  (v) Environmental damages - Physical damage to natural and marine areas, increased waste, 

pollution and emissions. Tourism can cause pollution as any other industry: air emissions, 
noise, solid waste and littering, releases of sewage, oil and chemicals, even architectural/
visual pollution. heating, car use, etc.

 8. Mention any four measures for developing eco-tourism in India.
 Ans. Measures for developing eco-tourism in India
  ● Preservation of wildlife and animal's natural habitat. Creation of a platform to bring the local 

tribal community into the limelight and gain some revenue and development of remote areas 
surrounding.

  ● Revenue that is earned through ecotourism ventures can improve the long-term economic 
prospects of India.
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  ● Ensure sustainability - Limits on the number of tourists allowed in an area can help main-
tain the integrity and vitality of the site so that it can continue to draw tourists for years to 
come - Inclusion of local residents - collaboration with the entire eco - tourism procedures.

  ● Maximise local economic benefits - Promoting farm and home stays to provide local and 
humane touch to tourists - destinations should be specific and proximate to the conventional 
tourist spots.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [2 Marks]
Directions (1–5): Answer the questions based on the image.
 1. This can be a tourist destiny in the following state of India:

  
  (A) Uttar Pradesh (B) Nagaland (C) Tripura (D) Goa
 2. The black dot shows a wildlife sanctuary - a great tourist destination of Himalayas, is in Assam. 

Identify it.

  (A) Kanha (B) Corbett (C) Manas (D) Bandipur
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 3. The black rectangle shaded area beside the East Coast of India indicates a popular sea beach of 
India has a huge tourist destiny.

  (A) Silvassa sea beach   (B) Marinalapuram sea beach 
  (C) Kovalam sea beach   (D) Gopalpur sea beach
 4. This is an image of Mount Kanchenjunga which was taken from a famous hill station of 

Himalayan tourist region. Name the hill station.

  (A) Shimla (B) Srinagar (C) Nainital (D) Darjeeling
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 5. The national rank of the shaded state in India in tourist destination is –

  
  (A) 1st (B) 2nd (C) 3rd (D) 4th

ANSWERS
 1. (D) 2. (C) 3. (B) 4. (D) 5. (A)

 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks]

Passage 1
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.

 1. Name two centres in India where this gauge rails is used for tourism.
 Ans. Darjeeling Himalayan Railway and Nilgiri Mountain Railway.

 2. Mention any two natural factors for the development of tourism in Himalayan Regions.
 Ans. (i) Lush green Valleys.          (ii) Varied flora and fauna.
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Passage 2
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:
Indian Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) is a travel and tourism organisation in India, which 
is responsible for the development and promotion of Indian tourism at domestic as well as international 
level. It helps in the promotion and development of tourism and was founded on 1 October 1966 to 
develop tourism infrastructure, construction, management, and marketing of tourism products including 
hotels and catering units, establishment and management of tourist transport facilities. The setting up 
of shopping facilities, i.e., duty-free shops and tax-free shops. ITDC has adopted CSR and sustainable 
development as a policy initiative

The United Nations declared 2017 as the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development. 
In India, the tourism sector is based on its unique endowments of biodiversity, forests, rivers, and its 
rich culture and heritage. Tourism, hence, has the potential of being a responsible, sustainable, income 
provider. It is composed of three pillars: social justice, economic development, and environmental 
integrity.

 1. What is the full form of ITDC? 
 (A) Indian Tourism Development Corporation
 (B) Indian Transport Development Corporation 
 (C) India - Turkey Development Committee
 (D) International Tourism Development Committee

 2. In which year ITDC was founded?
 (A) 1st November, 1986   (B) 1st October, 1947
 (C) 1st October, 1966   (D) 1st November, 1947

 3. This year was celebrated as the International Year of Sustainable Tourism.
 (A) 1977   (B) 2001 
 (C) 2020   (D) 2017

 4. Three pillars of sustainable tourism are: social justice, economic development, and environmental 
integrity are

 (A) True   (B) False 
 (C) Can’t say   (D) None of these

ANSWERS
 1. (A) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (A)

Passage 3
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

Tourism industry in India has several positive and negative impacts on the economy, society and 
environment. It is an important industry in India because it generates income and employment. It is 
also an important source of foreign exchange earnings. It promotes the preservation of national heritage 
and environment. And also promotes peace and stability nationwide as well as globally. Tourism tends 
to encourage the development of multiple-use infrastructure that benefits the host community, including 
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various means of transport, health care facilities, and sports centres, in addition to the hotels and high-
end restaurants that cater to foreign visitors. The development of infrastructure has in turn induced the 
development of other directly productive activities. Tourism has negative effects like undesirable social 
and cultural changes may occur due to tourism. Tourism can increase tension, hostility, and suspicion 
between the tourists and the local communities when there is no respect and understanding for each 
other’s culture and way of life. One of the most important adverse effects of tourism on the environment 
is increased pressure on the carrying capacity of the ecosystem in each tourist locality. Increased transport 
and construction activities led to large-scale deforestation and destabilisation of natural landforms, while 
increased tourist flow led to increase in solid waste dumping as well as depletion of water and fuel 
resources. Flow of tourists to ecologically sensitive areas resulted in destruction of rare and endangered 
species due to trampling, killing, and disturbance of breeding habitats. Noise pollution from vehicles 
and public address systems, water pollution, vehicular emissions, untreated sewage, etc., also have direct 
effects on biodiversity and the aesthetic environment of tourist spots.

 1. Mention two financial advantages of tourism in India.

 Ans. Financial advantages of tourism:
  (i) Tourism is an important industry in India because it generates income and employment.
  (ii) It is also an important source of foreign exchange earnings.
 2. Mention two social benefits of tourism.
 Ans. Social benefits of tourism:
  (i) Tourism promotes the preservation of National Heritage and Environment.
  (ii) It also promotes Peace and Stability nationwide as well as globally.
 3. Write any two adverse effects of tourism on society and culture.
 Ans. Adverse effects of tourism:
  (i) Undesirable social and cultural changes may occur due to tourism.
  (ii) Tourism can increase tension, hostility, and suspicion between the tourists and the local 

communities when there is no respect and understanding for each other’s culture and way 
of life.

 4. How does tourism affect the environment? Write any three points.
 Ans. Effects of tourism on environment:
  (i) Increased pressure on the carrying capacity of the ecosystem in each tourist locality.
  (ii) Increased transport and construction activities led to large scale deforestation and destabilisation 

of natural landforms.
  (iii) Increased tourist flow led to an increase in solid waste dumping as well as depletion of water 

and fuel resources.
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Summary
 ● Development is a process which creates growth, progress and positive changes through the addition 

of physical – economic – environmental – social and demographic components and provides 
improvement in the standard of living of people in the specific area – 

 ● Overall improvement in the economic – social – political conditions of a society.
 ● The process of developing or being developed.
 ● Creation of wealth for the community benefits – society’s capacity to organise resources to meet 

challenges and opportunities – provision of a healthy environment.
 ● Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs is Sustainable Development.
 ● Multi-level planning: the planning for a variety of regions which together form a system and 

subordinate system:
  Optimum utilisation of local-level resources.
  Larger participation of the people in the plan formulation and implementation.
  The various levels of planning provide bases for higher level planning.
  Removal of socio-economic disparities and development of socio-economic growth and 

development opportunities.
 ● A planning region is a segment of territory or space over that economic decisions are applied 

(implementation of decisions in order to attain economic development).
 ● A planning region is a self-created living organism that has a life time that -  
  Supports the life in the region.
  Radiates unifying forces to enable the region to be a unified regional space so as to facilitate 

the practice of regional planning.
 ● Area Development in Chhattisgarh Region:
  ‘Thirty-Six Forts’ - Chhattisgarh is the 9th largest state in India, with an area of 135,192 square 

kilomitres. It is a landlocked state of Central India (formerly part of Madhya Pradesh). It gained 
its statehood on 1st November, 2000.

  Capital city – Raipur and other cities are Bilaspur, Durg, Bhilai, etc.
  Leading producer of minerals like coal, iron ore, dolomite, bauxite, limestone, quartzite, tin, etc.
  Rice Bowl of Central India – main crops are : Paddy, Maize, Millets, Pulses and Oilseeds.
  Industries – iron and steel, cement, thermal power, etc (mineral-based) : cotton textile and silk 

textile (agro-based) : non-mulberry : tussar – kosa silk and mulberry silk.
 ● Electronics industry in Bengaluru:
  Bengaluru is referred to as the electronic capital of India: Country’s leading information 

technology (IT) exporter: one of India’s largest electronic/IT industrial parks.
  Silicon Valley of India/IT capital of India: Bengaluru in Karnataka.

11 Regional Economic 
Development – Case Studies
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● Growth of Haldia Port:
 Haldia Port (Haldia Dock complex) has been built at the meeting place of the Haldi River and 

Hooghly River.
 Operated by the Kolkata Port Trust as the Kolkata Port’s partner to relieve growing pressure on 

the Kolkata Port is located in West Bengal.
 Famous for petro-chemicals and synthetic fertiliser industries.
 Vast hinterland - West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Assam and 

North-East Hill states of India. Nepal and Bhutan are the two neighbouring countries dependent 
on the Haldia Port.

Question Bank

 A. Multiple Choice Questions [1 Mark]

1.  This implies overall improvement in economic, social and political conditions of the society.
  (A) Growth   (B) Development 
  (C) Sustainable Development  (D) Planning Region

 2. This level of planning is done by the Central Government.
  (A) Block Level Planning   (B) District Level Planning
  (C) Central Level Planning   (D) State Level Planning

 3. The State Level Planning is executed by the ___________ of the concerned State.
  (A) Chief Minister   (B) Education Minister 
  (C) Chief Secretary   (D) Governor 

 4. This level planning was aimed at mobilisation of local resources and participation of the local 
people in decision making and implementation of development schemes.

  (A) Block Level Planning   (B) District Level Planning
  (C) Central Level Planning   (D) State Level Planning

 5. The planning for a variety of regions which together form a system and subordinate systems.
  (A) Development Region   (B) Planning Region
  (C) Multi-level Planning   (D) Both (A) and (B)

 6. The Chairman of the First Level Planning is the 
  (A) Prime Minister of India   (B) President of India
  (C) Chief Minister of the concerned state (D) Governor of the concerned state

 7. How many levels of planning are recognised in multi-level planning in India?
  (A) 3  (B) 4 (C) 5 (D) 6

 8. The fi fth level of multi-level planning is
  (A) Block Level Planning   (B) District Level Planning
  (C) Panchayat Level Planning  (D) State Level Planning

 9. It is a self-created living organism having a life-time that supports the life in the region and 
radiates unifying forces that enable the region to be a unifi ed regional space.

  (A) Development Region   (B) Multi-level Planning
  (C) Growth Region   (D) Planning Region
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 10.  A planning region is generally consists of
  (A) Only micro region and meso region 
  (B) Only micro region and macro region
  (C) micro region, meso region and macro region 
  (D) macro region and meso region only
 11. Coal mining areas of Chhattisgarh is an example of _________ region.
  (A) Meso Region   (B) Micro Region
  (C) Macro Region   (D) All of the above
 12. If a Planning Region consists of greatly diversified natural resources and capable of being self – 

contained, then it is a _________ Region.
  (A) Meso Region (B) Micro Region (C) Macro Region (D) All of the above
 13. The population of Chhattisgarh according to the 2011 Census stands at about 25 million, making 

it the ________ most populated state in India.
  (A) 9th (B) 15th (C) 16th (D) 7th
 14. Chhattisgarh is the _________ largest state in India (area).
  (A) 10th (B) 9th (C) 17th (D) 16th
 15.  Chhattisgarh stretches from __________ degree North to 24 degree North Latitude.
  (A) 18 (B) 16 (C) 14 (D) 23
 16.  Jharkhand is located in the __________ direction of Chhattisgarh.
  (A) North-west (B) South-east (C) South-west (D) North-east
 17.  Chhattisgarh is crossed by this important latitude.
  (A) Tropic of Cancer   (B) Standard Meridian of India
  (C) Equator   (D) None
 18. The coal producing districts of Chhattisgarh are
  (A) Jharia, Bokaro, Chandrapura and Giridih (B) Talcher, Keonjhar, Sundergarh and IB valley
  (C) Koriya, Korba, Raigarh and Surguja (D) Chandrapur, Wardha, Nagpur and Yavatmal
 19.  ___________ is an important coalfield of Koriya district of Chhattisgarh that produces about 30 

lakh tonnes of coal annually. 
  (A) Jhilmilli (B) Koragarh (C) Ramkela (D) Jharia
 20.  World’s best quality of iron ore is found in this region of Chhattisgarh.
  (A) Surguja (B) Bailadila (C) Singhbhum (D) Ramkela
 21.  Chhattisgarh is the __________ largest iron ore producing state in India after _______.
  (A) 2nd and Odisha   (B) 4th and Karnataka
  (C) 3rd and Madhya Pradesh  (D) 5th and Jharkhand
 22.  Two iron ore producing districts of Chhattisgarh are
  (A) Jharia, Bokaro   (B) Talcher, Keonjhar 
  (C) Durg, Bastar   (D) Chandrapur, Wardha
 23.  Largest mechanised iron ore mine in Asia
  (A) Dalli - Rajhara (B) Bailadila (C) Singhbhum (D) Jharia
 24.  The iron ore of Bailadila is exported through this port.
  (A) Mumbai (B) Kolkata (C) Haldia (D) Visakhapatnam
 25.  Two limestone producing districts of Chhattisgarh.
  (A) Chandrapura and Giridih  (B) Sundergarh and Talcher
  (C) Bilaspur and Bastar   (D) Nagpur and Wardha
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 26. Chhattisgarh ranks __________ in Dolomite production in India.
  (A) 1st  (B) 2nd  (C) 3rd (D) 4th 
 27.  Chhattisgarh is the largest producer of this type of non-mulberry silk.
  (A) Muga (B) Eri (C) Tussar Kosa (D) Pure silk
 28.  Two silk producing districts of Chhattisgarh.
  (A) Bokaro and Chandrapura   (B) Keonjhar and Sundergarh
  (C) Bilaspur and Surguja   (D) Chandrapur and Nagpur
 29.  ____________ is the main cropping season in Chhattisgarh.
  (A) Rabi   (B) Kharif 
  (C) Both Rabi and Kharif   (D) Zaid 
 30.  The main river that flows through Chhattisgarh is –
  (A) River Mahanadi (B) River Godavari (C) River Son (D) River Narmada
 31.  In which part of Bengaluru the information technology hub is located?
  (A) Bengaluru North   (B) Bengaluru South 
  (C) Bengaluru East   (D) Bengaluru West
 32.  Bengaluru is also known as the __________ Valley of India.
  (A) Golden (B) Diamond (C) Silicon (D) Pink
 33.  The major areas where most of the IT companies in Bengaluru are located in
  (A) Goregaon and Chandivali  (B) Madhapur and Sanjeev Nagar
  (C) BBD Bagh and Rajarhat   (D) Whitefield and Outer Ring Road
 34.  Haldia port has been developed to release the congestion at this port.
  (A) Visakhapatnam (B) Kolkata (C) Paradeep (D) Chennai
 35. Haldia port is located 105 km away from __________ port.
  (A) Visakhapatnam (B) Kolkata (C) Paradeep (D) Chennai
 36.  Haldia has __________ industry.
  (A) Oil mining centre   (B) Thermal power station
  (C) Oil refinery   (D) Silk Textiles
 37.  This state of India is the part of hinterland of Haldia.
  (A) Maharashtra (B) Uttar pradesh (C) Tamil Nadu (D) Kerala
 38.  Two industries of Haldia
  (A) Cotton textiles and Jute textiles (B) Sugar and Silk industries
  (C) Petrochemicals and Fertilizer (D) Woolen textiles and Tea
 39.  This longitude passes through Haldia
  (A) 88 degree 4 minutes East  (B) 90 degree 7 minutes East
  (C) 82 degree 30 minutes East (D) None of the above
 40.  Haldia Port is located at the confluence of Haldi and ___________ river.
  (A) Mahanadi (B) Godavari (C) Damodar (D) Hugli

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (A) 5. (C) 6. (A) 7. (C) 8. (C) 9. (D) 10. (C)
 11. (B) 12. (C) 13. (C) 14. (B) 15. (A) 16. (D) 17. (A) 18. (C) 19. (B) 20. (B)
 21. (A) 22. (C) 23. (B) 24. (D) 25. (C) 26. (B) 27. (C) 28. (C) 29. (B) 30. (A)
 31. (B) 32. (C) 33. (D) 34. (B) 35. (B) 36. (C) 37. (B) 38. (C) 39. (A) 40. (D)
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 B. Very Short Answer Type Questions [1 Mark]

 1. This type of development meets the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs.

 Ans. Sustainable Development.

 2. The task of the First Level Planning is formulated by this organization.
 Ans. Planning Commission. 

 3. The first tier of village level is popularly known as.
 Ans. Gram Panchayat or Gram Sabha. 

 4. These planning regions have the potential for developing at least one specialization of the 
production cycle of great significance.

 Ans. Micro regions. 

 5. An example of the Meso region.
 Ans. The Damodar Valley. 
 6. These planning regions have a self-generating economy to support economic growth and high 

quality of life.
 Ans. Macro regions. 

 7. Longitudinal extension of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. 80 degree 15 minutes East to 84 degree 20 minutes East longitude. 

 8. Chhattisgarh was carved out from this state of india.
 Ans.  Madhya Pradesh. 
 9. Which state is located to the south of Chhattisgarh?
 Ans. Telangana. 

 10. What was the rank of Chhattisgarh in India in coal production in the Financial Year (2020 – 21)?
 Ans. The largest is Chhattisgarh (followed by Jharkhand and Odisha).

 11. Name the largest coalfield of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Korba coalfield (Hasdeo-Arand coalfield) in Korba district. 

 12. Name two coalfields of Bilaspur district of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Rampur and Sundergarh. 

 13. Name two important iron ore mining areas of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Bailadila and Dalli - Rajhara. 

 14. Name two iron ore buyer countries of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans.  China and Japan

 15. Name two bauxite producing areas of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. (a) Maikala range in Bilaspur and Durg.
  (b) Amarkantak plateau of Surguja, Bilaspur and Raigarh.

 16. Name two dolomite producing districts of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Durg and Bastar. 

 17. Where is diamond found in Chhattisgarh?
 Ans. Mahasamund district and Raipur. 
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 18. Where is gold found in Chhattisgarh?
 Ans. Mahasamund district and Raipur. 

 19. _____________ atop the world’s largest kimberlite area.
 Ans. Chhattisgarh Nestles. 

 20. Name the metallic mineral that is found only in Chhattisgarh in India.
 Ans. Tin. 

 21. Name two tin mining districts of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Dantewada of Bastar and Bilaspur.

 22. Rearing of silkworms is known as –
 Ans. Sericulture.

 23. About 97% of this type of silk is produced in Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Tussar (non-mulberry).

 24. Name the chief economic occupation of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Agriculture.

 25. Name the predominant crop of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Rice.

 26. What is the position of chattisgarh in India age-wise? When was it born as a state? 
 Ans. 26th position
  Born on 1st November 2000 (It was a part of Madhya Pradesh) 

 27. Write a short note on the location of Chattisgarh. 
 Ans.  Latitude – 18 degree N to 24 degree N 
  Longitude – 80 degree E to 84 degree E 
  Bounded by – Uttar Pradesh in the North, Jharkhand in the North-East,  Telangana in the South, 

Odisha in the East, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra in the West

 28. What is the total area of Chattisgarh?  
 Ans. 1,36,034 sq km. 

 29. What is the total population and population density of Chattisgarh? 
 Ans. 25,545,198 persons, 
  189 persons per sq km (2011 census). 

 30. Name the minerals that are found in Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. Chattisgarh is extremely rich in minerals: 
  ● The state is the major producer of iron ore, limestone, dolomite, coal and bauxite. 
  ● Minerals like corundum, garnet, diamond, quartz, etc. are also found. 
  ● It is the only tin producing state in India. 

 31. Name the most important mineral of Chhattisgarh and also mention Chhattisgarh’s position in 
producing that mineral. Mention the mineral’s major use. 

 Ans. Coal, largest producer in India – 
  21% of all India production, 114 million tons. 
  Uses: ●  Major source in thermal power. 
           ●  Important raw material for a large number of industries. 
         ●  Iron and steel industry (coking coal)
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 C. Short Answer Type Questions [2 Marks]

 1. Mention any four points on the quest for development and strategies for development. 
 Ans. (i) Rapidly increasing population and pressure on physical resources. 
  (ii) Growing demand for food and other necessities of life. 
  (iii) Regional disparities at the national and international level. 
  (iv) Decolonisation of a large number of countries and their consequent emergence as independent 

countries. 

 2. ‘‘The development process believes in any permanent conceptualisation”. Explain. 
 Ans. The concept of development is not only area specific but also time specific. It means that the 

concept of development changes from time to place and time to time. It is not a static process. 
Development is a continuous process in the various sectors of – society, economy, environment 
and ecology.

 3. What do you mean by the term multi-level planning? 
 Ans. Multi-level planning means planning for a variety of regions which together form a system and 

subordinate systems: 
  ● Local institutions are actively involved. 
  ● It seeks to involve all hierarchies of administrative, geographical, political and regional levels 

in the planning process. 
  ● It is planning for a variety of regions which together form a system and subordinate systems. 
  ● It opposes centralised planning, i.e. it is a decentralised planning system.  
 4. Write the importance of planning region. 
 Ans. A planning region is a self-created region where living organisms –
  ● Supports life in the region through interaction. 
  ● Radiates unifying forces that enable the region to be a unified regional space. 
  ● Facilitates the regional planning as functional units.

 5. Define regional development. 
 Ans. Regional development is the provision of aid and other assistance to underdeveloped and 

developing regions. Regional development planning is undertaken by the state or centre or at 
international level. It is a general effort to reduce regional disparities by supporting economic 
activities in regions, for example, by providing employment and wealth generation, etc.

 6. Which city of India is called the electronic capital of India and why? 
 Ans. Bengaluru. 
  Reasons:
  ● Largest centre for electronic goods production. It has a large number of factories that manu-

facture telephone exchange, mobile sets, computers and goods for defense, railway, meteo-
rological departments, etc. 

  ● It receives incentives by the state and central government that help the flourishing of indus-
tries. 

  ● A large number of Indian, foreign and multinational companies have invested to nourish 
electronic industries in this city. 

 7. Name the main products of the electronic industry in Bangalore.
 Ans. Television sets, transistor sets, cellular telecom, computer and equipment from meteorological 

departments.
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 8.  Why was Haldia port developed and where is it located?
 Ans. Haldia port was developed to release the congestion of Kolkata Port.
  This port is located at the confluence of River Hooghly (Bhagirathi) and Haldi, about 105 km 

downstream from Kolkata.
 9. What are the advantages of Haldia Port over Kolkata Port?
 Ans. Haldia receives larger vessels which cannot enter Kolkata Port (more depth). Haldia has an Oil 

refinery and  Petrochemical industry (A large integrated petrochemical plant).
 10. Mention the factors that help Haldia for its development.
 Ans. ● Haldia is connected with the other ports of India through roadways and railways. Eg- Kona 

Expressway and Haldia-Kharagpur Railway Line.
  ● Haldia is highly industrialised i.e. Haldia has an Oil Refinery and also a large integrated 

petrochemical unit.
   The main items of trade are- a) Mineral Oil b) Petroleum Products c) Petrochemical Products
  ● Since Haldia is a deep river port, large vessels can enter that cannot enter Kolkata port.
 11. Define hinterland. Write about the Hinterland of Haldia.
 Ans. A hinterland is the area that is attached to the port from where a port collects raw materials, 

sells and distributes imported materials.
  Haldia has a large hinterland-
  ● Whole of North Eastern states of India - Sikkim, Assam, Mizoram, Manipur, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Meghalaya etc.
  ● West - Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh etc.
  ● Nepal, Bhutan and the Autonomous Region of Tibet (China).

 12. Why is the concept of development area and time specific?
 Ans. The concept of development changes from place to place and time to time, i.e. different subjects 

deal with the term development through different points of view.

 13. Why is level planning better for India than single level planning?
 Ans. ● Multilevel planning promotes mobilisation of local resources.
  ● It ensures participation of local people in decision making and decision implementation.

 14. Why should the boundary of a planning region be flexible?
 Ans. To cope with the challenges of growing complexity and diversity. 

 15. What is the necessity of a planning region?
 Ans. ● To integrate a much wider area for overall growth of a specific ‘region’.
  ● To reduce the conflicts and competition for resources.

 16. Why is micro region better developed than meso and macro regions?
 Ans. An integrated and balanced development of a smaller area is possible than the bigger area.

 17. Why is the Damodar Valley basin a good example of the meso region?
 Ans. The Damodar Valley basin combines within itself more than one micro region, i.e. coal mining 

areas, the forest areas and the arable lands.

  18. Why is Chhattisgarh rich in minerals?
 Ans. Chhattisgarh has the geological set up to host a number of economic minerals.

 19. Why does Chhattisgarh have many thermal power stations?
 Ans. Chhattisgarh is rich in coal deposits and production. For example: Korba coalfield in Korba.
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 20. Why do China, Japan and South Korea import iron ore from Chhattisgarh?
 Ans. The iron ore available in Chhattisgarh is of best quality, mostly haematite.

 21. Why is Chhattisgarh one of the fastest developing states in India?
 Ans. ● Rich in minerals like coal, iron ore and dolomite.
  ● Deposits of gold and diamond (more exploration should be there)
  ● Development of sericulture. 
  ● Suitable climatic conditions for agriculture.

 22. Why is Chhattisgarh known as the rice bowl of Central India?
 Ans. Rice is a dominant crop in Chhattisgarh. There is extensive cultivation of rice. Most famous 

dishes of the state are made from rice.

 23. Why is Chhattisgarh famous for silk production?
 Ans. ● Favourable climatic conditions.
  ● Availability of cheap, painstaking and skilled labours from densely populated rural areas.
  ● Demand of tussar kosa silk of Chhattisgarh in and out of the country.

 24. Why is about 35 % of the total area of Chhattisgarh under cultivation?
 Ans. ● It provides employment.   
  ● It provides food and fodder.
  ● Availability of arable lands in Bastar, Chhattisgarh plains and Northern hills.

 25. Why is Bengaluru known as the Silicon Valley of India?
 Ans. ● Bengaluru is India’s leading information technology (IT) exporter.
  ● Bengaluru plays an important role in promoting the IT sector of India.

 26. What are the reasons for the low farm yield of Chhattisgarh?
 Ans. ● Small and fragmented farmlands.
  ● Practice of primitive methods.

 D. Long Answer Type Questions [4 Marks]

 1. Define development. 
 Ans. Development implies overall improvement in economic, social and political conditions of a 

society.
  Development is the process that creates:
  ● Growth  

  ● Progress 

  ● Positive change in the physical, economic and environmental components. 

 2. Name the five levels of planning that are generally recognised in multi-level planning. 
 Ans. (i) First Level or Central Level Planning 

  (ii) Second Level or State Level Planning 

  (iii) District Level Planning  

  (iv) Block Level Planning 

  (v) Panchayat Level Planning
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Name of planning 
level

Authority Function

First Level or Central 
Level Planning

Central government - the 
President of India - under 
the advice of the Council 
of Ministers headed by the 
Prime Minister.

●

●

The task of planning is formulated and 
implemented based on the lower level 
plans.
Planning Commission of India (Prime 
Minister is the chairman) development 
procedures are planned.

Second Level or State 
Level Planning 

State government of 
concerned State’s Governor 
on advice of Council of 
Ministers, headed by Chief 
Minister.

●

●

The task of planning is formulated and 
implemented based on the lower level 
plans.
It plans under the Council of Ministers 
into the following categories: (a) 
Development departments. (b) Social 
welfare departments (c) Coordinating 
departments.

District Level 
Planning

District Magistrate, 
District Collector/ Deputy 
Commissioner.

● Maintaining law and order. 
● Coordination among different 

departments like agriculture, public 
health and irrigation.

● Electricity board, state transport are 
the autonomous agencies of district 
level planning.

Block Level Planning Block Pramukh, Block 
Chairman, SDO, BDO.

● Each district is divided into blocks 
with a population about 60,000.

● Mobilisation of local resources and 
participation of local people.

● Main focus of the block level planning 
is to solve local problems with the 
help of extension officers.

● Education, health, etc.
Panchayat Level 
Planning

Gram Panchayat, Gram 
Sabha, Zila Parishad, 
Panchayat Samiti. 

Same as block level planning.

 3. What do you know about the three tier system of planning regions?

Ans. Three tier system of 
Planning Regions

Characteristics and 
examples

Micro Region (a) The smallest planning region.
(b) Potential for developing at least one specialisation of production 
  cycle.
(c) Possess great potential for development.
(d) Single specialisation.
Example: Hydroelectric power in Himachal Pradesh Agriculture in 
Punjab, Tourism in Jammu Kashmir, etc.
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Meso Region (a) They combine for micro regions with a centre (middle of the 
    hierarchy of planning regions).
(b) The micro regions which form a meso region must have few 
   common factors like background, problems, prospects or their 
    socio-cultural bond.
(c) It is a multipurpose region.
Examples: The Damodar Valley basin combines three micro regions- 
coal mining area, forest area and arable land(agriculture).

Macro Region (a) Largest of all planning regions.
(b) Diversified natural resources are available.
(c) Self-contained and self-generated economy to support a high 
  quality of life.
(d) Combination of more than one meso region.
Examples: Peninsular India, Western Coastal Plains, etc.

 4. Mention any four factors that explain the reasons why the electronic industry flourished in and 
around Bengaluru.

 Ans. ● Location- The strategic location of Bengaluru at the centre of Peninsular India, especially 
as the capital of Karnataka, the city enjoys unique advantages. 

  ● Climate- Being located in the rainshadow region and  far from the sea, Bengaluru enjoys 
the climate with less humidity with less rainfall that is suitable for electronics. 

  ● Transport- Bengaluru is connected with the entire peninsula and whole India with a good 
network of roadways, railways, expressways, corridor, southern railway, etc. Bengaluru itself 
has an international airport. 

  ● Software/Port- Various national and international companies, multinational software and 
electronic companies have settled in Bengaluru providing huge employment.

 5. Distinguish between single level and multi level planning. 
 Ans. Differences between:

Single Level Planning Multi-Level Planning

Centralized process. Decentralized process.

Lower territorial level only implement 
the plan.

It has five levels of planning, even the lowermost 
level prepares the development plan.

National level based. Variety of regional level planning.

Planning of the central authority which is 
imposed at the lower level and planning 
becomes less effective.

Every region or institute constitutes a system 
and planning becomes more effective.

 6. What do you know about the three tier system of planning regions. 
 Ans. ● The size of a planning region should be neither too big nor too small and its boundaries 

should be flexible. 
  ● Its shape should be contiguous and compact. 
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  ● It should have economic and social harmony and it has functional unity. 

Three tier system of
Planning Regions

Characteristics and examples

Micro Region (a) The smallest planning region.

(b) Potential for developing at least one specialization of production 
    cycle.

(c) Possess great potential for development. d) Single specialization.

Examples: Hydroelectric power in Himachal Pradesh, Agriculture in 
Punjab, Tourism in Jammu Kashmir.

Meso Region (a) They combine for micro regions with a centre (middle of the 
    hierarchy of planning regions)

(b) The micro regions which form a meso region must have few 
    common factors like background, problems, prospects or their 
    socio-cultural bond.

(c) It is a multipurpose region.

Examples: The Damodar Valley basin combines three micro regions- 
Coal mining area, forest area, arable land(agriculture)

Macro Region (a) Largest of all planning regions.

(b) Diversified natural resources are available.

(c) Self contained and self generated economy to support a high 
    quality of life.

(d) Combination of more than one meso region.

Examples: Peninsular India, Western Coastal Plains.

 E. Picture-Based/Map-Based/Data-Based Questions [1 Mark]
Directions (1–5): Answer the question based on the image.

 1. The economic activity which is famous in Chhattisgarh? 

  (A) Agriculture   (B) Mining 
  (C) Sericulture   (D) None of the above
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 2. The shaded area shows the hinterland of which port of India?

  (A) Mumbai (B) Chennai (C) Kochi (D) Haldia

 3. The marked city is known as the -

  (A) Gold Valley of India.   (B) Manchester of India
  (C) Electronic Capital of India (D) Port City of India
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 4. The main occupation of the white shaded state of India is -

  (A) Agriculture   (B) Mining 
  (C) Urban occupation   (D) Sericulture

 5. This image is associated with -       

  (A) Tussar   (B) Steel 
  (C) Jute textiles   (D) Cotton textiles

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (D) 3. (C) 4. (A) 5. (A)
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 F. Case Study Based Questions [4 Marks]

Passage 1
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

About half of Chhattisgarh’s land is farmland, while most of the remainder is either under forest cover 
or is otherwise unsuitable for cultivation. Roughly three-fourths of the farmland is under cultivation. 
Often called the country’s rice bowl, the central lowland plain supplies grain to hundreds of rice mills. 
Maize and millet dominate the highlands. Cotton and oilseeds are the important commercial crops of 
the region. Agriculture continues to be characterised in many areas by the use of manual methods of 
cultivation; farmers in the basin have been particularly slow to adopt mechanised agricultural techniques.

Chhattisgarh is mineral-rich. Although many of the state’s resources remain to be exploited fully, its 
major reserves of coal, iron ore, limestone, bauxite, and dolomite, as well as its significant deposits 
of tin, manganese ore, gold, and copper, make the mining industry a major source of income. In fact, 
Chhattisgarh is one of the country’s largest suppliers of dolomite. Its iron ore, which is of top quality, 
is found primarily in the south-central and southern parts of the state. Deposits of diamonds have been 
discovered near Raipur.

 1. This part of Chhattisgarh supplies grain to hundreds of rice mills.
 (A) The Northern Highland   (B)  The Central Lowland Plain
 (C) Both (A) and (B)   (D) The Southern parts of the State
 2. These two crops dominate the highlands of Chhattisgarh.
 (A) Rice and Wheat   (B) Sugarcane and Cotton
 (C) Maize and Millets   (D) Jute and Rice
 3. These two are the important commercial crops of Chhattisgarh.
 (A) Jute and Sugarcane   (B) Wheat and Pulses
 (C) Paddy and Jute   (D) Cotton and Oilseeds
 4. Chhattisgarh is country’s one of the largest suppliers of this mineral.

 (A) Gold (B) Mineral oil (C) Dolomite (D) Lead

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (C) 3. (D) 4. (C) 

Passage 2
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:

Haldia Port/Haldia Dock Complex has been built at the meeting place of the Haldi River and Hooghly 
river. Kolkata Port Trust has been created in this port as the port’s partner. It is a major river port and 
industrial belt located approximately 124 km (77 miles) southwest of Kolkata near the mouth of the 
Hooghly River, one of the distributaries of the Ganges. The Haldia Township is bordered by the Haldi 
River, an offshoot of the Ganges River.

It has a vast hinterland comprising the entire north east of India including West Bengal, Bihar, Jharkhand, 
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Assam, North-East Hill States and two landlocked neighbouring countries 
namely, Nepal and Bhutan. The major items of export are iron ore, cotton textiles, leather, tobacco, 
manganese, machinery, chemical goods, etc. while the imports include crude oil, superior quality raw 
cotton, latest machines, instruments and drugs. This port is likely to progress further with the economic 
development of its hinterland. 
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 1. Haldia Port is located at the confluence of these rivers.
 (A) Hooghly and Damodar   (B) Hooghly and Haldi
 (C) Hooghly and Rupnarayan (D) Bhagirathi and Jalangi
 2. The partner of Haldia Port is:
 (A) Kolkata Port Trust   (B) Kolkata Corporation
 (C) West Bengal State Government (D) None of the above
 3. Two neighbouring countries of India that are the part of hinterland of Haldia Port are –
 (A) Bangladesh and Pakistan (B) Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
 (C) Nepal and Bhutan   (D) Myanmar and Bangladesh
 4. Find out the correct statement/s:
  Statement 1: Haldia is a major river port and industrial belt located approximately 124 km (77 

miles) north-west of Kolkata
  Statement 2: Haldia Port has been built at the meeting place of the Haldi River and Hooghly River. 
 (A) Both the Statements are incorrect.
 (B) Statement 1 is correct and Statement 2 is incorrect.
 (C) Both the Statements are correct.
 (D) Statement 1 is incorrect and Statement 2 is correct.

ANSWERS
 1. (B) 2. (A) 3. (C) 4. (D) 

Passage 3

Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it:
Kosa silk is obtained from an Indian silkworm—Antheraea mylitta and is a variety of Tussar silk. It is 
drawn out of cocoons which are especially grown on specific trees known as Arjun, Saja and Sal. Kosa 
silk is known for its sturdiness and is preferred to pure silk in the state of Chhattisgarh. Chhattisgarh 
is one of the leading producers of tussar and kosa silks in the country and has the potential to be a 
strong producer in the Indian apparel industry. Janjgir-Champa district of Chhattisgarh has become quite 
famous all over the world for Kosa silk.

Popularity of Kosa products in the district has reached other countries. There are two types of silk 
produced in the Raigarh district: they are Tasar silk and Mulberry silk. The production of silk is 
the main livelihood for some of the villagers in this district and many of them have now started 
running units for producing silk sarees and dress materials for export. The economy of Chhattisgarh is 
founded primarily on mining, agriculture, energy production, and manufacturing. The state has major 
deposits of coal, iron ore, dolomite, and other minerals. The central lowland is known especially 
for its abundant rice production, and the state as a whole provides the bulk of the country’s tendu 
leaves for bidis.

 1. Name the variety of Tussar silk that the state of Chhattisgarh is famous for. Also name the largest 
producing district of the same silk.

 Ans. Kosa silk. Janjgir-Champa district of Chhattisgarh.

 2. Name two types of silk that are produced in Raigarh district of Chhattisgarh.
 Ans. There are two types of silk produced in the Raigarh district. These are Tasar Silk and Mulberry 

Silk.
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 3. The production of ________ is the main livelihood for some of the villagers in Raigarh district of 
Chhattisgarh. Mention the major activity of the people of this district to improve their economy.

 Ans. Silk: Many of them have now started running units for producing. Silk sarees and dress materials 
for export.

 4. Name the region in Chhattisgarh where rice grows abundantly.
 Ans. The Central Lowland is known especially for its abundant rice production in Chhattisgarh.

Passage 4
Read the following passage very carefully and answer the questions based on it.
Bengaluru is known as the electronic capital of India. It is the Information Technology (IT) capital 
of India, and the capital of the state Karnataka too. It usually experiences a more moderate climate 
throughout the year, although occasional heat waves can make summer somewhat uncomfortable. The 
city is referred to with many other names. It was named the ‘Baked Beans City’ (Bendakaluru), the 
‘Garden City of India’, the ‘Silicon Valley of India’, and now, the ‘Global Hub of Technology Start-ups’ 
is the new name. Bengaluru now ranks as the city with the highest growth index for start-up hubs, due 
to the rising number of technology firms.

About 75% of IT professionals from India work in different Techno Parks of the city. Major IT companies 
like Infosys, Wipro started back in the ’90s in the city. Back in 1985, Texas Instruments became the 
first multinational company that formed its base in Bangalore its earlier name. Well-known unicorns 
such as Ola Cabs, Myntra, Flipkart, Baiju’s and Quickr originated in the city. About 98% of software 
exports are from Bengaluru. If is also called the aerospace capital of India. Aerospace companies like 
Boeing, Goodrich, Airbus Honeywell, and other companies have their Research and Development 
(R&D) and engineering base in the city. Biotechnical industries are another biggest employer in 
the megacity. Biotechnology plays a significant role in the Indian economy as well as the health 
sector. Bengaluru is considered the biggest biotech park in India. Biocon and Novozymes are some 
of the topmost biotech companies in the city. Many life saving drugs are manufactured in the city. 
Apart from these, heavy industries, telecommunications, and defense organisations are the major 
economic sectors in the city.
 1. Bengaluru is referred to with many other names rather than the “Electronic Capital of India” – 

name a few.
 Ans. The other names of Bengaluru are –
  (i) ‘Baked Beans City’ (Bendakaluru)
  (ii) The ‘Garden City of India’
  (iii) The ‘Silicon Valley of India’

 2. Now, the ‘Global Hub of Technology Start-ups’ is the new name of Bengaluru, why?
 Ans. Reasons:
  (i) Bengaluru now ranks as the city with the highest growth index for start-up hubs.
  (ii) Due to the rising number of technology firms.

 3. Bengaluru is also called the aerospace capital of India. Name any two aerospace companies which 
have their R&D and engineering base in the city.

 Ans. Boeing and Goodrich.
 4. Name the company that became the first multinational company to form its base in Bengaluru.
 Ans. Texas Instruments became the first multinational company that formed its base in Bengaluru.
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Power Resources

Narora
(Nuclear)

Bhakra Nangal
(Hydro) Bongaigaon

(Thermal)

Rihan
(Hydro)

Hirakud
(Hydro)

Chandrapur
(Thermal)

Nagarjunasagar
(Hydro)

Santaldih
(Thermal)

Vijaywada (Thermal)

Kalpakkam (Nuclear)

Neyveli (Thermal)

Tungabhadra
(Hydro)

Kaiga (Nuclear)

Trombay (Thermal)

Tarapur (Nuclear)

Kakrapara (Nuclear)

Ahmedabad (Thermal)

Panipat
(Thermal)

Rawatbhata
(Nuclear)

Damodar
(Hydro)

Minerals and Industries

Digboi
(Petroleum)

Singbhum
(Iron-Ore)

Raigarh
(Iron-Ore)

Keonjhar
(Iron-Ore)

Bellary
(Iron-Ore)

Ankleshwar
(Petroleum)

Bassein
(Petroleum)

Mumbai High
(Petroleum)

12 Map Work
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Digboi
(Petroleum)

Haldia
(IOCL)

TISCO
(Jamshedpur)

Bhilai
(Iron and

Steel Plant)

Ahmedabad
(Cotton Textile)

Surat
(Cotton Textile)

Mumbai
(Cotton Textile)

Vishakhapatnam
(Iron and Steel Plant)

Madurai
(Cotton Textiles)

Transport

Srinagar

East-West Corridor
(Porbander to Silchar)North-South Corridor

(Srinagar to Kannyakumari)

Golden Quadrilateral

Silchar

Porbander

Kannyakumari
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Agriculture and Case Study

Uttar Pradesh–
largest wheat

producing state

West Bengal–
largest rice and tea

producing state

Chhattisgarh–rice
producing state

Kerala–
highest road

density

Gujarat–largest
cotton producing

state

Transport

NH7 Allahabad–
Kannyakumari

(Former)

NH6 (Kolkata–Mumbai)
(Former)

NH1 (Delhi-Amritsar)

NH2 (Delhi-Kolkata)
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Ports and Hinterland

Hinterland of Haldia Fort

Vishakhapatnam

Chennai

Tuticorin

Kochi

New Mangalore

Marmagao

Mumbai

Kolkata
Haldia

Minerals and Irrigation

Main region for
well and canal

irrigation

Bhilwara
(Mica) Nagpur

(Manganese)

Main region for
tank irrigation Nellore (Mica)

Sundergarh
(Manganese)

Uttar Pradesh
(tube-well irrigation)

Bokaro
(Coal)

Jharia
(Coal)

Raniganj
(Coal)
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Power Resources

Bhakra Nangal
(Hydro)

Narora
(Nuclear)

Panipat
(Thermal)

Rawatbhata
(Nuclear)

Ahmedabad (Thermal)

Kakrapara (Nuclear)

Tarapur (Nuclear)

Trombay (Thermal)

Kaiga (Nuclear)

Tungabhadra
(Hydro)

Neyveli (Thermal)

Vijaywada (Thermal)

Kalpakkam (Nuclear)

Nagarjunsagar
(Hydro)

Chandrqapur
(Thermal)

Hirakud
(Hydro)

Santaldih
(Thermal)

Damodar
(Hydro)

Bongaigaon
(Thermal)

Rihan
(Hydro)

Industries

Ahmedabad
(Cotton Textile)

Surat (Cotton Textile)

Mumbai (Cotton Textile)

Madurai (Cotton Textile)

Vishakhapatnam
(Iron and Steel Plant)

Haldia
(IOCL)

TISCO
(Jamshedpur)

Bhilai
(Iron & Steel Plant)

Digboi
(IOCL)
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Mineral

Ankleshwar
(Petroleum)

Bassein (Petroleum)

Mumbai High
(Petroleum)

Bellary
(Iron-Ore)

Singbhum
(Iron-Ore)

Raigarh
(Iron-Ore)

Keonjhar
(Iron-Ore)

Digboi
(IOCL)
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Section B: Specimen Question Paper

SPECIMEN QUESTION PAPER (Solved)
(For Semester - 2 Examination)

[Issued by CISCE]

SECTION A – 7 MARKS
Question 1.
  Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

C

(y)

(Bengaluru)

A

D

B

G

(x)

F

E

 (i) The main tea producing region marked A is the __________. [1]
 Ans. Assam (Brahmaputra valley and Surma valley).

 (ii) The offshore mineral producing fi eld marked B is the __________. [1]
 Ans. Mumbai High

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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 (iii) The city marked E is also known as the __________ of India. [1]
 Ans. Electronic Capital of India, Silicon Valley of India.

 (iv) Identify and name the following:
 (a) The cotton textile producing centre marked D. [1]
 (b) The State shaded and marked F.  [1]
Ans. (a) Ahmedabad (b) Chhattisgarh.

 (v) The roadway C, connecting the two cities (x) and (y) is: [1]
 (a) National Highway 1   (b) National Highway 2
 (c) National Highway 6   (d) National Highway 7
 Ans. (b) National Highway 2

 (vi) The port city marked G is: [1]
 (a) Mumbai (b) Kochi (c) Chennai (d) Kolkata
 Ans. (b) Kochi

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.
Question 2. [2]
  Briefl y explain any two drawbacks of the fi rst Green Revolution.
 Ans. Two drawbacks of fi rst Green Revolution are: 
 (i) Consequence on Environment: Due to use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides,  the natural 

fertility rate of the soil has been reduced at an alarming rate (Soil degradation) .
 (ii) Social impact: First Green Revolution widened the gap between rich and poor farmers.  Poor 

farmers couldn't afford the cost of HYV seeds, Fertilisers,  Irrigation, agro-machines, etc.

Question 3. [2]
 (i) ‘The prospect of the hydroelectric power generation is very high in the Northern Mountain Region. 

Justify the given statement by giving two reasons.
 Ans. The prospect of hydroelectric power generation is very high in the Northern Mountain Region. 

Reasons:
 (i) Rivers are swift fl owing and they have high velocity, since they fl ow through rugged hilly 

tract, that helps in harnessing hydroelectric power.  
 (ii) Most of the rivers are snow-fed, hence they carry huge volume of water throughout the year. 

OR
(ii) ‘India should switch over its energy dependence from conventional to non-conventional energy 

sources.’ Justify the given statement by giving two reasons.
 Ans. India should switch over it's energy dependence from conventional to non-conventional energy 

sources because:
 (i) Conventional sources of energy are limited and non-renewable in nature but non-conventional 

energy sources are abundant and renewable.
 (ii) Conventional sources of energy degrade Environment by causing pollution, for example- 

Burning of fossil fuels emits smokes and that causes air pollution.  While Non-conventional 
sources of energy are eco-friendly green energy.
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Question 4. [2]

  List four factors of development and briefly explain how they have favoured the growth of the 
Mumbai-Pune Industrial region.

 Ans. Four factors of development that favoured the growth of the Mumbai-Pune Industrial Region:
 (i) Favourable climatic conditions for the development of cotton textile industry. Since cotton 

was cultivated in the black soil area of Deccan. 
 (ii) Opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 providing impetus for its growth.
  The area is highly connected with all forms of transportation. It has an inexpensive water 

transport network, reinforced by a good network of railways, roadways and waterways. This 
helps in the easy and cheap movement of raw material to the industries and finished goods 
to the markets. 

 (iii) Availability of cheap labourers and hydro electricity from Western Ghats. 
 (iv) Large hinterlands and markets of both North and south western states of India.  Mumbai port 

facilities. 

Question 5. [2]

  Explain any two natural factors that have favoured the development of fishing industry in 
Bangladesh.

 Ans. Two natural factors that have favoured the development of fishing industry in Bangladesh are: 
 (i) Water temperature is one of the most important physical factors affecting fish growth and 

production. Tropical and sub-tropical climate of Bangladesh helped to maintain accurate water 
temperature. 

 (ii) A large network of rivers, canals, pukurs, khals, etc., provided Bangladesh a suitable region 
for inland fishing. And also presence of shallow sea. 

Question 6. [2]

  Explain any two reasons why transport means are considered important for Indian economic 
development.

 Ans. Importance of transport means in Indian Economic Development:  
 (i) Transport provides huge employment opportunities both directly and indirectly. For example, 

Indian Railways is one of the largest employment providing sectors in Asia.
 (ii) All means of transport provide growth opportunities for local, National and International trade 

and commerce in both ways: 
  (a)  Collection of raw materials from hinterland 
  (b)  Transportation of finished goods to the markets

Question 7. [2]

  Differentiate between micro planning region and the macro planning region.
 Ans. Difference between micro planning region and macro planning region:
  Micro-planning regions are the smallest of all planning regions and have the potential for 

development of at least one specialisation of production cycle of great significance. For example, 
tourism in Himachal Pradesh.

  Where as Macro planning regions are the largest of all planning regions and have the potential for 
the development  specializations in many sectors. For example-Gujarat Region, Western Rajasthan, 
etc.
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SECTION C – 16 MARKS

Question 8. [4]
 (i) Explain the reasons for the low density of metalled roads in the Himalayan regions of India.
 Ans. Reasons for the low density of metalled roads  in the Himalayan Regions of India: 
 (i) Rugged hilly region acts as barrier for easy construction of metalled roads.
 (ii) Backward economy and less population density do not support the construction and 

maintenance costs of metalled roads.
 (iii) High construction costs due to presence of many hills and sloppy regions, many tunnels have 

to be constructed.
 (iv) The Region is often affected by landslides and fl ash fl oods, that increases the burden of costs

OR
 (ii) Discuss the advantages of Telecommunication in India.
 Ans. Advantages of telecommunications in India:
 (i) Quick and accessible communication. Saves time. 
 (ii) Saves gasoline (do not need to drive distance).
 (iii) It enables companies to communicate effectively with customers and deliver high standards 

of customer service.
 (iv) Telecommunications is a key element in allowing employees to collaborate easily from 

wherever they are located, remote or local.

Question 9. [4]
Refer to the sketch map given below and answer the questions that follow:

(i) Name the steel plant and mention its location. From where does this steel plant obtain coal and 
iron ore? [2]

 Ans. Rourkela Steel Plant in North Western tip of Odisha.
  Coal from Jharia, Talcher and Korba coal fi elds.
  Iron ore from Sundargarh and Keonjhar districts. 
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(ii) Why are these iron and steel plants important? [2]
 Ans. Importance: Rourkela is also known as the commercial capital of Odisha. This city has a huge 

iron and steel manufacturing base. One of the largest steel plants of the country, Steel Authority 
of India Limited (SAIL) is situated here.

  It is the fi rst plant in Asia to adopt the energy-effi cient LD process of steel making and the fi rst 
integrated steel plant of SAIL. 

Question 10. 
Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.

(i) Explain the process of sowing the crop shown in the above picture. [2]
 Ans. Transplantation 

(ii) State any two advantages of the method of sowing the given crop. [2]
 Ans. Advantages of Transplantation method of sowing crops-
 (i) High production rate. Wastage of seeds are very less. Transplantation minimizes inputs 

like: effective irrigation minimizes water wastage during early stages of plant growth pest 
management removes excessive pesticides. Transplant minimizes weed pressure by reducing 
the amount of time the plant stays on the ground.

 (ii) Scientifi c method that maintains appropriate distance between the plants, which help in equal 
growths of plants.  

Question 11. 
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Haldia Port was constructed on Hooghly river as a solution to the problems of siltation at Kolkata Port. 
The locational advantages of Haldia Port were that it allowed movement of bigger vessels and was free 
from tidal bores.

However, lately the Haldia Port is affected by siltation and requires the opening of an alternative channel 
which will allow easy entry of vessels.
 (i) State two locational advantages of the Haldia Port. [2]
 Ans. Locational Advantages of Haldia port are: 
 (i) It allowed movement of bigger vessels. 
 (ii) It was free from tidal bores. 

 (ii) Mention any four states of India which form the hinterland of Haldia Port. [2]
 Ans. West Bengal,  Jharkhand, Assam and Sikkim.
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Section C: Model Test Papers

MODEL TEST PAPER – 1 (Unsolved)

SECTION A – 7 MARKS
Question 1.
Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

B

E

C

G

A

D

F

 (i) The main cotton producing region marked A is the ____________. [1]
 (ii) The oldest mineral oil producing fi eld marked B is the ____________. [1]
 (iii) The city marked C is also known for the ___________ production in India. [1]
 (a) Iron ore   (b) Mineral oil 
 (c) Gold   (d) Aluminum

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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 (iv) Identify and name the following:
 (a) The nuclear power generation Centre marked D. [1]
 (b) The State shaded and marked E is the largest tea producing State in India.  [1]

 (v) The roadway F, connecting the two cities (x) and (y) is: [1]
 (a) Mumbai-Pune Expressway  
 (b) National Highway 1
 (c)  North South Corridor   
 (d) National Highway 7

 (vi) The port city marked G is: [1]
 (a) Mumbai   (b) Kochi 
 (c) Chennai   (d) Kolkata

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.

Question 2 [2]
  Briefl y explain any two advantages of the wheat cultivation in Punjab.

Question 3 [2]
 (i) India is highly potential for the development of solar energy. Give two reasons.

OR
 (ii) The coastal regions of India can harness alternative sources of energy-Justify the given statement 

by giving two reasons.

Question 4 [2]
Name one each Industrial Region from North and South India. Mention any one difference between 
them based on locational advantage.

Question 5 [2]
  Explain any two natural barriers for the development of fi shing industry in Bangladesh.

Question 6 [2]
Explain any two reasons to show why air transport is preferable than rail transport in North-eastern 
States of India.

Question 7 [2]
  Mention two features and two examples of Meso planning regions.

SECTION C – 16 MARKS

Question 8 [4]

 (i) Explain the reasons for the popularity of rail transport in India.
OR

 (ii) Discuss the importance of mass communication in rural regions.
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Question 9 [4]
 Refer to the map given below and answer the questions that follow:

 (i) Name the steel plant and mention its location. From where does this steel plant obtain its labourers 
and fresh water? [2]

 (ii) Name the state that provides port facilities to this steel plant. Name the ports too. [2]

Question 10
  Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
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ANSWERS
 (i) Deccan trap region of Central and Eastern Maharashtra. 
 (ii) Digboi (iii) (a) Iron ore (iv) (a) Narora (b) Assam
 (v) (b) National Highway 1 (vi) (c) Chennai

 (i) Mention any two reasons for the development of tourism industries in the shaded region of 
Himalayas. [2]

 (ii) Mention any two factors for the development of tourism in South India. [2]

Question 11

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.
 Sericulture, also called silk farming, is the process of making silk fibers. It starts by raising silkworms. 
Chhattisgarh is one of the largest Tassar producing states in India. The state has 16% of the total 
coal deposits of India. 44483 million tons coal has been estimated in 12 coalfields of the State 
located in Raigarh, Surguja, Koriya and Korba districts. Potential for more power generation units exist 
in the State.

 (i) State two important coal producing districts of Chhattisgarh and define sericulture. [2]
 (ii) Mention any two causes to show why is the State is also known as the 'Rice bowl of Central 

India’. [2]
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MODEL TEST PAPER – 2 (Unsolved)

SECTION A – 7 MARKS

Question 1.
Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

A

B

E

C

D

F

G

 (i) The main wheat producing region marked A is the ____________. [1]

 (ii) The mica producing area marked B is the ____________. [1]

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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 (iii) The city marked C is also known for the ____________ production in India. [1]
 (a) Nuclear power.   (b) Hydroelectricity. 
 (c) Thermal power.   (d) Geothermal energy.

 (iv) Identify and name the following:
 (a) The hydel power generation Centre marked D. [1]
 (b) The Centre shaded and marked E is the largest cotton textile producing Centre in India. [1]

 (v) The Steel Plant that provides raw materials to ship building industries: [1]

 (vi) The port city marked G is: [1]
 (a) Kandla   (b) Kochi 
 (c) Chennai   (d) Kolkata

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.
Question 2 [2]
Briefl y explain any two drawbacks of the rice cultivation in winter.

Question 3 [2]
 (i) ‘The prospect of the hydroelectric power generation is high in the Northern India than South’. 

Justify the given statement by giving two reasons.
OR

 (ii) ‘Though Thermal electricity has environmental impacts, still it is the most important source of 
energy in India.’ Justify the given statement by giving two reasons.

Question 4 [2]
  List four factors of development and briefl y explain how they have favoured the growth of the 

Kolkata-Hugli Industrial region.

Question 5 [2]
  Explain any two man-made factors that have favoured the development of fi shing industry in west 

coast of India.

Question 6 [2]

  Explain any two reasons why transport means are considered important during any disaster.

Question 7 [2]

  Defi ne planning region and mention any two features of it.

SECTION C – 16 MARKS

Question 8 [4]

 (i) Explain the reasons for the absence of inland water transport in the Southern Plateaus of India.
OR

 (ii) Discuss the advantages of mass communication in India.
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Question 9 [4]
Refer to the sketch map given below and answer the questions that follow:

Bhilai

Bokaro

Raurkela

Jamshedpur Durgapur

Vishakhapatnam

 (i) Name the State where the marked steel plant is located. From where does this steel plant obtain 
coal and iron ore? [2]

 (ii) Why is iron and steel plant important for the economic growth of Chhotanagpur region? [2]

Question 10
 Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
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 (i) Name the cropping season when this crop grows in West Bengal. Mention other two cash crops 
grow in the same season. [2]

 (ii) State any two differences between two main cropping seasons of India. [2]

Question 11

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Bengaluru is referred as the electronic capital of India because it plays the maximum role as the country's 
leading information technology (IT) exporter. Bangalore had established itself as the Silicon Valley of 
India. As Bangalore is on the Mysore Plateau, the area is also sometimes referred to as "Silicon 
Plateau". Bengaluru (formerly Bangalore), the capital of Karnataka is the favorite destination for 
IT Job seekers.

 (i) Why is Bengaluru referred to as the electronic capital of India and Silicon Plateau? [2]

 (ii) Mention any two favourable factors for the growth and development of the Electronic Capital of 
India. [2]

ANSWERS
 (i) Punjab-Haryana (ii) Vilwara in Rajasthan  (iii) (a) Nuclear power
 (iv) (a) Rihand (b) Mumbai (v) Visakhapatnam
 (vi) (a) Kandla
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MODEL TEST PAPER – 3 (Unsolved)

SECTION A – 7 MARKS

Question 1.

Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

G

C

F

D

A

B

E

(i) The main rice producing state marked A is the _________. [1]

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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(ii) The oldest coal producing fi eld marked B is the _________. [1]
(iii) The city marked C is also known for the _________ production in India. [1]

 (a) Iron ore   (b) Mineral oil
 (c) Coal   (d) Manganese

 (iv) Identify and name the following:
 (a) The thermal power generation Centre marked D.  [1]
 (b) The shaded and marked E is the hinterland of which port in India? [1]

(v) The port marked by F is: [1]
(vi) The city marked G connects this corridor is: [1]

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.

Question 2 [2]
  Mention two differences between wet and dry farming.

Question 3 [2]
 (i) India is highly potential for the development of animal husbandry. Give two reasons.

OR
 (ii) Nature affects the production of the fi shing industries in India. Justify the given statement by 

giving two reasons.

Question 4 [2]
  Mica production plays important role in Indian economy, how?

Question 5 [2]
  Non-conventional sources of energy are not highly utilized in India. Justify the statement with 

two reasons.

Question 6 [2]
  The construction of Kandla port was benefi cial for India- give two reasons to justify the statement.

Question 7 [2]
  Mention any two factors for the growth of Gurgaon-Delhi-Meerut Industrial region.

SECTION C – 16 MARKS
Question 8 [4]

 (i) Explain two reasons for the less production of wheat in South India. Also mention any two reasons 
for the high production of wheat in rabi season.

OR

 (ii) Discuss the importance of market gardening in urban economy. Write any two impacts of rice 
cultivation in West Bengal.
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Question 9 

Refer to the map given below and answer the questions that follow:

 (i) Name two mica producing centres of the State. [2]
 (ii) Mention two consequences of nuclear energy on environment of the state. [2]

Question 10

 Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
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ANSWERS
 (i) West Bengal (ii) Raniganj  (iii) (b) Mineral oil
 (iv) (a) Nayveli (b) Kolkata/Haldia (v) Tuticorin 
 (vi) East-west corridor

 (i) Name two each main items of export and import of the port marked. [2]

 (ii) Mention any two differences between port and harbour. [2]

Question 11

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Haldia dock, also called Haldia port, handles 80 per cent of the cargo managed by the port trust. Both 
docks need regular dredging to maintain navigable depth since huge volumes of silt from upstream get 
deposited at the mouth of the river. The Port of Haldia contains many factories, including many from 
foreign companies like Mitsubishi Chemicals. Haldia Petrochemicals is the second largest Petrochemicals 
in India.

(i) Who owns Haldia Port? Mention any one international company which has factory at Haldia. [2]

(ii) Why is dredging required in Haldia Port? Mention two export items of Haldia port. [2]
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MODEL TEST PAPER – 4 (Unsolved)

SECTION A – 7 MARKS

Question 1.
Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

G

F

D

C

B

A

E

(i) The main petroleum producing area marked A is the ______________. [1]
 (ii) The nuclear power producing fi eld marked B is the ______________. [1]

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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 (iii) The city marked C is also known for the ______________ production in India. [1]
 (a) Iron and steel 
 (b) Cotton textile 
 (c) Thermal power
 (d) Ready-made garments

 (iv) Identify and name the following: 
 (a) The hydel power generation Centre marked D. [1]
 (b) The shaded and marked E is the eastern most terminal city of east west corridor. [1]

 (v) The port marked by F is: [1]

 (vi) The city marked G connects this corridor is: [1]

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.

Question 2 [2]

 (i) Mention two importance of orchard farming.

OR
 (ii) Write two differences between pelagic and demersal fi shing.

Question 3 [2]
Name a region in India that has potential for the development of Geothermal energy. Mention a 
reason for your choice.

Question 4 [2]
For the development of any other mode of transport, roadways play a signifi cant role. Write two 
reasons to justify the statement.

Question 5 [2]
Write any two factors that infl uence the location of heavy industries.

Question 6 [2]
Tourism affects the local economy and environment-how? Discuss through examples.

Question 7 [2]
Write any two reasons for the development of Haldia as an industrial region.

SECTION C – 16 MARKS

Question 8 [4]

 Explain two reasons for the high production of cotton in Deccan traps. Mention any two climatic 
requirements for the production of rice.
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Question 9 [4]

Refer to the map given below and answer the questions that follow:

 (i) Name two each Coal and Manganese producing centres of the State. [2]
 (ii) Mention two consequences of thermal energy. [2]

Question 10

 Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
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ANSWERS
 (i) Ankleshwar (ii) Rawabhata  (iii) (a) Iron and steel
 (iv) (a) Tungabhadra (b) Silchar (v) Chennai 
 (vi) North-South corridor

 (i) Write two differences between transport and communication. [2]

 (ii) Mention two advantages of water transport over road transport. [2]

OR

  Write two differences between mass communication and telecommunication. Which one is more 
important for a large area over a short period of time? Give a reason for your choice.

Question 11

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Chattisgarh state of India is the largest producer of tin. Limestone and dolomite deposits are known in 
the State located in Raigarh, Janjgir-Champa, Kabirdham, Bilaspur, Raipur, Durg, Rajnandgaon districts. 
Potentially gold bearing rocks are available in Raipur and Mahasamund districts.

 (i) Name two regions in Chhattisgarh where Limestone and dolomites are mined. Name two districts 
where precious nonferrous mineral is found. [2]

 (ii) Chhattisgarh has potential for the development of integrated iron and steel plants. Justify this 
statement with two reasons. [2]
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MODEL TEST PAPER – 5 (Unsolved)

SECTION A – 7 MARKS
Question 1.
Study the outline Map of India given below and answer the questions that follow:

G

D

EB

F

C

A

 (i) The petroleum producing region marked A is the ______________. [1]
 (ii) The manganese producing area marked B is the ______________. [1]
 (iii) The area marked C is also known for the hydroelectric production in India. [1]
 (a) Santaldih   (b) Trombey 
 (c) Hirakud   (d) Bhakra Nangal

Maximum Marks : 35
Time allowed: One and a half hour

Candidates are allowed an additional 10 minutes for only reading the paper.
They must NOT start writing during this time.

Answer all questions in Section A, Section B and Section C.
The intended marks for questions or parts of questions are given in brackets.[ ]
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 (iv) Identify and name the following:
 (a) The cotton textile centre marked as D. [1]
 (b) The Centre shaded and marked E is an oil refi nery. [1]

 (v) F marked the city that connects GQ: [1]

 (vi) The port city marked G is: [1]
 (a) Kandla   (b) Kochi 
 (c) New Mangalore   (d) Marmagaon

SECTION B – 12 MARKS

Answer the following questions.
Question 2 [2]
 (i) Name two areas of cotton production in Pakistan. Also explain a reason for the high production 

of wheat in China.

OR
 (ii) Write any two differences between deep sea and inshore fi shing.

Question 3 [2]
 There is an urgent need to promote non-conventional energy sources. Support the statement with 
two reasons.

Question 4 [2]
  Write any two importance of satellites in the sector of modern communications.

Question 5 [2]
Write one each positive and negative impact of tourism in India.

Question 6 [2]
Ready-made garments promote economic growth in grassroot level-Justify the statement with two 
reasons.

Question 7 [2]
Write one each feature of tin and iron ore mining in Chhattisgarh.

SECTION C – 16 MARKS

Question 8 [4]

 (i) Briefl y explain two strategies of Second Green Revolution in India and write any two reasons for 
the diversifi cation of Indian agriculture.

OR
 (ii) Write any two limits of using fi rewood as fuel and any two benefi ts of using ocean as a source 

of energy.
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Question 9 [4]
 Refer to the sketch map given below and answer the questions that follow:

 (i) Write the location of the marked port. Mention any one advantage of it. [2]
 (ii) Why the mode of transport is used in this port better than air transport? Write two reasons. [2]

Question 10
  Study the picture given below and answer the questions that follow.
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 (i) Write any two favourable factors for the development of the integrated steel plant identified by 
you. [2]

 (ii) State any two differences between this steel plant with any other mini steel plant. [2]

Question 11

Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.
Micro planning regions are the smallest of all planning regions and have the potential for developing 
at least one specialization of production cycle of great significance. Meso planning regions combine 
in themselves a few micro-regions and lie at the middle of the hierarchy of planning regions. Macro 
refers to something that is very large scale.
 (i) Write a point of difference between Micro and Macro Planning Regions. Give one each example 

of both from India. [2]
 (ii) Write one each advantage and disadvantage of Haldia as a planning region that have accrued to 

the people and area. [2]

ANSWERS
 (i) Bassein (ii) Nagpur  (iii) (d) Bhakra Nangal
 (iv) (a) Madurai (b) Haldia (v) Delhi 
 (vi) (d) Marmagaon
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